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ABSTRACT
An extensive debris flow occurred, in the Smutná valley, Western Tatra Mts. in Slovakia on 15 May 2014. The aim of this study is
to describe the morphology of the observed debris flow and to evaluate the conditions that preceded its formation as well as the
previous activity of debris flows on this path. The observed debris flow is among the most extensive ones in terms of morphometric characteristics in the Roháčská valley and its tributaries (e.g., the length of the erosion-accumulation zone of ~600 m, volume
>1200 m3). However, compared to previous studies from the Western Tatra Mts., it belongs to the average sized debris flows, or a
minor event in terms of the general size classification based on the volume of debris flows. A similarly extensive debris flow was
recorded on this track in the early 1970s after which only two additional minor events have been recorded there until 2014. The
monthly precipitation totals in the 2013/2014 winter season were low compared to the long-term average. The main triggering
factor for debris flow initiation was continuous rainfall that lasted 29 hours resulting in ~120–135 mm of precipitation. Most of the
derived global empirical thresholds for debris flow initiation were exceeded as well as rainfall thresholds suggested by the published
studies for the Western Tatra Mts.
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1. Introduction
Debris flows are fast-moving masses of poorly sorted sediments saturated with water, which are among
the most frequent slope processes in mountain areas
(Iverson et al. 1997; Jakob and Hungr 2005). Steep
slopes and the presence of an unconsolidated regolith accumulated in bedrock gullies or stream channels are essential for the occurrence of debris flows
(Kotarba et al. 2013). These mass movements are triggered by an intense rainfall which reaches or exceeds
certain thresholds (Wieczorek and Glade 2005; Guzzetti et al. 2008). These so-called rainfall thresholds
can be defined by the intensity, duration, or amount
of rainfall measured over a certain period of time.
A rainfall-threshold model based on the intensity and
duration of a specific rainfall event (intensity-duration, ID) is most commonly used to evaluate the conditions that preceded the debris flow event (e.g. Caine
1980; Jibson 1989). On the contrary, a model based
on the amount of rainfall measured during a rainfall
event (event-duration, ED) is used especially when
the precipitation intensity is unknown (Caine 1980;
Innes 1983; Zezere and Rodrigues 2002). Other types
of rainfall thresholds are defined by the total event
rainfall (e.g. Corominas and Moya 1996; Pasuto and
Silvano 1998) or the intensity of rainfall during the
precipitation event (event-intensity, EI; e.g. Jibson
1989; Aleotti 2004). Rainfall thresholds are commonly defined on global (Caine 1980; Innes 1983; Rebetez
et al. 1997), regional (e.g. Sandersen et al. 1996; Kanji
et al. 2003), or local scales (e.g. Wilson et al. 1992;
Annunziati et al. 2000). Global rainfall thresholds represent a general minimum level below which debris
flows do not occur irrespective of geology, land-use,
or regional rainfall patterns (Guzzetti et al. 2007). By
contrast, local rainfall thresholds are site-specific and
thus are poorly known in many regions including the
Tatra Mts., Western Carpathians.
The research on the precipitation that initiates
debris flows in the Tatra Mts. is limited despite the
fact that the extensive debris flows occur once in
15–20 years (Krzemień 1988) or even once per 2–3
years in the case of debris flows in the apex of the
slope (Kotarba 1991). The research on this phenomenon started in the 1970s (e.g. Ingr and Šarík 1970;
Krzemień 1988; Kotarba et al. 1987; Kotarba 1989,
1992, 1997, 1998) but only a few studies focused
on the rainfall thresholds for debris flow initiation
(e.g. Kotarba 1997) or rainfall conditions preceding
the debris flows events (Kotarba 1998). Currently,
debris-flow research mostly focuses on changes of
debris-flow accumulation zones using aerial imagery
(Kapusta et al. 2010; Kedzia 2010) or debris-flow dating by the dendrochronological analysis (e.g. Šilhán
and Tichavský 2016, 2017).
In this study, we evaluate the topographic controls and rainfall conditions of the extensive debrisflow event that occurred on 15 May 2014 on the

north-eastern slope of Plačlivé peak (2125 m a.s.l.) in
the Smutná valley, Western Tatra Mts. as well as the
previous activity of debris flows in this path. We compared the obtained threshold values with those established for the Western and High Tatra Mts. in order to
obtain more robust threshold values for the region.
Finally, we examine the validity of globally defined
empirical thresholds for debris flow initiation in this
region.

2. Study area

The Tatra Mts. are the highest part of the Carpathian range (Gerlachovský štít peak, 2654 m a.s.l.). The
mountains consist of a Paleozoic crystalline basement composed of metamorphic (micaschist, gneiss,
migmatite, amphibolite) and igneous rocks (granitic
rocks) overlain by late Permian to Cretaceous sedimentary sequences and nappes (limestone, sandstone; Králiková et al. 2014). A tectonic uplift of the
Tatra Mts. along the sub-Tatra fault system started in
the Middle to early Late Miocene (~12–9 Ma) forming
an asymmetrical horst structure surrounded by the
Liptov, Poprad, and Podhale basins (Králiková et al.
2014).
Despite their limited extent, the Tatra Mts. represent a barrier for the north-south transport of
air masses, which causes steep climate gradients
(Niedźwiedź 1992). The mean annual air temperature (MAAT) in the northern foothills is 6 °C, while
it is 8 °C in the southern ones. The highest elevations show MAAT of −2 °C (Niedźwiedź et al. 2014;
Żmudzka et al. 2015). Similarly, the mean annual precipitation is influenced by prevailing north-west air
flow that causes higher precipitation amounts on the
northern slopes in comparison to the southern ones
(Niedźwiedź 1992). The highest mean annual precipitation of 1600–1900 mm thus occurs on the northern
slopes between 1400–2000 m a.s.l. Maximum monthly precipitation falls mainly in June and July when it
reaches 240–260 mm and 220–250 mm, respectively (Niedźwiedź 1992). The duration of snow cover
varies from 60–140 days in the foothills to about
220 days in the highest parts of the ridge (Ustrnul et al.
2015).
The Smutná valley is one of the side valleys of the
more extensive Roháčská valley, Western Tatra Mts.
It is located on the northern side of the main ridge
of the Western Tatra Mts. (Figure 1) and it is surrounded by the Tri Kopy (2136 m a.s.l.), Ostrý Roháč
(2088 m a.s.l.), Volovec (2063 m a.s.l.) and Rákoň
(1876 m a.s.l.) peaks. The ridge is built of biotite to
two-mica diorites and granites, whereas the valley is
filled with Quaternary sediments of taluses, moraines,
or rock glaciers (Nemčok 1994; Piotrowska et al.
2015). The investigated debris flow extends from the
north-eastern foot of Plačlivé peak (2125 m a.s.l.) to
the valley bottom (1503 m a.s.l.).
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Fig. 1 Location of the study area, selected rain gauges and locations of debris flows with published triggering precipitation in the Tatra Mts.
Note: (1) Zuberec-Zverovka (ZZ), (2) Vitanová-Oravice (VO), (3) Zuberec (ZU), (4) Huty (HU), (5) Podbanské (PB), (6) Kasprowy Wierch (KW),
(A) Zverovka, (B) Dudowy cirque, (C) Starorobocianska valley, (D) Starorobocianski cirque, (E) Żleb Piszczałki, (F) Zielony Staw Gasieicowy,
(G) Żółta Turnia, (H) Morskie Oko lake, (I) Velická valley, (J) Kežmarský Štít Peak, (K) Dolina Zeleného plesa, (DF) Debris flow.

3. Methods
3.1 Morphometric analyses of the debris flow
Geomorphological mapping of the debris flow was
performed using orthophotomaps from 2015 (Eurosense), a detailed digital elevation model (DEM) with
the horizontal resolution of 1 m (ÚGKK SR 2019)
and verified by field mapping. The source zone of the
debris flow was delineated based on the DEM using
the Watershed tool in ArcMap 10.6 (Esri, Inc. 2018)
and then manually adjusted, whereas the erosion-accumulation zone was delineated by manual vectorization at a scale of 1 : 500 based on the orthophotomaps.
The area and length of the source and erosion-accumulation zones were determined based on the DEM
using the 3D analyst - Add surface information tool
in ArcMap 10.6 (Esri, Inc. 2018) to avoid inaccurate
calculation due to the steep slopes. A minimal volume of debris transported by the debris flow was also
derived from the difference between DEM and reconstructed surface before the event.

The spatial extent of the source and erosion-accumulation zones was verified in the field using GPS
(Garmin GPSmap 60CSx) and a laser rangefinder
(Stanley TLM 210) in July 2015. The field mapping
also included measurements of the height of the lateral levees of the debris flow and the size of 5 largest
clasts carried by the flow in three segments of erosion-accumulation zone. Temporal changes of the
debris flow since 1973 were evaluated using manual
vectorization of the erosion-accumulation zone of the
debris flow based on the orthorectified aerial photographs from 1973, 1986, 2003 (TOPÚ 2016), and the
orthophotos from 2015 (Eurosense). Based on this
data the average recurrence interval of debris flow
events in this track path was estimated.

3.2 Precipitation analysis

Data from five closest rain gauges and one more distant station operated by the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute (SHMI 2014) and the Institute of
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Tab. 1 Basic characteristics of selected rain gauges.
Weather station
Zuberec-Zverovka (ZZ)

Latitude (N)

Longitude (E)

Elevation (m a. s. l.)

49°14′59″

19°42′42″

1,030

Distance from debris flow (km)
5.8

Vitanová-Oravice (VO)

49°16′57″

19°45′26″

853

8.7

Zuberec (ZU)

49°15′38″

19°37′18″

763

11.3

Huty (HU)

49°13′80″

19°33′54″

808

13.6

Podbanské (PB)

49°08′24″

19°54′38″

972

13.6

Kasprowy Wierch (KW)

49°13′59“

19°58′58“

1,987

17.2

Meteorology and Water Management (NOAA 2016)
were used to analyse the rainfall totals that preceded the formation of the debris flow (Table 1). The
nearest station Zuberec-Zverovka (ZZ) located only
~6 km from the source zone of the debris flow was
considered the most representative as it is also in
the north-facing valley of the Western Tatra Mts. and
at elevation of 1030 m a.s.l. The Podbanské station
(PB) is the only one representing the southern flanks
of the mountains. It was chosen because of its relatively small distance from the debris flow (~14 km)
and its position at an elevation of almost 1000 m a.s.l.
Because some of the closest meteorological stations
do not provide continuous precipitation records without measurement failures, additional calculations
were done using continuous time series of one more
distant station Kasprowy Wierch (KW) located 17 km
from the debris flow (NOAA 2016). Daily precipitation
data were available for all selected weather stations
operated by SHMI, providing accumulated rainfall
totals recorded at 7 a.m. In contrast, 6-hour rainfall
data are available from Kasprowy Wierch.
Precipitation conditions from the beginning of a
climatological winter to the formation of the debris
flow (December 2013 to May 2014) were assessed
for an overall evaluation of soil saturation, which may
have played a role in the initiation of the debris flow.
10-day precipitation sums recorded at all the six stations were analysed and monthly precipitation totals
were also calculated for the same period and compared to long-term monthly precipitation averages
recorded in the period of 1985–2014 (SHMI 2014;
NOAA 2016). For a more detailed analysis of precipitation totals immediately prior to the formation of the
debris flow, data recorded at all the weather stations
were used. Daily precipitation sums for the period of
1 May to 15 May were analysed, as well as precipitation totals for 24 hours before the debris flow formation (considering the 5 hours from 15 May when
the debris flow occurred in the morning hours and
19 hours from 14 May) were calculated.
Global threshold values for debris flow initiation
based on the duration of precipitation during the
whole rainfall event were derived (ED; Caine 1980,
E = 14.82 × D0.61; Innes 1983, E = 4.93 × D0.504). The
variable E [mm] in the ED threshold models indicates
the amount of precipitation during a given event and

the D [h] denotes the duration of the event. These
equations indicate rainfall amounts above which
debris flows are likely to occur. On the contrary, 4σ
method provides a statistically defined threshold for
the formation of debris flows that defines relatively extreme values based on long-term precipitation
records (Rebetez et al. 1997). In this case cumulative precipitation over three consecutive days in the
period of May, June and July 1989–2014 based on KW
long-term data series was chosen (Rebetez et al. 1997;
Engel et al. 2011). The threshold value for spring/
summer period with potential debris flows occurrence was derived. Subsequently, it was compared
with the observed 3-day precipitation sums before the
Smutná valley debris flow measured at KW station.

4. Results

4.1 Debris flow morphology
The source zone of the debris flow is located at
1657–2013 m a.s.l. on the north-eastern slope of Plač
livé peak and covers the area of 147 570 m2 (Table 2).
It consists of chutes that are from a few decimetres
up to a few meters deep, and two small detachment
zones with a recently exposed bedrock that are a few
decimetres deep and the material of which was probably removed during the debris-flow event (Figure 2
and Figure 3).
The erosion-accumulation zone extends at
1503–1657 m a.s.l. and has the total length of
593 m. The volume of the debris material transported and accumulated during the event is estimated
at >1200 m3. The debris flow runs in the northerly
direction along the Mt. Plačlivé ridge, then it sharply changes direction to the northwest and enters the
open slope of the debris flow fan. Here, the track is
2–2.4 m deep (Figure 2), ~10 m wide, and reaches an
average slope of 25°. Significant lateral levees along
the debris flow are 0.2−0.5 m high and generally tend
to become higher down the slope. The maximum size
of the blocks transported by the debris flow reaches
1.5−3.5 m. The side track of the debris flow diverges
in the fan area, which is probably the original straight
track of the debris flow formed during the initial
phase of the event. The side track was subsequently
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Tab. 2 Morphometric characteristics of the investigated debris flow
in the Smutná valley.

Fig. 2 Geomorphological map of the debris flow in the Smutná
valley.

blocked by a stronger surge of the debris flow that
deepened the track towards the north.
In the next segment the debris flow undulates
slightly in front of a rock-glacier terminus. In this section, the track is ~13 m wide and only 1–1.5 m deep.
There is an accumulation of debris inside the track,
so it takes on a convex shape, with an average slope
of 18°. There is a significant accumulation of debris
at an elevation of 1560–1549 m a.s.l. The debris flow
here takes on a predominantly convex shape, with
the width of about 12 m and the average slope of 12°.
This part of the debris flow is already entirely located
on the surface of a rock glacier. In the following segment, the debris flow passes through several previously eroded troughs 4−9 m wide that were grassed
before the formation of the debris flow. There are lateral levees approximately 0.2 m high. The maximum
size of the transported debris is mostly 15 cm and
the slope of this part of the track reaches 11°. In the
last section of the track, there is only a flat accumulation of the fine-grained debris ~7 cm in size mixed
with a sandy matrix. The average width of this final
part of the debris flow is 10 m and the average slope
is ~8°.

Characterictic

Source
zone

Erosionaccumulation zone

Area (m2)

147,570

9,687

Length (m)

785

593

Widht (m)

300

13

Maximum elevation (m a.s.l.)

2,123

1,657

Minimum elevation (m a.s.l.)

1,657

1,503

Mean elevation (m a.s.l.)

1,892

1,564

Elevation range (m)

466

156

Maximum slope (°)

88

37

Mean slope (°)

47

19

4.2 Long-term precipitation conditions prior
to the debris flow
The most significant snowfall of the 2013/2014
winter season was recorded in the first decade of
December 2013 (Figure 4). At that time heavy snowfall occurred mainly in the northern windward areas
of the Tatra Mts., bringing up to a few decimetres of
snow. By contrast, there was little precipitation for
the rest of the month (Figure 4). Overall, monthly
precipitation totals lower by 26% (PB) to 59% (ZZ)
were recorded in December 2013 compared to the
long-term average for 1985−2014 (SHMI 2014). In
January 2014, even lower (up to 70% at ZZ station)
precipitation totals were recorded compared to the
long-term average as no significant snowfall occurred
until the second decade of January. During February
2014, precipitation totals were also lower compared
to the long-term monthly average with the maximum
decrease of 36% at the PB station. The lowest precipitation were recorded mainly in the last decade of the
month. On the contrary, precipitation totals in March
2014 were above the long-term average at all the stations by an average of 20%. Increased precipitation
was also recorded in April 2014, especially in its second decade when it was up to 30% above the longterm average. Precipitation in May 2014 was also well
above the average for 1985−2014 (up to 167% at ZZ
station). The highest 10-day precipitation was recorded in the second decade of May when the debris flow
occurred (Figure 4).
4.3 Precipitation totals immediately prior
to the debris flow

Low daily precipitation totals mostly below 7 mm (ZZ
of 2. 5. 2014) were recorded at the weather stations
in early May 2014. The exception was PB where the
total of 31 mm d−1 occurred on 3 May. Precipitation
decreased between 8 May to 10 May, with daily totals
below 3 mm. After a subsequent short-term increase
to ~25 mm d−1, precipitation reached immeasurable
amounts. On 14 May, precipitation increased sharply to
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Fig. 3 A view of the individual parts of the debris flow.
Note: (1) recently exposed bedrock in the detachment zone, (2) erosion-accumulation zone of the debris flow, (3) debris flow track
in the debris flow fan area, (4) debris flow accumulation.

Fig. 4 10-day precipitation sums measured from 1 December 2013 to 29 May 2014.
Note: Red line indicates the occurrence of the debris flow.
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Fig. 5 Cumulative precipitation totals in May 2014.
Note: Red line indicates the occurrence of the debris flow.

>60 mm d−1 at the VO and ZU stations or to >90 mm d−1
at the KW station. The ZZ station showed the highest
total of 113 mm d−1 (Figure 5, Table 3). The precipitation was even higher during the following day when
the totals >100 mm d−1 were recorded at the KW

(130 mm), ZZ (104 mm), ZU (104 mm), and VO
(103 mm) stations. The debris flow occurred in the
morning hours of 15 May 2014. The 24-hour precipitation prior to its formation ranged between 48 mm
(HU) and 111 mm (ZZ).

4.4 Rainfall thresholds derived using global
rainfall models

Tab. 3 Precipitation totals before the debris flow formation
(15 May 2014).
13 May
(mm)

14 May
(mm)

15 May
(mm)

24 h prior
formation
(mm)

Zuberec-Zverovka

0

113

104

111

Vitanová-Oravice

5

69

103

76

Zuberec

5

64

104

72

Huty

6

40

80

48

Podbanské

0

38

91

49

Kasprowy Wierch

4

93

130

101

Station

Continuous precipitation prior to the formation of the
debris flow started at all the weather stations at 7 a.m.
on 14 May and continued to 12 a.m. on 15 May. Over
29 hours, 56−135 mm of precipitation was recorded
at these stations (Table 4). Corresponding threshold
values of 116 mm and 27 mm were derived using the
event-duration models proposed by Caine (1980) and
Innes (1983), respectively. The threshold value based
on the statistical 4σ method (Rebetez et al. 1997) was
set at 131 mm.

Tab. 4 Threshold values and precipitation totals derived for the study area.
Station
Kasprowy Wierch

3-day
precipitation
(mm)

Threshold value
after Rebetez
et al. (1997; mm)

Continual event
precipitation
totals (mm)

228

131

120

Threshold value
by Caine
(1980; mm)

Threshold value
by Innes
(1983; mm)

29

116

27

135

Zuberec-Zverovka

90

Vitanová-Oravice
Zuberec

Duration
of continual
precipitation (h)

–

–

86

Huty

56

Podbanské

57

Note: The values in bold indicate rainfall totals higher than the Caine’s (1980) threshold for debris flow initiation. The rainfalls that exceeded
the threshold proposed by Innes (1983) are indicated in italic. Threshold value set by Rebetez et al. (1997) was derived based on the long-term
precipitation records for 1989–2014 available only for the Kasprowy Wierch station.
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4.5 Temporal changes of the debris
flow track
The analysis of historical aerial photographs identified four debris flow events in the investigated track
between 1973 and 2015 (43 years), including the
debris flow described in this study (Figure 6). The
most extensive debris flow over the entire period
was recorded in the 1973 aerial photograph (the erosion-accumulation zone was by ~14% larger than
in 2015). The front of this accumulation extended
~355 m from the foot of the slope, whereas it was
~330 m in 2015. The length of the whole erosion-accumulation zone was ~624 m in 1973 as opposed to
~593 m in 2015. In contrast, aerial photographs from
1986 and 2003 show a new debris flow extending
only to the foot of the slope. An extensive debris flow
path from 15 May 2014 is recorded on the 2015 orthophotos. Based on the remotely sensed data, the recurrence interval of the debris flows is nearly 11 years.

5. Discussion

5.1 Morphology of the debris flow
The extent of the source and erosion-accumulation
zone of the Smutná valley debris flow is greater than
that of other debris flows in the Roháčská valley and
its tributary valleys (including the Smutná valley;
Dlabáčková 2018). As one of the few debris flows in
the Roháčská valley area, it extends from the debris

Tereza Dlabáčková, Zbyněk Engel

flow fan to the valley floor filled with the body of a
rock glacier. However, it is rather an average debris
flow in the Western Tatra Mts. in terms of the elevation of the source and erosion-accumulation zone
or the volume of the transported material (Kotarba
et al. 2013; Kotarba 1992). Its source zone located at
1657−2123 m a.s.l. is within the elevation range of
1293−2217 m a.s.l. of source zones of debris flows
in the Western Tatra Mts. set by Kotarba et al. (2013).
Similarly, the average elevation of the source zone
of 1892 m a.s.l. is close to the average elevation of
1817 m a.s.l. reported by Kotarba et al. (2013). The
head of the debris-flow erosion-accumulation zone,
situated at an elevation of 1503 m a.s.l., is among the
lower debris-flow heads, but also within the interval
of the average values (1213−2095 m a.s.l.) determined
for the Western Tatra Mts. (Kotarba et al. 2013).
Slightly above average is the compound elevation
range of the source and erosion-accumulation zone
of the debris flow of 620 m compared to the average
value of ~500 m reported for the Western Tatra Mts.
(Jurczak et al. 2012; Kotarba et al. 2013). By contrast,
the length of the debris-flow erosion-accumulation
zone of 593 m is well above the average length in the
Western Tatra Mts. estimated at 200 and 166 m by
Kotarba et al. (2013) and Jurczak et al. (2012), respectively. Yet, the observed length of the debris-flow erosion-accumulation zone falls into the most common
debris-flow lengths in the Western Tatra Mts. set by
Midriak (1993) at 500−1000 m. Likewise, the average
path width of the debris flow erosion zone of 12 m is
also within the interval of average debris-flow widths
set by Midriak (1993). The estimated volume of the

Fig. 6 Temporal changes in the erosion-accumulation zone of the Smutná valley debris flow in the period 1973–2015.
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transported material of >1200 m3 is consistent with
the volume estimates for recent debris flows in the
Tatra Mts. (Kotarba 1992), representing minor debrisflow events (sensu Jakob 2005). The volume estimates
for the largest debris flows in the Tatra Mts. range
from 2500 to 5000 m3 (Ingr and Šárik 1970; Kotarba
1994).

5.2 Triggering precipitation

The rainfall threshold of 27 mm derived using the
global event-duration model proposed by Innes
(1983) was exceeded at all regional stations. In contrast, the value of 116 mm determined using the
event-duration model by Caine (1980) was exceeded
only at the stations ZZ and KW (Table 4). These two
stations seem to be the most relevant for describing the conditions immediately prior to the 2014
debris flow as both are located at elevations above
1000 m a.s.l. The low precipitation values recorded
at other stations are a result of their low elevation, a
large distance from the debris flow (HU, PB, and ZU),
or the leeward effect of the mountain range (PB). The
precipitation threshold of 131 mm derived by the 4σ
method (Rebetez et al. 1997) from the KW data proved
to be valid as the measured 3-day rainfall total was
228 mm.
Overall, the models proposed by Caine (1980)
and Rebetez et al. (1997) are valid for the Tatra Mts.
area. On the contrary, model set by Innes (1983) does
not seem to be valid for the Tatra Mts. region as the
threshold value of 27 mm is too low. Precipitation
greater than 27 mm d−1 has occurred at KW station
approximately 5 times per year during the period
1989–2014 in the months of May to July. This contrasts with the average frequency of one small debris
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flow per 2–3 years (Krzemień 1988) or one large
debris flow event per 15–20 years (Kotarba 1991).
The occurrence of debris flows 5 times per year in
the Tatra Mts. region thus seems unlikely. In contrast,
precipitation exceeding 116 mm d−1 occurred approximately once every ten years during the same period,
which is close to the published data on the frequency of the formation of debris flows, and information
derived from aerial photographs of the monitored
debris flow in the Smutná valley. Similarly, 3-day rainfall greater than 131 mm occurred on average once
per 2–3 years during this period, which is also consistent with the published data on the frequency of
debris flows in the Tatra Mts.
The observed debris flow in the Smutná valley
occurred in the morning on 15 May 2014 according
to local people. The 6-hour rainfall data from the KW
station show that the lowest rainfall of the day (only
of 27 mm) was recorded between 6 a.m. and 12 p.m.
In contrast, the highest precipitation of 39 mm was
recorded between 12 and 6 p.m. (Figure 7). These
data indicate that the debris flow may not have
occurred during the most intense rainfall.
The precipitation total that led to the 2014 Smutná valley debris flow fits into the rainfall ranges of
60−164 mm d−1 and 62–224 mm d−1 published for
the Western and High Tatra Mts. (Table 5). It was
higher compared to the well-described debris flow
event on Babia Góra, Poland (>40 mm d−1; Łajczak
and Migoń 2007), or debris flows in Southern Carpathians, Romania (74–91 mm d−1; Ilinca 2014).
However, it was lower compared to the threshold
values of 111–234 mm d−1 suggested by Šilhán and
Pánek (2010) for the flysch Western Carpathians,
Czechia. Outside the Carpathians, debris flows might
be triggered after 100 mm d−1 in the Jizerské hory

Fig. 7 6-hour precipitation totals recorded at the KW station in 14 May to 16 May.
Note: The approximate time of the debris flow occurrence is indicated by the red hatched area.
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Tab. 5 Rainfall thresholds for historical debris flows in the Tatra Mts.
Triggering Rainfall

Location

Date

Author

Western Tatra Mts.
60–61 mm d−1

Dudowy cirque

20 July 1985

Krzemień (1988)

82.3 mm d−1

Starorobocianski cirque

26 July 1982

Krzemień (1988)

Starorobocianski cirque

23 July 1980

Krzemień (1988)

91.6 mm d−1

Zverovka

19 June 1970

Ingr and Šarík (1970)

up to 135 mm 29h−1 (111 mm 24h−1)

Smutná valley

15 May 2014

This study

164 mm d−1

Starorobocianski cirque

June 1973

Krzemień (1988)

Żleb Piszczałki

4 June 1993

Krzemień et al (1995)

215.5 mm

73.8 mm

2d−1

(61 mm

d−1

and 154.5 mm

d−1)

5h−1

High Tatra Mts.
62 mm d−1 (26 mm h−1)

Kežmarský Štít Peak

15 July 1933

Záruba, Mencl (1969)

100 mm d−1

Morskie Oko lake

August 2001

Ferber (2002)

Zielony Staw Gasieicowy

16 August 1988

Kotarba (1994)

118.7 mm d−1 (44 mm h−1)

Żółta Turnia

8 July 1997

Kotarba (1998)

41.4 mm 1.5h−1

Morskie Oko lake

23 August 2011

Kotarba et al (2013)

60 mm h−1

Żółta Turnia

9 August 1991

Kotarba (1998)

223.5 mm

d−1

(330.3 mm

5d−1)

Tab. 6 Overview of the general rainfall intensity thresholds for debris flow (DF) initiation for the Tatra Mts. region.
Threshold value

Region

Debris flow specification

Reference

50–80 mm d−1

Western Tatra Mts.

DF of various sizes occurring between the end of May –
end of July (snow patches occurence)

Krzemień (1988)

80–100 mm d−1

Western Tatra Mts.

DF of various sizes occurring in the period of July–October

Krzemień (1988)

60–135 mm 29h−1

Western Tatra Mts.

DF over the full length of slope

This study

High Tatra Mts.

DF over the full length of slope

Kotarba (1997)

80–100 mm
35–40 mm

d−1

High Tatra Mts.

DF over the full length of slope

Kotarba (2007)

25 mm h−1

Tatra Mts.

Small-scale DF (apex area of talus slope)

Kotarba (1991)

h−1

Tatra Mts.

DF over the full length of slope

Kotarba (1991)

50 mm

h−1

Mts., Czechia (Smolíková et al. 2016), having similar
geological conditions as the study area in the Western Tatra Mts. Similarly, daily rainfall totals exceeding 50–100 mm can trigger debris flows in the Hrubý
Jeseník Mts., Czechia, built by metamorphic rocks
(Tichavský et al. 2017). The 24-hour rainfalls that
triggered the 2014 debris flow are higher than the
threshold of 50−80 mm d−1 based on long-term observations of debris flows in the May-July period in the
presence of snow patches on slopes. The triggering
rainfalls are even higher than the rainfall threshold
of 80−100 mm d−1 for the initiation of debris flows
of various sizes in the Western and High Tatra Mts.
(Table 6).

5.3 Temporal changes of the debris flow track

The erosion-accumulation zone of the investigated debris flow from May 2014 was among the most
extensive ones in the last 43 years (Figure 6). A larger area of debris flow erosion-accumulation zone
occurred at this site only in the early 1970s when

shallow landslides occurred frequently in the Tatra
Mts. (Kotarba 2004; Gądek et al. 2016). By contrast,
only one short debris flow was identified in the
same track between 1973 and 1986. The observed
decrease in the debris flow surface area confirms the
timing of a reduced debris-flows activity reported by
Kapusta et al. (2010) from the Dolina Zeleného plesa
in the High Tatra Mts. (Figure 1). In contrast, these
authors did not detect any significant changes in the
area of debris flows in the Velická valley in the High
Tatra Mts. Krzemień (1988) states that the number
of debris-flow events in the Starorobocianska valley,
the Western Tatra Mts., was stable since the 1950s to
the mid-1980s.
Aerial photographs taken in 2003 show another
debris flow accumulation within the observed track.
This debris flow was shorter than the one from the
early 1970s but extended to the foot of the slope.
Since the mid-1980s to the early 21st century, there
was an increase in the area of debris flow erosion-accumulation zones in the High Tatra Mts. (Kapusta et
al. 2010; Kedzia 2010). According to Kotarba (1997),

Rainfall thresholds of the Smutná Valley debris flow in Western Tatra

this increase may be attributed to more frequent and
intense rainfalls in the summer season. The record
from the KW station confirms the frequent occurrence
of intense rainfall events in the study area during the
period 1986−2003. Precipitation >80 mm d−1 was
recorded at the KW station 15 times over the 18-year
period, 8 of which were even >100 mm d−1.
In the period of 2003−2015, the number of days
with rainfalls exceeding the threshold value of
80−100 mm d−1 decreased to seven at the KW station. Despite the lower frequency of heavy rainfalls,
the rainfall totals higher than 130 mm d−1 occurred in
August 2009 and May 2014. As a result of fewer rainfall events, there was no increase in the area of debris
flows at the study site until 2014. Similarly, Kedzia
(2010) reported no significant changes of debris flows
in the Żółta Turnia, High Tatra Mts., between 2003 and
2009. By contrast, a significant increase in the area of
debris-flows in the Velká Studená valley, High Tatra
Mts., between 2004 and 2014 is reported by Šilhán
and Tichavský (2017).

6. Conclusion

The debris flow in the Smutná valley, Western Tatra
Mts., was initiated on 15 May 2014 after continuous
precipitation that lasted 29 hours. A corresponding
rainfall ranged from ~120 to 135 mm and exceeded
the threshold values for debris flow initiation derived
from global event-duration models (27 and 116 mm).
A 4σ threshold of 131 mm for the accumulated precipitation on three consecutive days prior to the debris
flow initiation was also exceeded. The 24-hour rainfall amount of 101−111 mm recorded prior the debris
flow is rather high compared to the reported values
from the Tatra Mts., Babia Góra, and the more distant
Southern Carpathians.
The debris flow that was formed in the Smutná
valley in 2014 is one of the largest debris-flow accumulations in the northern part of the Western Tatra
Mts. The erosion-accumulation zone extends far to
the valley floor, stretching over the length of ~600 m.
A similarly long debris flow was identified in this track
only in the early 1970s. Two other debris flows deposited in this track between 1986 and 2003 only reached
the foot of the slope.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to reveal and explain the role of metro stations in a post-socialist metropolis as nodes that determine the perception
of the city. By means of Lynch-type mental maps, we sought to find whether metro stations really function as perceptual nodes
concentrating urban functions and traffic, and how recent changes of urban built environment and functions induced by neoliberal
policy are reflected in the public perception. The results are discussed in relation to transit-oriented development that considers
public transport stations and spaces around them as community hubs. The study has confirmed the expectation that the metro system constitutes an important part of the urban image and often functions as a skeleton that is used to arrange and frame the mental
map of the city. Most of the metro stations function as perceptual nodes concentrating a particular urban function (monofunctional
nodes) or combination of different functions (multifunctional nodes). The current perception of nodal areas around the metro
stations reflects the recent transformation of urban built environment and functions, including intense and sometimes aggressive
commercialization, as well as deindustrialization, although the role of open green public spaces and waterfronts continues to be
important. To promote economic development and produce a more comfortable living environment, the metro-related nodal areas
need to balance different functions, resisting abusive commercialization and promoting, keeping, and creating open public spaces,
green areas and heritage protections.
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Kyiv metro and urban imageability

1. Introduction
Whatever the specific concept of urban development
is used, the idea of nodes invariably plays an essential
role in it. Playing the leading role in the urban planning structure, nodal areas concentrate processes
crucial to the life of the city and related city functions
(Dronova and Brunn 2018). A system of nodes together with linking paths constitutes a network that unites
a city into a single organism and provides access in
between its different parts (Cheng et al. 2013). At
the same time, they belong to the key elements shaping the urban image and thus largely determine the
public perception of the entire city and its individual
parts, influencing the behaviour of urban development actors (Cheng et al. 2013). The complex urban
forms are stored in our memory in the form of a
linked-node configuration, and the process of acquiring spatial knowledge involves continuously adding
new nodes to the existing node-link framework (King
and Golledge 1978; Yoshimura et al. 2020).
Nowadays, the cities are recognized main foci and
drivers of development on different spatial scales,
from local to global (Hall 1993; Sassen 2016), and
urban nodal areas usually first are facing and mirroring social, economical and cultural challenges, in
particular those related to globalization and pervasive
neoliberalism. Especially this is true for post-communist cities that during the last decades are being
adapted and remodelled to new conditions shaped
by the political, economic, and cultural transition to
capitalism (Sýkora 2009; Sýkora and Bouzarovski
2012), while neoliberalism is acknowledged as the
dominant ideology driving post-communism (Sailer-Fliege 1999; Birch and Mykhnenko 2010; Stenning
et al. 2010). Therefore, understanding the processes
of functional and morphological transformation of
urban nodal areas and their perception gives a clue to
understanding the whole transition of the post-communist cities to the market economy.
Among the various types of nodes that may be
encountered in the city, specific place belongs to the
stations of rapid transit transport, in particular subway/metro stations. In particular, this is true for the
largest post-Soviet cities, where the metro was more
than just a transport but also an imposing monument to the communist state, a “church of Soviet civilization” (Jenks 2000). Metro stations provide the
surroundings with access to places of employment
and other social activity, but at the same time they
form new points of growth and intense transformation, changing the local built environment, as well
as labour and real estate markets (e.g. Cervero and
Duncan 2002; Duncan 2011; Roukoni et al. 2012;
Forouhar 2016; Li 2019). The role of metro stations
as local growth poles is especially important in the
framework of transit-oriented development (TOD)
and urban polycentricity concepts aimed at urban
sustainable development (cf. Bertolini 1999; Dittmar

and Ohland 2004). Centralisation of activities and
developments around metro station areas is a key
TOD policy to encourage more public transport travel through providing maximum access to passengers, thereby enhancing economic efficiency, health,
well-being and social inclusion (Zhang et al. 2019).
In this paper, using mental map technique (Lynch
1960), we seek principally to find out to what extent
the metro system contributes to the urban imageability (and, consequently, urban identity) of Kyiv, the
capital of Ukraine and third of the largest post-Soviet
metropolises. In other words, we want to know a role
of the metro system in shaping the residents’ representations on the city: how significant is its impact on
the image of the city in the whole and its individual
parts? If this role is significant, which can be supposed
from the literature, the individual mental maps of Kyiv
should be structured around metro lines and stations,
including individual objects and places in the city tied
to individual metro stations as urban nodal areas.
It can be expected also that some vernacular urban
districts will be shaped around metro stations (nodebased districts) rather than based on historical urban
areas (uniform districts). The question posed is all the
more interesting keeping in mind the recent trend of
expanding ridesharing taxi services (e.g., Uber, Bolt,
Uklon) and the network of bicycle paths. However, it
should be mentioned that the bicycle path networks
in Kyiv often are starting from the metro stations, and
the stop of the metro during the Covid-19 pandemic restrictions in the spring 2020 actually resulted,
according to the author’s personal experiences, in the
collapse of transport communications in the city). On
the other hand, if Kyiv metro stations really function
as perceptual nodes, it would be yielding to look at
their identities in order to access the reflections of
recent transformation of urban built environment and
functions in the conditions of neoliberal policies.
Thus, starting from the general assessment of the
importance of metro system for building the image
of the city, we shift to the images (identities) of particular metro stations and access whether they really function as perceptual nodes concentrating urban
functions and traffic. After that, the perceptual portraits of the metro stations are examined in order to
understand whether and how the recent changes of
urban built environment and functions are reflected
in the perception of the informants. Finally, we compare our results with the findings of previous study
using different methodology (Dronova and Brunn
2018) to evaluate the correspondence between the
subjective perceptions and the fact-based evaluation
of Kyiv nodal areas.

2. Theoretical background

Kevin Lynch, discussing spatial elements of the mental map of the city in his seminal work (Lynch 1960),
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defined a node in two ways. The first types of nodes
are junctions of paths, and thus they are points where
a decision on the further direction of movement takes
place. Lynch argues that “the junction, or place of a
break in transportation, has compelling importance
for the city observer. Because decisions must be made
at junctions, people heighten their attention at such
places and perceive nearby elements with more than
normal clarity”. The second type of nodes includes
places of concentration of some special properties
(e.g. typical space, planting, activity, etc.). These condensation points can, by radiation, organize large areas around themselves if their presence is somehow
signalized in the surroundings. Consequently, some
of these concentration nodes are the foci and epitomes of perceptual districts, over which their influence
radiates, and of which they stand as symbols. Some
nodes may be both junctions and concentrations at
the same time. The distinction between these two
types of nodes is questioned as it may not be especially informative and somewhat ambiguous (Dalton
and Bafna 2003).
Nodes, together with paths and edges, describe the
fundamental topological structure of space in relation
to movement and visibility; they are “places of heightened awareness and decision-making where people
slow down or stop and make choices about what they
will do next and where they are going”, and thus the
functional and aesthetic environments of nodes play
a significant role in creating a sense of place (Stevens 2006). They are not merely cognitive, but also
behavioural elements, shaping fundamental topological structure of urban space in relation to movement
and visibility (Norberg-Schulz 1971, 1980). Urban
networks can morphologically be described as major
nodes or concentrations of activities and physical
and/or functional connections between nodes (Cheng
et al. 2012). Like the other elements of a mental map,
nodes may have high imageability not only because of
their visual stimulus, but due to certain historical or
cultural meaning or playing a role of urban spiritual
centre (Mumford 1961; Appleyard 1969; Golledge et
al. 1978; Hospers 2010; Jiang 2012). Nodes are not
only strengthened by the presence of landmarks but
provide a setting which almost guarantees attention
for any of the latter. At the same time, nodes are more
remarkable if provided with one or two objects which
are foci of attention. In any event, Lynch argues, the
most successful node seemed both to be unique in
some way and at the same time to intensify some surrounding characteristic. Also, names and meanings
are non-physical characteristics that may enhance the
imageability of a node element; names, for example,
are important in crystallizing identity (Lynch 1960).
Following Lynch’s definition of nodes, Dronova
and Brunn (2018) consider them as places or strategic points (foci) of the city that (1) have free access,
(2) are mainly located at the crossroads of important transport routes, (3) have a large concentration
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of urban functions, and (4) are characterized by both
centripetal and centrifugal flows. The emergence of
these “intersections of processes” leads to a concentration of transport, cultural, economic, social, administrative, communication, and service functions. They
implicitly distinguish between a node and a surrounding “nodal area”, which is experiencing the influence
of the node and is perceived together with it as a single spatial entity.
The original experience of Lynch (1960) showed
that subway stations, strung along their invisible
path systems, often play the role of strategic junction nodes. In particular, in the case of Boston, some
respondents organized the rest of the city around
them while making the sketch. Most of the key stations were associated with some key surface feature,
had distinct individual characteristics and thus easy
to recognize. Simultaneously, some other stations
had not so prominent identities, probably due lack of
visual interest and the disassociation of the subway
node from the street crossing. In view of this, Lynch
suggested that a detailed analysis of the imageability
of subway systems, as a kind of transit systems in general, would be both useful and fascinating.
More recent analysis of hand-annotated maps
showing the locations of prominent places of Boston also suggests that subway stops play an important role in framing a person’s mental map (Look and
Shrobe 2007). In particular, it was shown that all of
the prominent places, marked by the respondents,
were extremely close to subway stops (all within
280 meters, with many places located at a subway
stop). Conversely, a large majority of the subway stops
were within 50 meters of prominent places. It is suggested that, on the one hand, subway stations themselves may be use for structuring mental maps, but
on the other, subway stations are often located near
important places and these places or features bring
to the importance of subway stations.
The role of metro stations as nodes in Moscow, the
largest post-socialist metropolis, has been revealed
by James Schrader (The Village 2014; Urban Look
2014). Schrader emphasizes the uniqueness of the
role of metro in Moscow, opposing the Russian capital to Western metropolises like New York or Los
Angeles, where the metro network determines both
urban development and the perception of the city to
a much lesser extent. He argues that the metro has
drastically changed the way people move around
the city and thus affected their perception of the
city. Metro stations become spatially isolated access
points to the surface areas in their immediate vicinity (up to 500 meters). A circle of this diameter is a
nodal area shaped around the station. At the same
time, it is more difficult for a person to get to the area
outside such nodal areas. Furthermore, while travelling, metro passenger usually cannot observe the city
space located between the stations. Consequently, the
metro turns into something like a horizontal elevator
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or a teleportation device that transports people from
one point to another through “nowhere” between
the beginning and end of the journey. In this way,
the city, perceived by a regular metro user, is divided
into numerous small nodal areas around the stations,
which in turn become a kind of magnet for a variety
of functions: residential and commercial real estate,
public spaces, and stops for land-based public transport. The adaptation of the urban structure to the configuration of metro stations, turning them into hubs
of economic and social activity, has become especially
pronounced in the last two decades. The city is being
transformed into a set of nodal areas with a metro
station in the centre; each of them provides the locals
with the entire infrastructure for a comfortable life.
The idea of transforming the city into a set of relatively independent neighbourhoods around metro
stations resonates with the concept of transit-oriented development. Among other things, TOD traits
include public and civic spaces near public transport stations as community hubs. A multimodal TOD
neighbourhood is built around a public transport
station or stop, surrounded by relatively high density
development with progressively lower-density development spreading outward from the centre. Typical
radius of such neighbourhood is 400 to 800 metres –
this is considered to be an acceptable walking distance at the start or end of a journey by transit (ITDP
2017). Although it has been shown that the TOD, by
improving transportation accessibility, can promote
economic development, as well as produce more
comfortable living environment (Cervero and Duncan
2002; Gibbons and Machin 2005; Ahlfeldt and Wendland 2009; Duncan 2011; Roukoni et al. 2012), the
concept is criticized, as it has raised concerns about
gentrification, displacement, re-segregation, and
more polarization (Jones and Ley 2016; Renne et al.
2016; Dong 2016, 2017; Derakhti and Baeten 2020).
In view of this, the issue of metro stations as foci of
urban nodal areas, including their perceptual characteristics, is important not only for urban theory, but
for practitioners as well. While cities without a metro
usually show a decrease in the density of all functions
from the centre to the periphery, with the advent of
rapid transit, the density of functions is differentiated
based upon the distance from the stations (Osietrin
and Omelchuk 2008). Therefore, urban areas around
the metro stations possess a high value in terms of
urban planning and require a special approach to
functional zoning and transport planning solutions
aimed at intensifying all urban functions (Osietrin
and Omelchuk 2008; Avdiejeva and Bila 2016).

3. Case study area

Kyiv, the capital and largest city of Ukraine, with
current registered population of ca. 2,970,000, has
experienced intensive socio-economic and spatial
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transformations in recent decades. New developments typically are associated with deindustrialization, commercialization, especially construction of
shopping malls, and housing, which leads to the growing functional diversification of the urban space, its
increasing patchiness. Transformation of urban public
spaces consists in their commercialization, sacralization (de-sacralization), and domestification; the role
of malls as public spaces is increasing with simultaneous significant reduction of the role of squares and
parks (Mezentseva and Mezentsev 2017). According
to Dronova and Brunn (2018), most of 45 existing
and potential nodal areas of Kyiv are experiencing
replacement of the cultural, aesthetic, representative,
and communication functions by commercial, service,
and transport land uses. The development of city and
the transformation of urban space largely depend
on the private investors, their interests and visions
(Mezentseva and Mezentsev 2017). The city gradually
loses its original appearance and becomes a cosmopolitan place associated with all kinds of investment
projects (Maruniak 2013; Dronova and Maruniak
2019), while modernization, being the positive side
of neoliberal development, goes together with replication of monotonous urban landscapes and creation
of monstrous forms (Cybrivsky 2014).
The Kyiv Metro is the third among both oldest and largest metro systems in the former Soviet
Union, after Moscow and St. Petersburg. It has three
lines, having proper names but publicly known by
colour designations as “red”, “blue” and “green”, and
52 stations. In the whole, the red line is the oldest
one, while the green line is the newest. In the recent
years, the system accounts approximately for a half
of Kyiv’s public transport load. Three existing lines,
intersecting in the city centre, connect the peripheral areas located in opposite directions and basically
follow the key surface roads and city-planning axes,
serving the areas with high densities of population,
jobs and services. However, some vast and densely
populated areas of the city are still not covered with
the metro network. In particular, this refers to large
mass housing neighbourhoods in the north-eastern
(Troieshchyna), north-western (Vynohradar) and
south-western (Borshchahivka) sectors of the city
(Osietrin and Omelchuk 2008). The construction of
the fourth “grey” metro line, which is to connect Zhuliany Airport in the southwest of the city and Troieshchyna neighbourhood with more than 400,000 inhabitants in the northeast, was started in 1993 but has
been repeatedly postponed and become the subject of
jokes (e.g. “man will land on Mars sooner than build a
metro to Troieshchyna”).
In most cases, metro stations in Kyiv function
as urban planning centres (nodal areas). However,
there are problematic issues related to the planning
and functions of the urban areas around the metro
stations. With the transition to a market economy,
the territory of high-speed transport has become
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attractive for the implementation of various investment projects, including shopping malls and business
centres (Osietrin and Omelchuk 2008). Some key nodal areas around the metro stations in the city centre
have undergone complex reconstruction, e.g. Maidan
Nezalezhnosti, the main square of Kyiv, a venue for
political and cultural events of national scale (including construction of underground shopping mall Globus), and Kontraktova Square, the urban public centre
of Podil neighbourhood, concentrating business centres and the main offices of the largest banking institutions (Dronova and Polieshko 2017; Bondar 2018).

4. Data and methods

The research is based on the analysis of Lynch-type
mental maps (Lynch 1960) drawn by the 2–3 year
bachelor geography students in 2018–2019. Each student was asked “to make a sketch map of Kyiv from
his/her perspective marking the most prominent and
important places, including streets, squares, neighbourhoods, buildings, public places and other landmarks, etc.” without receiving additional suggestions
from the researchers. This is extremely important
because the research is very susceptible to the occurrence of the so-called “interviewer effect”, which may
influence the resulting sketch substantially (Nawrocki
2017). A total of 31 maps were selected for further
processing; the remaining 9 sketches were considered to be unsuitable for analysis (e.g. depicting
the contours of the city only). The respondents had
approximately one hour to perform a task. Among
the students, whose sketches were selected for the
research, 25 (80.6%) came from different Ukrainian
regions and lived in campus dormitory, while the rest
6 (19.4%) were native Kyivans. Since mental maps
were created by geography students, they may be
artistically expressive more than it could be expected in case of ordinary people, but this fact is unlikely
to affect the list of places and objects depicted on the
maps, and therefore cannot have a significant impact
on the conclusions.
The first part of the analysis involved general
assessment of the importance of metro system for
building the image of the city. To perform this task,
we (1) classified mental maps according to the role
of metro system in the total graphic structure of the
individual sketches, (2) examined the spatial distribution of landmarks, marked on the sketches, in relation to the metro lines and individual metro stations,
(3) counted the number/percentage of maps on which
each metro station was a) denoted and b) labelled,
and (4) counted cases when the metro station or other location was marked as a crossroads of transport
routes, i.e. as a transport node (including transfer to
the other metro line).
The second part of the analysis was focused on the
identities of nodal areas shaped around the individual
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metro stations. For this purpose, we counted associations and mentions of linked landmarks for each station. If a certain landmark is marked on the mental
map in the immediate vicinity of the metro station,
or otherwise compositionally tied to it by the respondent, such a landmark is defined as an association
with the given metro station. Each single recording
of an association is considered as a mention. This
implies that the number of mentions for each particular metro station can be greater than or equal to the
number of associations recorded for this station. Having collected the data on associations and mentions,
we characterized the place identity of each metro
station in terms of scope, intensity, polarization and
semantic content.
The scope of place identity is defined as a number
of independent associations to the given metro station. In this way, a large number of associations mean
a broad place identity, and vice versa, few associations
point at narrow place identity. The intensity of place
identity is defined as a frequency of mentions for the
most frequently mentioned association (or key association). In other words, this is an imageability of a
key association. If a key association is mentioned frequently (i.e. appears on many mental maps), it contributes to the higher intensity of the place identity,
and vice versa. The polarization of place identity is an
indicator that aims to estimate the balance of representation of associations. It was measured as a coefficient of variation for the numbers of mentions of
each association. If mentions are equally distributed
between the associations, there is zero polarization.
Otherwise, if some associations are more frequent
than the others, the coefficient of variation deviates
from zero, indicating a certain level of polarization.
The polarization is possible to estimate only for places with more than one association. To investigate the
semantic content of place identity, we divided associations between semantic categories and then defined
the structure of mentions by semantic categories for
each metro station.

5. Results and discussion

The analyzed mental maps were divided into 4 categories depending on the role of the metro system in
their total graphic structure.
The first category (9 sketches; 29.0%) may be
described as totally metro-centric maps. The metro
lines play the dominant role and constitute the so
called “good figure” of the mental map, structuring
the whole image (Figure 1a). The second category (7 sketches; 22.6%) includes maps that are also
metro-centric; however, they represent additional
paths and nodes beyond the metro system (e.g. rapid tram lines, urban train, some important streets)
(Figure 1b). The third category (7 sketches; 22.6%)
enclose maps where the metro lines and stations are
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Fig. 1 Examples of mental maps made by participants.
Source: students’ work.

marked but they do not dominate the entire mental
map. The landmarks on such sketches are more or
less evenly filling the urban space and are not strongly linked to the individual metro stations or lines
(Figure 1c). The fourth category (8 sketches; 25.8%)
represents maps where metro system is almost completely absent. Most commonly such maps represent
a system of districts with minimum of paths (Figure 1d).
Although there are certain exceptions, the sketches
from first and second categories generally fall into the
sequential-type maps dominated by linear elements
and the links between them, while the sketches from
the third and fourth categories were mostly spatial-type maps with well-elaborated network of districts, according to the typology by Appleyard (1973).
The distribution of the maps between these categories convinces that the metro system constitutes
an important part of the image of the city for the
absolute majority of the respondents, and for approximately half of them it posturizes a skeleton that is
used to arrange and structurize the other elements of
the image of the city, and is used to navigate around
the city (Kuipers et al. 2003). In this way, the form of
transportation around the city has a significant impact

on the image of the city, and the mental map of Kyiv is
significantly different from the mental maps of cities
without subway/metro system like Szczecin, where
the most prominent nodes are squares as transport
hubs and public spaces (Osóch and Czaplińska 2019),
or Konya, where tram stops were marked by the students as nodes (Topcu and Topcu 2021). At the same
time, in the case of Kazan, the role of metro system
seems to be not so brilliant feature of the mental maps
comparing to Kyiv, although some stations do play a
role of most prominent nodes (Latypova et al. 2021).
Another observation, pointing out the importance
of the Kyiv metro for urban imageability, is the role
of metro stations as nodes for urban perceptual districts. In particular, in the part of Kyiv with a dense
network of metro stations, most of perceptual districts are shaped around the metro stations, and it is
often difficult to determine unambiguously whether
an inscription on a map refers to a metro station or
the surrounding homonymous district (e.g. metro station Pozniaky and the adjacent residential neighbourhood Pozniaky). The maps of the fourth category, with
completely absent metro lines and stations, also often
depict perceptual districts with names derived from
the names of the metro stations. On the other hand,
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Fig. 2 Distribution of landmarks on mental maps in relation to the metro system.
Source: elaborated by the authors.

the most frequent and clearly represented districts on
the mental maps are Troieshchyna and Borshchahivka – exactly those two large neighbourhoods where
there is no metro. This means that the rapid transit
may significantly restructure traditional perception
of urban space, destroying the traditional system of
vernacular districts based on historical urban areas
and bringing to birth the network system of smaller
vernacular districts centred on the stations.
Regarding the differences between the mental
maps of Kyiv permanent dwellers and students from
outside the capital, the total number of maps is not
sufficient for detailed analysis and strong conclusions.
However, native Kyivans tend to create more detailed
representation of one certain (native and the most
familiar) neighbourhood and less rely on the metro
scheme when locating other places and objects in the
city. In particular, none of the totally metro-centric
maps was produced by the permanent dwellers. This
means that the importance of the metro for mobility and perception is highest in the early stages of
acquaintance with the city. Meanwhile, according to a
study by Research & Branding Group (2014), approximately 55% of Kyiv residents were non-natives, and
this figure is likely to have just increased, not least due
to the inflow of the externally displaced persons from
the Eastern Ukraine. Hence, we can assume that nowadays the metro system plays a key role in the urban

imageability for most residents of the Ukrainian
capital.
The importance of the metro system as a spatial backbone of the city is further strengthened
by the spatial distribution of landmarks marked on
the sketches. As can be seen from the map (Figure 2),
the absolute majority of landmarks are located within the spatial belts along the metro lines. In particular, 59.7% of landmarks and 74.5% of their mentions
are concentrated within 500 meters from metro stations. Moreover, practically all frequently mentioned
landmarks are located in the vicinity of the metro
stations, and vice versa, the landmarks located far
from the metro are mentioned rarely. Exceptions are
Zhuliany and Boryspil airports, Obolon Embankment,
Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra, and the Motherland Monument;
the last three objects are stretched along the Dnieper
waterfront, and the last two are important landmarks
forming the skyline of the right bank Kyiv when seen
from the left bank. The only one significant cluster of
landmarks beyond the metro line belts is observed
around Sevastopolska Ploshcha. On the other hand,
among the metro stations, 40 (76.9%) have at least
one landmark in the vicinity of 500 meters.
All 52 metro stations have been found on analysed mental maps. They are not only marked but
also labelled in the majority of cases. This is another
confirmation of the importance of the metro system
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as a spatial skeleton of the city. However, some differences in representation are observed for both
individual metro stations and entire metro lines: blue
line stations are best represented, while green line
stations are worst represented, especially this refers
to the left bank part of the line (Figure 3). These disparities should be attributed to the specificity of the
respondents (university students), whose places of
study and residence (university campuses) are mostly
located along the blue line course, and thus not surprisingly this line (together with important transport
hubs and other places important for the students’ life
on the other metro lines) is best represented on mental maps. Maidan Nezalezhnosti (located in the city
centre on the homonymous square) was the most frequently marked station (27 sketches; 87.1%), while
Vyrlytsia (located in the peripheral left-bank residential neighbourhood) was the least mentioned station
(2 sketches; 6.5%).
Among all metro stations, 34 (65.4%) have been
marked as transport nodes by the respondents. This
figure includes six stations used for transfer to another metro line, and they were marked as transport
nodes most frequently (38–48% of sketches). The list
of the other stations, mentioned as transport nodes by
more than 10% of the respondents, includes Teremky, Demiivska, Vydubychi, Darnytsia and Pochaina; all

Fig. 3 Metro stations and transport nodes on mental maps.
Source: elaborated by the authors.
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these stations are really located near the important
surface crossroads. At the same time, approximately
third part of all metro stations have not been marked
as transport nodes; in some cases this may be justified, but some of these stations in reality are located
near the important transport junctions, e.g. Nyvky
or Druzhby Narodiv. Nevertheless, we identified
12 transport nodes different from the metro stations,
and all of them were mentioned by less than 10% of
the respondents. This means that although not all
metro stations are perceived to be important transport nodes, some of them belong to the most recognizable transport nodes in the Ukrainian capital.
Typically the associated landmark is located in
the vicinity of metro station. However, in many cases, the distance from the metro station to the associated landmark is large enough, although it is drawn
quite near the metro station. Some extreme examples
of this kind are the following: Darnytsa railway station is linked to Darnytsia metro station (distance
3.7 km); Lavina Mall is linked to Akademmistechko
metro station (distance 3.4 km); Motherland Monument is linked to Druzhby Narodiv metro station
(distance 1.8 km); Obolon Embankment is linked to
Obolon metro station (distance 1.1 km). This confirms
the point that metro stations sometimes may act as
nodes not only for the immediate vicinity, but also
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Fig. 4 Metro stations: scope, intensity and polarization of identity.
Source: elaborated by the authors.

Fig. 5 Metro stations: semantic categories of associations (number of mentions).
Source: elaborated by the authors.
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for large areas closest to (or best accessible from)
the given station. The toponymic factor may also play
a role (e.g. common attributes like Obolon and Darnytsia).
Differences between both the lines and individual
stations become more pronounced when focusing on
their identities (Figures 4, 5). First of all, the scope
of identity varies substantially. There are 11 stations without any association: one on the blue line,
five on the red line and another five on the green
line. These stations are located mostly in peripheral
and semi-peripheral areas of mass housing, industrial development, or green spaces. On the contrary,
the broadest identities were recorded for Demiivska (6 landmarks), Kontraktova Ploshcha, Poshtova
Ploshcha, Vystavkovyi Tsentr stations of the blue
line (4 landmarks per each station), Politechnichnyi
Institut, Darnytsia and Lisova stations of the red line
(4 landmarks per each station). The green line, joining
mass housing areas in the south-east and the northwest of the city, rarely visited by the students, is the
worst represented on the mental maps.
The most common semantic categories of associations (and the most common key associations) are
the following:
1) Shopping malls (48 mentions; 8 key associations)
that have sprouted up on Kyiv streets and squares
over the past two decades: Ocean Plaza (Lybidska), Dream Town (Minska and Obolon), Magellan
(Teremky), Cosmopolite (Shuliavska), Lavina Mall
(Akademistechko), Gulliver (Ploshcha Lva Tolstoho and Palats Sportu), Darynok (Darnytsia), River
Mall (Osokorky). It is worth noting that if a shopping mall is located near the metro station, it will
most likely be displayed on mental maps.
2) Institutions of education and science (44 mentions; 6 key associations), including three leading
universities: Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv (Ploshcha Lva Tolstoho, Universytet and
Vystavkovyi Tsentr), Kyiv-Mohyla Academy (Kontraktova Ploshcha), Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic
Institute (Politechnichnyi Instytut).
3) Green spaces (33 mentions; 4 key associations):
Holosiiv Park and Forest (Holosiivska), Mariinsky
Park (Arsenalna), Syrets Park (Syrets), Sviatoshyn
urban forest (Sviatoshyn). Also, important second-order, but extremely frequent association was
the Expocentre of Ukraine located on the outskirts
of the Holosiiv Forest (Vystavkovyi Tsentr).
4) Transport hubs (24 mentions; 5 key associations): passenger stations like Central Railway
Station (Vokzalna), Central Bus Station (Demiivska), Darnytsia Bus Station (Darnytsia and Lisova), Vydubychi Bus Station (Vydubychi), Pivdenna
Bus Station (Ipodrom), Kharkivska Bus Station
(Kharkivska). All these are important for students
arriving to Kyiv and going back to their homes on
weekends or vacations. Another key association is
Shuliavka Bridge, the infamous “tired bridge” on
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the transport junction near Shuliavka station that
collapsed in February 2017.
5) Monuments and historical places (17 mentions;
4 key associations), including the Golden Gate
(Zoloti Vorota), Motherland Monument (Druzh
by Narodiv), the Independence Monument and
Square (Maidan Nezalezhnosti), Babyn Yar (Dorohozhychi).
6) Sports facilities (17 mentions; 2 key associations):
Olimpiiskyi Stadium, the main sports arena of the
country (Olimpiiska), and Hippodrome (Ipodrom).
The other semantic categories are much less frequent although may be important for individual stations. For example, entertainment facilities shaped the
image of Palats Ukraina station (homonymous concert
hall), Soviet mass housing appears to be essential for
some peripheral stations like Teremky, Heroiv Dnipra,
Minska, Osokorky, Pozniaky, Lisova, while the images of Postova Ploshcha, Obolon, Hidropark, Osokorky
and Holosiivska stations benefit from location near
waterfronts (embankments and beaches).
Based on the relationship between the scope,
intensity and polarization of identity, four groups of
stations may be distinguished:
1) Stations with broad and intense identities: Kontraktova Ploshcha, Vystavkovyi Tsentr, Lisova and
Demiivska stations. Each of these stations evokes
numerous associations, but one of them is stronger than the others and very frequent, causing sufficiently high polarization. Key associations may be
different depending on the station and vary from
the observation wheel (entertainment industry)
to the education and science (Faculty of Geography; National Library) and shopping mall (Darynok). Also, all these stations function as important cross-sections. Such metro stations can be
considered well-developed perceptual nodes that
not only concentrate some function, but combine
various functions in one place and serve different
needs of different groups of people at the same
time (multifunctional nodes). Thus, we may expand
the original description by Lynch (1960) and add a
third type of nodes: places where different special
properties are in close contact (e.g. the junction of
several urban districts or functional zones) may be
perceived as nodes as well.
2) Stations with narrow but intense identities: Minska, Vokzalna, Olimpiiska, Druzhby Narodiv, Obolon,
Ipodrom, Teremky, Palats Ukraina, Zoloti Vorota,
Arsenalna, Vydubychi. Usually there is one strong
association, mentioned by the absolute majority of
the respondents, and one or two less frequent associations. Common key associations are shopping
malls, transport hubs, sports facilities, monuments
and historical places; less common are waterfronts
and entertainment industry facilities. Polarization
is typically extremely high due to the strong dominance of the key association. These stations are
places of concentration of some special properties
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and functions, and this makes them recognizable
perceptual nodes (monofunctional nodes). The
only exception with two equivalent associations
is Obolon station (Dream Town Mall and Obolon
Embankment), which is rather multifunctional
node.
3) Stations with broad but subtle identities with
polarization from low to moderate: Dorohozhychi, Politechnichnyi Instytut, Poshtova Ploshcha,
Darnytsia, Khreshchatyk, Ploshcha Lva Tolstoho.
Their identity is not firmly established: most people draw some associations, but they are different
and depend on a respondent. Such stations lack a
powerful perceptual dominant to be well-imageable. However, they may be considered as potential
multifunctional nodes.
4) Stations with narrow and subtle identities. This
group includes all other 31 stations, including
11 stations with the absent associations. As for
the other stations from this group, typically, there
are one or two associations with each station,
and each of these associations is mentioned only
once. Such associations may be given incidentally,
depending on the individual experience of each
particular respondent. Given the scarcity of associations, their low frequency and obviously random nature, these stations have no clear and stable identity and cannot be defined as perceptual
nodes nowadays. However, they may be considered
as potential monofunctional nodes, although some
of them, if strengthen the identity through the
medium of some (re)construction in the vicinity,
may totally change it comparing to the present-day
situation.
It should be noted that this classification is reliable
only for selected sample of the respondents (students
of the Faculty of Geography) and can be extended to
the general population of Kyiv only in the part concerning the southern part of the blue metro line and
the central part of the city. Metro stations beyond
the specified area are less frequently visited by the
respondents, and thus they are expected to evoke less
variety of associations, and recorded images have less
frequency. For example, we may suppose that if our
respondents were students of the Institute of International Relations, located near Lukianivska station of
the green line, the north-west part of the line would
have been much better represented. Nevertheless,
even given the limitations of this particular study, it
can be concluded that some metro stations definitely
play the role of important perceptual nodes. In particular, this refers to all stations that fall into the first and
second categories of our classification. With the larger
and more representative sample of respondents, we
expect many stations from the third and fourth groups
to move to the first and second groups. In other words,
the results of this study rather underestimate than
overestimate the value of a particular metro station
as a perceptual node.
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The results suggest that some metro stations had to
undergo radical changes in their identity over the past
decade. In particular, this refers to all metro stations
with shopping malls as key associations. Nodal areas,
like the other public spaces, seem to actively commercialize, and the role of shopping malls, extending or
substituting the existing open public spaces, becomes
extremely important (cf. Mezentsev and Mezentseva
2017). Prior to the construction of shopping malls in
2010s, the respective metro stations (or areas where
the stations has been constructed) should have had
fundamentally different perceptual dominants if any
(for example, Soviet mass housing for Minska and
Teremky, transport hubs for Lybidska and Lisova, etc).
Nowadays, identities of such places often combine old
and new associations, reflecting the development of
so called hybrid spatialities (Golubchikov et al. 2013),
for example, Soviet modernist building known as
‘Tarilka’ (The Plate) and shopping mall ‘Ocean Plaza’
at Lybidska station. On the one hand, this testifies
to the powerful role of shopping malls as perceptual dominants of the modern Ukrainian capital: they
produce difference between previously monotonous
locations making them recognizable (and attended)
places. Therefore, we can only partially agree with
the statement that “the main phenomena that are
changing urban processes and functions and that are
deforming the nodal areas’ spatial structures are commercialization (…) spatial unification, and homogenization” (Dronova and Brunn 2018, p. 101). On the other hand, construction of the shopping malls, as well as
office centres etc. often leads to the replacement of the
other associations with a place (the association with
a shopping mall, once emerging, tends to dominate),
endangering the authentic image of the city and oversimplifying it (cf. Dronova and Brunn 2018, p. 96).
Dronova and Brunn (2018) distinguished several
types of existing and potential nodal areas in Kyiv,
assessing them according to the predefined criteria.
The comparison of their assessment with the results
of this study, performed with completely different
methodology, shows strong or partial correspondence
for the majority of metro stations covered by the both
studies (Table 1). At the same time, we found weak
correspondence for some stations, which may indicate
that subjective perceptions of respective places are
different from those expectations based on the factbased evaluation.
At the same time, some metro stations were
underestimated by Dronova and Brann (2018) and
even not included in their list of nodal areas, which
is questioned by our results. For example, Holosiivska station, due to vast parks, forests and ponds in
the vicinity, seems to be well-shaped nodal area with
a function of a green public space used for socializing, recreation and relaxation; Lisova and Teremky
stations are nodes of the surrounding mass housing
neighbourhoods with prominent commercial and
transport function; Dorohozhychi station functions as
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Tab. 1 Comparison of the assessment of metro stations as nodal areas in two studies.
Metro station

Assessment by Dronova and Brunn (2018)

Assessment in this study

Correspondence

Arsenalna

Areas in Kyiv’s centre (highest score for ‘political
gatherings’, high score for ‘parks, squares, elements of
unique natural landscapes’)

Monofunctional node (key association –
Mariinsky Park)

Partial

Demiivska

Reconstructed areas with transport as the
predominant function

Multifunctional node (with Central Bus
Station among the 2 key associations)

Strong

Khreshatyk

Areas in Kyiv’s centre (almost balanced but low
scores)

Potential multifunctional node (catering;
entertainment industry; monuments and
historical places; administrative buildings)

Strong

Kontraktova
Ploshcha

Public spaces of special social significance

Multifunctional node (entertainment industry;
education and science; public spaces)

Strong

Livoberezhna

Areas with transport function that require
reconstruction

Potential monofunctional node (key
association – shopping mall ‘Komod’)

Weak

Lukianivska

Areas with transport function that require
reconstruction

No associations

Weak

Lybidska

Areas significantly transformed due
to the shopping malls

Monofunctional node (key association –
shopping mall ‘Ocean Plaza’)

Strong

Maidan
Nezalezhnosti

Public spaces of special social significance

Multifunctional node (monuments and
historical places; public space)

Strong

Minska

Areas significantly transformed due
to the shopping malls

Monofunctional node (key association –
shopping mall ‘Dream Town’)

Strong

Obolon

Territories that have potential features of nodal areas

Multifunctional node (shopping malls;
waterfronts)

Weak

Palats Sportu

Areas significantly transformed due to the shopping
malls

Potential monofunctional node (key
association – shopping mall ‘Gulliver’)

Strong

Pecherska

Areas in Kyiv’s centre (all scores equal to zero except
for high transport accessibility)

No associations

Partial

Ploshcha Lva Tolstoho
& Universytet

Areas in Kyiv’s centre; Public spaces of special social
significance

Multifunctional node (education and science;
green spaces; shopping malls)

Strong

Pochaina

Areas with transport functions, including intercity,
national, and international routes

Potential monofunctional node (key
association – book market)

Weak

Poshtova Ploshcha

Reconstructed areas with transport as the
predominant function (highest score for ‘parks,
squares, elements of unique natural landscapes’)

Potential multifunctional node (waterfronts;
entertainment industry; public spaces)

Partial

Shuliavska

Areas with transport function that require
reconstruction

Potential multifunctional node (key
association – Shuliavka bridge)

Strong

Teatralna

Areas in Kyiv’s centre (almost balanced but low
scores)

Potential monofunctional node (key
association – National Opera House)

Partial

Vasylkivska

Territories that have potential features
of nodal areas

Potential monofunctional node (key
association – chain store ‘Varus’)

Strong

Vokzalna

Areas with transport functions, including intercity,
national, and international routes

Monofunctional node (key association –
Central Railway Station)

Strong

Vydubychi

Areas with transport functions, including intercity,
national, and international routes

Monofunctional node (key association –
Vydubychi Bus Station)

Strong

Zoloti Vorota

Areas in Kyiv’s centre (high score for ‘cultural, historical, Monofunctional node (key association –
sacred, or aesthetic monuments and artefacts’)
historical monument ‘Golden Gate’)

Strong

a recognizable historical place (with Babi Yar, a site of
massacres carried out by Nazis in 1941, as a key association); Olimpiiska station (and the adjacent square)
is strongly associated with the Olimpiiskyi Stadium,
a place for sports competition, as well as the other
festive events, etc. This means that it is advisable to
combine quantitative and qualitative methods for
in-depth study of urban nodal areas, especially when
they are understood as perceptual nodes structuring
a mental map of the city.

6. Conclusions
Although the sample of informants imposes some
limitations on our research, some conclusions can be
drawn:
1. The Kyiv Metro seems to have significant impact
on the image of the city. Approximately for the half
of the informants, it constitutes a “good figure” of a
mental map and a “skeleton” that is used to structure the other paths and landmarks and to navigate
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the city. Areas that are not covered by the metro
and are not either way involved into the everyday
activity of the informants, represent terrae incognitae for the most informants. Conversely, metro
lines and stations typically are the only details
marked in parts of Kyiv not familiar to respondents
from personal activity. Having the previous results
on Moscow (The Village 2014; Urban Look 2014),
these findings can be extended to other large cities
in the post-Soviet space. However, the peculiarities
of the city-planning structure may make difference
in the each individual case.
2. Most of the metro stations do function as perceptual nodes of the image of the city. Some stations are
primarily junctions of pathways, but most of them
concentrate some urban functions (monofunctional nodes) or even show combination of different
functions (multifunctional nodes); the latter are
among the nodes with the highest imageability.
The most common landmarks associated with metro stations are malls, universities, parks, passenger
stations and other kinds of transport hubs, monuments and historical places, stadiums and concert
halls.
3. Perception of nodal areas around the metro stations reflects recent transformation of urban built
environment and functions under the neoliberal policy regime. Only one recorded association
with industrial facility mirrors deindustrialization
process. On the contrary, shopping malls, being
the most visible product of recent commercialization, are the most frequent associations with
metro stations and often tend to replace previously existing associations cardinally changing
the place identity. However, the role of open green
public spaces, as well as embankments, in shaping
the place identities for metro-related nodal areas
is also very important. Monuments and historical
places keep the role of perceptual dominants but
only in the areas not touched by aggressive commercialization, and their imageability seems to be
lower comparing with the aforementioned landmarks.
4. The study of nodal areas should combine both
quantitative and qualitative approaches to achieve
the best results, since the subjective perceptions
resulting from the mental maps does not always
coincide with the fact-based evaluation.
To summarize, metro system in post-Soviet city,
apart from performing basic function of transportation, constitutes an important element of urban identity and imageability, both in the city-wide dimension
and the dimension of individual neighbourhoods. In
view of this, much attention should be paid by urban
planners to the layout of new metro lines and the land
use planning in the vicinity of already existing and
intended stations. It is recommended to use TOD for
development of the nodal areas in order to reduce car
use and create multimodal transport opportunities.
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It is important to mix residential, commercial, retail,
office, green zones and public civic spaces within
walking distance of metro stations. According to the
results of the study, in order to improving urban sustainability, the metro-related nodal areas of Kyiv need
to balance functions with an emphasis on their compactness and safety, convenience of public transport
use, keeping/creation of the open public spaces and
heritage protection.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the model of identity research using the street names from five major Kosovar cities. The purpose of this
research is to demonstrate the fact that identity in the urban environment can be determined through the analysis of street names,
to uncover the difference in the presence of hodonyms that express regional identity from those that express national identity,
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1. Introduction
Identity is a set of characteristics that determine the
particularity of an individual or group, especially in
relation to similarities or differences with other individuals or groups. The sense of belonging to a society
within a region is formed when a significant portion
of inhabitants share symbols, values, and aspirations
and create a regional identity and cultural system
(Giménez 2005). Individual and group identification
has always preoccupied both individuals and small
groups, as well as society as a whole. The reason is
not just the desire to prove the identity and the community to which they belong. But also because of the
series of the consequences that such identification can
cause, and which is directly or indirectly, expressed in
certain geographical space.
The purpose of this research is to contribute to
the geographical understanding of spatial identity
through the reading of symbolism in the toponymy of
five major Kosovar cities. What role will personalities
have on the naming of the streets? What meaning do
geographical toponyms have in the hierarchy of the
cities’ urban toponomy? Which identity will dominate? These are research questions addressed in this
article.
In the case of Kosovo, regional identity is a lower scale identity than the Albanian identity. Although
Kosovo is a small territory, it has very diverse natural
conditions which are reflected in regional differences. The Dukagjini plain, Kosovo plain, Rugova, Anamorava, and Drenica are some of the regions that are
distinguished not just by natural conditions, but also
according to social, demographic, and economic features. The expression of identity in the toponymy of
Kosovar cities can be examined through quantitative
and qualitative analysis of street names. In the next
phase are determined the differences in the participation of hodonyms (names of streets) that express
regional identity from those, that express national
and international identity. The analysis includes five
major cities in Kosovo which are the largest in terms
of demographic size, functions and gravitational area.
These are Prishtina, which has the status of the capital
city; Prizren, which is the second largest city in terms
of population; Gjilan, which is the largest city in eastern Kosovo; Peja, which is the largest urban center in
western Kosovo; and Gjakova, another large urban
center in western Kosovo.

2. Theoretical background

Identity can be divided into individual and group
identity. Group or social identity can be shaped by
gender, age, sexual orientation, religious beliefs,
nation, and region, among others. Most people contain multiple identities stemming from their simultaneous belonging to different groups, such as linguistic,
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professional, and regional groups (for example: Dukagjinas, Kosovar, European).
Besides the development of theoretical and geographical knowledge on identities, an important
part of research in cultural geography is a perceptive
understanding of the region based on research of the
various forms of identities that have formed or are
forming certain regions (Leighly 1978; Raitz 1973;
Zelinsky 1988).
The individuality of each region, except natural,
social and economic factors, is influenced by the
behavior and attitude of each individual towards the
region, or recognition of the environment as their own
(local environment), the role and position of the individual in society, etc. This is studied as the affiliation
(individual perception of geographical space) that any
individual or even wider social groups (collective consciousness of regional affiliation) can have (Šabić and
Pavlović 2007). In this way, by adding socio psychological attitudes of the population towards regional
identity to the geographical criteria, the individuality
of the geographical region is pointed out even more.
The sense of belonging to a society within a region,
formed when a significant part of inhabitants shares
symbols, values and aspirations creates regional
identity and an own cultural system (Giménez 2005).
Since the region is principally the study object for
geographers, it is not surprising that there have been
a large number of contributions to the geographical
scientific literature that deal with regional identities
and their spatial expression.
At the same time, the region is defined as a complex set of relations between population groups and
certain territories (Crljenko 2008). These reports are
based on the awareness of members of the regions
about the common culture and diversity vis-a-vis
other groups. The region is therefore symbolically
defined as being part of such a unit (Vresk 1997).
Anssi Paasi (2002) emphasizes that regional identity
is the main factor affecting the process of institutionalization of regions. The boundaries of their extent
may or may not necessarily coincide with territorial
administrative units within a given space (as in the
case of national identity). In the absence of such an
agreement, regional identity can become a constitutive element of regional resistance and can lead
to extreme regionalism, which can later be used for
political purposes and even for attempts to redefine
national borders, potentially causing conflicts.
Regional identity is approached from two aspects.
One is the identity of the region based on the many
elements that make it up, such as nature, landscape,
built environment, culture, ethnicity, dialect, economic success, center-periphery relations, marginalization, stereotypes about people and community
(Paasi 2003). The identity of a region is represented
by the characteristics of nature and culture, but also
by the people who use them in discourses and classifications of science, politics, cultural activism, regional
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marketing, administration and political or religious
regionalization to distinguish one region from another (Paasi 2003).
Regional identity has been recognized as a key element in the making of regions as social and political
spaces, but it is difficult to elucidate what this identity
consists of and how it affects collective action and politics (Keating 1998). The crucial question is how political passions are regionalized, and here institutions
constitutive of region-building (economy, governance,
language, media, and literature) and inherent power
relations are significant (Passi 2003). In the case of
Kosovo, historical and political circumstances had a
significant impact in the formation of a new identity.
According to Crang (1998), identity can be
expressed through the system of symbols through
which values, beliefs, and ideologies of the population
are displayed. These symbols can be a state, region,
or city flag, or dialectical linguistic features (local and
regional identities), as well as visible elements of the
landscape such as monumental heritage, architectural
style, graffiti, and urban toponymy (Sakaja 2003).
Site names have special importance in shaping
territories and territorial identities (Azaryahu 2001).
The same applies to the names of streets, squares,
and crossings which reference the territory and symbolically indicate the ownership and importance of
the territory (Culcasi 2011). Naming the streets is
of crucial importance in manipulating and managing the social construction of identity (Wanjiru and
Kosuke 2014). Streets, squares, and buildings can be
named after personalities of national importance,
commemorate important events, or serve as reminders of some traditional customs (Drozdzewski 2014).
Some authors define the city as text (also known as a
city-text) as a conglomeration of signs that are written, deleted, and reinstalled, consisting of existing
markers that are visible in space, as well as in memory and photographs from the past. Azaryah (1986)
sees city-text as a system of symbols that transfer official history and identity to the urban semiosphere –
a system which primarily consists of street names and
other names in public spaces that reveal the past and
the dominant value system in the society. Recent work
that deals with the study of toponyms emphasizes the
need for attention to the process of forming names
of streets, i.e. determining the cultural and political events and institutions that participated in their
establishment (Bucher et al. 2013).
In terms of identity, after the war and especially
after the declaration of independence, according to
Albertini (2012), Kosovo is perceived as the place
where two main discursive forms clash. The first
one concerns the historical struggle for defending a
national and Albanian identity during the long age of
Serbian sovereignty over this province – a discourse
which pivots on a narrative of a century-long conflict
between the Serbian and Albanian ethnic groups,
overstuffed by examples, memories, and practices
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confirming their impossibility to live together in
the same state. The second discourse is much wider
than the first. It portrays the often conniving international interests and the profitable power relations
established in Kosovo following the NATO bombing
of Yugoslavia, and United Nations’ administration of
the province. The only way to understand what kind
of identity is going to be forged in Kosovo, then, is to
track and identify these global–local relations that
emerge through the different scapes that shape culture and society. The relationship between these discourses defines the consequences on the people, at
the same time actor and target of the new identities
and lifestyles (Albertini 2012).

3. Research methods and study area

In this paper street names were analyzed using statistical methods for the quantitative portion of the analysis and the meanings of street names were analyzed
using interpretive methods for the qualitative portion.
It was used Location Quotient (LQ) which is often an
applicable indicator in geographical analyzes because
it defines precisely enough the relation of smaller and
larger unit. In order to obtain sustainable results, in
addition to regional and national hodonyms, whether they are double or not, were taken also hodonyms
that express exclusively a unique identity (regional or
national). In addition, a comparative method has been
used to determine the differences in the expression
of different levels of spatial identity, from regional to
international. The main source of data is the city plans
from which a total of 539 hodonyms were analyzed,
and the population data for the cities was obtained
from the Kosovo Agency of Statistics. For the purposes

Fig. 1 Kosovo with its five major cities.
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of this paper, street names were analyzed from five
major Kosovar cities.
After identification of the toponyms, we have
divide them by scale into the different groups. Regional identity is associated with the wider region of
studying city. To this category belong historical dates,
geographical names and personalities. The last ones
by their activity helped in the development of culture,
art, political self-determination or they helped economic development of the region. For example, the
city of Gjakova in the Dukagjini region has many street
names of regional importance such as Besim Bokshi,
Ganimete Terbeshi, Emin Duraku etc.
National identity is bound to a state. This group
of toponyms should reflect the names of streets and
squares that have national meaning. For example,
Mother Teresa, Beselidhja, Gjeravica, Berlin Congress
etc. International hodonyms that are connected with
the people and events or concepts outside of Kosovo and have international importance (e.g. Justinian
Emperor, Constantine The Great, Bill Clinton, Johan V.
Hahn, etc.).
Among cities that were chosen to be analyzed are
Prishtina as a capital city which is relatively new settlement, but due to the decision to be declared the
capital, has faced a rapid urban, demographic and territorial development. Now it has a population of more
than 350,000 inhabitants (Settlements of Kosova
2018). Prizren is the largest city in the entire Dukagjini region with more than 100,000 thousands inhabitants. It has played an important role in the history of
the Albanian people. In Prizren in 1878, the political
organization named the League of Prizren was founded (Kosova, a monographic survey 2011). Prizren
is the center of Turkophone Albanians (Guy 2008),
that’s why we’ll make attempts to throw light on how
much this fact determines the emergence of regional identity. On the other hand, the city of Gjakova in
western Kosovo is surrounded by a religious minority
of Catholic Albanians. After the Second World War, the
massification of education in Kosovo began, which led
to the reduction of illiteracy rates and cultural emancipation in general. The population began to attend
secondary and higher education, primarily in cities.
Among them, it is important to mention especially
Gjakova, where many young people begin to attend
higher education in university centers of the former
Yugoslavia, such as Belgrade, Zagreb, Ljubljana, Sarajevo and in other European countries. After graduation, they returned to Kosovo and were positioned as
the leaders of the main leading political and academic
institutions.
The fourth city being analyzed is Peja, the largest
city in western Kosovo. It is located at the exit of the
Rugova Gorge in the Dukagjini Plain. It is known for its
long craft and trade tradition as well as many years of
resistance and efforts for the freedom of the Albanian
people in Kosovo. Gjilan, the final city, is the largest
city in eastern Kosovo. Compared to other cities, it is
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newer and has a more diverse ethnic structure, especially in its surroundings, where a community of ethnic Serbs lives.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Hodonymes according to spatial identity
Through the quantitative analysis of urban toponymy
in all selected cities, it is clear that all three levels of
spatial identity (regional, national, and international)
have been expressed, but regional hodonyms are most
present, and only a few have international importance. The high share of regional and local hodonyms,
which make up more than half of all hodonyms, is
understandable. As a matter of fact, these hodonyms,
in the best way, show the desire of the inhabitants to
preserve the local names which bring attention to the
importance of a person, historical event, meaning, or
locality which has significantly affected the development of the city or the surrounding area.
Similar results emerge through the analysis of the
distribution of hodonyms by city. From the beginning,
it is noticeable that the participation of some hodonyms differs from one city to another. This is a result
of the specific historical, geographical and political
development of certain cities, their functional importance, and political status. However, the consistency
can be detected by dominance of regional hodonyms
compared to national or international ones.
To determine whether there is a difference in the
representation of regional and national toponyms in
the analyzed cities we have used location quotient
which determined the degree of regional and national toponyms representation. From table 1 we can see
that the location quotient is changing significantly
from one city to another. In Prizren, Prishtina and
Gjilan it is seen that national and international toponyms are more represented compared to regional
toponyms while in Gjakova and Peja regional identity
is more represented than national identity.
Deviating cases are the result of specific conditions
of development of an individual city. For example,
in the analysis of all toponyms that express spatial
15%

32%

Regional
53%

National

International

Fig. 2 Expression of identity in the urban toponomy of all cities.
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Tab. 1 Location quotient of expression of regional and national
identity in urban toponomy.

City

All toponyms that
express

Toponyms that express
exclusively

regional
identity

national
identity

regional
identity

national
identity

Prishtina

0.92

1.18

0.86

2.15

Prizreni

0.79

1.22

0.81

2.28

Peja

1.38

0.71

1.18

0.47

Gjakova

1.45

0.63

1.22

0.39

Gjilani

0.85

1.21

0.59

0.91

Total

1.08

0.99

0.93

1.24

identity (regional or national) the largest representation of regional hodonyms in Gjakova is explained
by the multitude of doubled regional-national hodonyms. Most of streets and squares are named after
people from Gjakova such as Pajazit Nushi, Emin
Duraku, Esat Stavileci that has both regional and
national importance. Analysis of street toponyms
that express a unique regional identity highlight other specific issues. The largest deviation of regional
hodonyms was recorded in Gjilan. Lower representation of regional toponyms in Gjilan compared to other
Kosovar cities is partly the result of the greater presence of local hodonyms because of more diversified
ethnic structure. These statistical indicators actually
point out that the assumption of a more pronounced
regional identity in Gjakova and Peja is the result of
the presence of street nomenclature which is linked
with names of personalities, those of geographical
character and important historical dates that in one
or another way are linked with the above mentioned
cities and their surroundings.
After the disintegration of Yugoslavia, each of the
newly formed states began to build new state identity, reinterpret and revise history, and establish
new national symbols. The same happened after the
change of political regime in 1989 in Czechoslovakia,
where is evident the revision of historic facts, mostly
those that formed part of modern history (Bucher et
al. 2013). Changing the names of institutions, streets,
and squares and erecting monuments to previously
neglected personalities from national history is one
of the results of this process. Today‘s Kosovo makes
no exception from the rest of the former Yugoslavia.
From 1999 onwards, in Kosovo, there have been many
attempts to establish a new Kosovo identity. After the
end of the war, and especially after the declaration of
independence in 2008, through political decisions of
municipal bodies, many streets of Kosovar cities have
been renamed to be connected to the recent history of
Kosovo and its efforts for independence. It was done
by replacing the street names bearing the names of
the fighters of the national liberation war. During this
time were also renamed those streets dating from the

period when the municipal leadership was controlled
by Serbs, bearing the names of various Serbian historical personalities that reflects ethnically diversified
structure of cities in Kosovo. In Pristina, for example,
the street that once held the name of the Yugoslav
communist Djuro Djakovic has been renamed Justinian Street. The street that once was named after Miladin Popovic, a Yugoslav partisan and the organizer of
the partisan fighting in Kosovo, is now named after
Ganimete Tërbeshi, a Kosovar fighter of the national
liberation war. The street in Pristina that today bears
the name of Agim Ramadani, one of the most prominent fighters of the Kosovo Liberation Army was originally named after the Serbian emperor, Tsar Dushani.
At the same time, the municipal leadership of Pristina
(which consisted of Serbs since the Albanians were
at that time expelled from state institutions) had given way to the name of Sejdo Bajramovic, who was
appointed as a representative of Kosovo in the presidency of the Yugoslav federation.
Prishtina, as a capital city, has the largest percentage of hodonyms of international character. Within
the analyzed urban space of Prishtina, eighteen names
express international identity. Some of the streets in
Pristina that reference international figures hold the
names of Johann Georg Von Han, the Austrian diplomat, philologist, and albanologist; Byzantine emperor Justinian, who was born in the vicinity of Lebane,
part of dardanian empire; Garibaldi, the famous Italian military official, who is given credit for the unification of Italy; Gustav Meyer, the German writer and
albanologist; Lord Byron, the English guide and writer who visited Albania; Dimitrije Tucovic, the Serbian
politician; and Henri Dunant, the humanist and Swiss
businessman. In other cities, although less prevalent, there are a few toponyms that express international identity. In Prizren, a street holds the name of
the Scottish microbiologist and physicist Alexander
Fleming; in Gjilan, a street has the name of one of the
most famous victims of the Holocaust, Anne Frank;
and another humanist and human rights activist Eva
Brandly that was expelled from Kosovo by Milosevic
regime, etc.
As a sign of salutation and honour for the help that
the international community has given for the liberation of the country, several streets have been named
after politicians, primarily American ones. This the
case of Bill Clinton Square, named after the US President who ordered the bombing campaign angainst
Serbian military and police targets in Kosovo and Serbia; George W. Bush, former US President; and Robert
Doll, US Republican congressman. In Gjilan, a street is
named after Madeleine Albright, former Secretary of
State in the administration of President Bill Clinton. In
Peja, one street is named after US Army General Wesley Clark, and another is named after William Walker,
the American diplomat who incited the NATO bombing. In Prizren, a street is named Rambouillet after
the small town on the periphery of Paris, where an
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international peace conference was held, prior to the
NATO bombing campaign against Serbia.
In 1947, Prishtina was declared a capital city, and
it began to expand territorially while taking on various functions. In addition to these processes, Prishtina had a rapid increase of population, from 19,000
inhabitants in the 1948 census to 108,000 inhabitants
in 1981, and today it has around 300,000 inhabitants.
Prior to the entry of NATO troops, there were about
30,000 Serbs and Montenegrins in Pristina who made
up about 18% of the city’s population. This was also
evident in urban toponymy where many streets held
the names of Serbs and other non-Albanians. Immediately after the war, the streets that held these names
were renamed. However, even today, some streets
have the names of Serbs and non-Albanians. Some
examples of non-Albanians who are namesakes for
streets in Kosovo include the founder of the Social
Democratic movement in Serbia, Dimitrije Tucovic;
the Serbian physicist and philanthropist who lived
and worked in the US, Mihajlo Pupin; Serbian journalist, politician, and professor, Kosta Novakovic; Serbian
poet from Kosovo, Lazar Vuckovic; Croatian linguist,
Henrik Baric, known as a founder of Department of
Albanian Language in the University of Belgrade in
1921; Serbian academician Vojislav Dancetovic, who
was one of the first professors of this chair; and the
Montenegrin writer Radovan Zogovic, among others.
Prizren has the highest participation of national
hodonyms, due to the fact that it has been an important political and administrative center since the time
of the Ottoman Empire. The headquarters of the
League of Prizren was there, which represented the
most important political and military organization of
Albanians at the end of the 19th century.
On the eve of the Congress of Berlin and the Treaty
of St. Stephen, representatives of all regions of Albania
met in Prizren. In this assembly, 300 delegates from
all different Albanian lands established the Albanian
Assembly known as the League of Prizren. One of the
approved documents that derived from this meeting
was the Memorandum of Independence of Albania
which would include the territories of the Vilayet of
Kosovo, Bitola, Shkodra, and Ioannina. Today, Prizren is the most famous tourist center of Kosovo. The
main monuments of cultural heritage are the League
of Prizren Complex, the Mosque of Sinan Pasha, the
Hammam of Gazi Mehmet Pasha, and the church of
Levishka from the Orthodox religious heritage, which
is on the list of protected monuments by UNESCO.
National hodonyms are mostly dominated by the
names of personalities including writers, patriots,
scientists, academics, and others. Some of them were
founders of the League of Prizren, as in the case of
Sami Frashëri, while others were the most prominent
representatives of the national renaissance such as
Gjergj Fishta, Ndre Mjeda, and Selman Riza. National
hodonyms of a geographical character are less common This includes Gjeravica, which is the highest
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mountain peak in Kosovo at 2,656 m; Ulqini and Ohri,
cities within the Albanian geospace; and Bojnik, a settlement in the Toplica area, which before the Berlin
Congress, was inhabited by a significant number of
Albanians.
The expression of regional identity is related to the
ethnic, but also religious, structure of the population.
Before the last war, Prizren was known for its ethnic
structure, where in addition to Albanians as the largest ethnic community, lived Serbs, Turks, Roma, and
others. According to the 1981 census in Prizren, there
were 63.7% Albanians, 12.4% Serbs, and 9.2% Turks.
During the withdrawal of Yugoslav army and police
troops, most Serb residents also left Prizren.
Because of this, in Prizren there are some streets
that are named after different Turkish personalities,
such as Emin Pasha Street, after an Ottoman scientist
of Jewish origin; Evlia Çelebi, Suzi Çelebi and Ynus
Emre, Ottoman writers; and Nysret Seharsaroj, Turkish writer.

4.2 Structure of regional hodonymes

From the analysis of the distribution of hodonyms
according to the spatial level in observed cities, there
is the largest presence of regional hodonyms. In this
regard, their structure was analyzed in order to see
how they are named. The table shows that in most
cases, the names belong to persons who have played
an important role in the development of the city or
region. Out of a total of 539 hodonyms, 387 of them
(or 71.8%) are named after personalities. Since Kosovo emerged from an armed war only two decades ago,
this is consequently expressed by the large number of
urban toponyms devoted to regional warriors of the
recent war. This happened especially after the end of
the war, when by municipal decision, the streets were
renamed which had been previously named after warriors of World War Two. The exception is the city of
Gjakova where even today, thirteen streets are named
after warriors of World War Two, born mainly in the
city of Gjakova (Tefik Çanga, Ganimete Tërbeshi, and
Emin Duraku, for example).
Out of all cities that are part of the research, the
regional identity is most expressed in the city of Gjakova, where out of 105 streets, 82 of them are named
after personalities, while only 38 streets hold the
names of personalities that are from Gjakova. The
important fact is that among the personalities, apart
from the warriors of the last war and the Second
World War, many streets are named after academics,
including scientists and university professors such as
Fehmi Agani, Besim Bokshi, Pajazit Nushi, and Esat
Stavileci.
Regional identity, while less than in other cities,
is still expressed in the city of Gjilan, where from the
total of 105 hodonyms, 48 of them are regional, and
only 8 of them are named after individuals who were
born in Gjilan. One street is named after Halim Orana,
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Tab. 2 Structure of hodonymes of all spatial levels.
City

Personality

Geography

Event

Other

Number

%

Number

%

Number

%

Number

%

Prishtina

76

67.8

23

20.1

10

8.9

3

2.3

Gjakova

82

78.1

5

4.8

13

12.4

5

4.7

Prizreni

69

61.6

22

19.6

17

15.2

4

3.6

Peja

81

77.1

8

7.6

13

12.4

3

2.9

Gjilani

79

75.2

9

8.6

12

11.4

5

4.8

Total

387

67

a patriot from Gjilan, another has the name of university professor Sadulla Brestovci, and another holds
the name of the last warrior, Shaban Ukshini. Other
hodonyms that express regional identity but are related to events or geographical objects have been also
identified. These include the streets: Gjilan War, June
15, which is marked as the day of the liberation of the
city, “Besëlidhja”, “Gjinollët”, a rich family of Gjilan.
Regional hodonyms are also those that have geographical character as in the case of a street named
Preveza, a city in the Albanian territory of Chameria
which is now inside political borders of Greece; Tivari,
a city in Montenegro that was previously inhabited by
Albanians; Pashtriku, some mountains in Kosovo; and
Butrint, a settlement and archeological site in southern Albania.
Out of 105 streets in the city of Peja, 81 of them
express regional identity, and over half of them are
named after personalities. Among them are warriors of the last war, such as Gazmend Berisha, Remzi
Husaj, Mikel Marku, and Mustafë Kelmendi. Regional
hodonyms of a geographical character appear nine
times, mostly on roads, such as Dukagjini, Presheva, Tepelena, and Lezha. In the city of Peja, national
identity is expressed in 18 different hodonyms. This
includes the streets Mother Teresa, Mbreti Zog, Naim
Frashëri, Çajupi, Hasan Prishtina, and Adem Jashari.
International identity is expressed in the names of
the streets named after Bucharest, Eliot Engell, Constantine the Great, Emperor Justinian, and American
General Wesley Clark.

5. Conclusion

Symbolism satisfies a number of functions during the
process of regional formation. It contributes to shaping the image, highlighting the values, and building
the relationships of the inhabitants with the region
in which they live. The collective identity of the urban
population can be understood by observing street
names which can be analyzed by statistical (quantitative) and interpretation (qualitative) methods. From
the analysis of the expression of identity in the hodonyms of the five major Kosovar cities, the regional
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identity is much more widely expressed, compared to
the national and international hodonyms, which have
a smaller representation. Although regional hodonyms dominate in all cities that were analyzed, there
are differences in the representation of regional hodonyms which are related to personalities, events, or
geographical objects related to the respective city or
surroundings. In this sense, regional identity is more
evident in Gjakova and less in Gjilan. The functional
status of the city, the historical-political processes, as
well as the ethnic and religious structure influence of
the hodonyms. Consequently, in Prishtina, in addition
to regional hodonyms, there is a higher participation
of national and international hodonyms. In contrast
Prizren, due to its role in numerous historical-political
developments, there is a slightly higher representation of hodonyms that express national identity, while
regional hodonyms also express a heterogeneous
ethnic structure with some toponyms named after
Turkish personalities. In all cities the most common
hodonyms are named after individuals, mainly after
warriors of the last war, then scientists, artists, religious leaders, and others.
Regional identity is also conditioned by ethnic and
religious structure. Thus, for example, in cities with
a more heterogeneous ethnic structure, such as Prizren, in addition to streets that are named after historical Albanian figures, there are also streets bearing
the names of Turks, or as in Prishtina, Serbs. After
the disintegration of Yugoslavia, began to build new
state identities, by reinterpreting and revising history, and establishing new national symbols. Changing
the names of institutions, streets, and squares and
erecting monuments to previously neglected personalities from national history is one of the results of
this process. From 1999 onwards, in Kosovo, there is
attempts of establishing a new Kosovo identity. After
the end of the war and especially after the declaration
of independence in 2008 through political decisions
of municipal bodies many streets of Kosovar cities
have been renamed by naming them connected to the
recent history of Kosovo and its efforts for independence. This has been made clear while highlighting
the regional differences in the use of street names in
major Kosovar cities.
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1. Introduction
Convergence and divergence can be understood as
processes in which certain trends come together or
delay, whether it is in demography, economy, or sociology. The study of convergent and divergent tendencies
of demographic behavior is still a current and relevant
topic, which records the development both in terms
of content depth and scope and in terms of methodology. This article is mainly of a theoretical nature and
therefore focuses on selected theoretical concepts
that are within the core of the field of demography
and population development, and their relationship
to convergent or divergent mortality trends. The aim
is to map the origin of the approximation and delay
of mortality rates and to illustrate the relationship
between convergence/divergence and stages of population development, as it is summarized in the theory of demographic revolution and health transition.
The relationship between these processes may seem
one-time causal when we consider the demographic
revolution and the health transition as the causes of
convergence or divergence of mortality. However, this
relationship is in fact sequentially divergent-convergent. In general, when there are certain changes in the
population, such as improved hygiene conditions or
a reduction in infant mortality, they spread gradually
and manifest themselves in different parts of the globe
at various intervals, which leads to a divergence in
mortality. Eventually, these changes will be reflected
in the rest of the world, leading to convergence (Vallin
and Meslé 2004). However, over time, technological
innovations and advances in health care will trigger
a new divergence, and therefore there is a constant
alternation of phases of divergence and convergence.
This sequential approach to the study of convergence
and divergence of mortality is still not quite common
in the literature.
The analysis of convergent and divergent tendencies has yet another benefit. It offers the possibility to
identify regions or countries that differ from general
development, thus opening the door to further examination of the causes and consequences of these deviations. Usually, demographic development, at least
since the beginning of the demographic revolution,
is divergent-convergent, as discussed above. However, several times in history, we have seen that there
are periods or regions in general convergence trends
that show signs of growing diversity or internal heterogeneity due to uneven development. Some of these
specific developments are also mentioned in the literature, such as the regions of Africa where divergent-convergent development has been disrupted
by the HIV/AIDS epidemic, or the post-socialist area
where it has been suspended by political and economic reforms (Horiuchi 1999).
It was in the latter area that demographic development was specific in many respects in the 20th
century. Firstly, mortality in the post-socialist region
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declined at the beginning of the century, following
the example of developed countries, but increased
in the 1960s, which is not expected according to the
classical theory of the demographic revolution. Second, the development was also unique in terms of
birth rates because the level of this process in the second half of the 20th century dropped sharply to much
lower values than the theory of the demographic revolution assumed. Last but not least, the post-socialist
region deserves a more detailed analysis in terms of
demographic behavior, also because development in
individual countries is very heterogeneous and it is
questionable whether convergence will eventually be
achieved here as well.
The relevance of the topic is also clear in our current global situation with the COVID-19 pandemic, as
the long-term observed and still-expected development of mortality was disrupted. However, we cannot
claim that the current development contradicts the
sequentially divergent-convergent development of
this process, on the contrary. After all, the last stages
of the epidemiological transition, which is presented
in the theoretical chapter, presuppose the return or
occurrence of new infectious diseases (Caselli et al.
2002). Therefore, it can be concluded that the processes of convergence and divergence of mortality are
still not completed because there is a constant alternation of these phases.
This paper opens a discussion on the analysis of
sequentially divergent-convergent development, in
this case in the area of mortality, which will allow
a more relevant assessment of the impacts of such
phenomena or events. The aim of this article is not
to study these specific events and their impacts, but
to define a sequential approach in the context of key
theoretical concepts describing general trends in
demographic development and reproductive behavior. The partial goals and contributions of this article
can be summarized in three points. First, putting the
sequential development of mortality in the context of
demographic theories and proving it by linking the
theory of demographic revolution and health transition with the timing of divergent and convergent
phases of mortality. Second, an illustration of the possible perception of sequential demographic development from a practical point of view, which means to
be able to find deviations not from the assumption
of linear and uniform convergence development, but
from that sequential one. Third, the identification of
key areas or regions that may be affected by this specific development and deviations from the sequentially divergent-convergent development of mortality. It
is highly desirable to study these regions in detail, as
their divergent development can have huge impacts,
not only demographic but also social or economic.
As previously mentioned, there are several goals
and questions worthy of analysis, which this article
examines: What do convergence and divergence of
mortality stem from? What are the exceptions to the
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sequentially divergent-convergent development of
mortality? What are the specifics of the post-socialist region in the period from the 19th century to the
present?
The theoretical background of convergence and
divergence of mortality is dealt with in the second
chapter describing the basic principles of selected
theoretical concepts. This is followed by a third chapter on the data, methods and selection of countries
to be analyzed. The subsequent practical section then
examines sequentially divergent-convergent development of mortality and shows that demographic theories naturally carry the assumption of convergent
and divergent tendencies. The analysis also makes it
possible to identify deviations and specifics of selected areas.

significant and the result is considerable population
growth. The third phase is characterized by low and
stable mortality rates, which are being approached by
the birth rates, and in response, the rate of population
growth decreases (Rabušic 2001).
However, the course, pace, and intensity of this
transformation vary from country to country. Similar
to plague epidemics, demographic revolution around
the world manifested itself at different times. The
beginning dates back to the second half of the 18th
century and among the pioneers are the countries of
Europe. Here, the demographic revolution took place
circa in 1750–1930 and began in France and England,
then manifested in northern, southern, and eastern
Europe, and later progressed through the United
States and Australia to Japan. In developing countries,
it began to take place much later – in the 20th century.
First in Latin America, then in Asia, and finally in Africa, and in many countries it is still unfinished (Pavlík
2004). We can therefore say that demographic revolution is a universal process that is taking place gradually in all countries of the world. Initially, it is characterized by relatively homogeneous levels of both key
processes. During the transition, heterogeneity then
increases as individual states gradually go through
the various stages of the demographic revolution, and
therefore divergence occurs. At the end, both processes reach a low level and again there is a tendency for
convergence between states and populations.

2. Theoretical background

2.1 Demographic revolution
The beginnings of demographic convergence and
divergence are usually associated with demographic
revolution (Chesnais 1986). In reality, they go much
deeper into the past, and signs of converging and
delaying demographic development can be seen, for
example, in plague epidemics. These did not appear
all over the world at the same time, but quite differently. Mortality increased in the areas affected, leading to global divergence. Subsequently, the plague
spread to other areas, resulting in global convergence
(Bergdolt 2002). However, due to the absence of data,
it is very difficult to carry out a demographic analysis of these events. Such analysis is worthy of exploration, but is beyond the scope of this article and
belongs more to the field of historical demographers
or epidemiologists.
In the 20th century, demographic revolution ended in many countries, which can be considered one of
the most important changes in modern history. “The
demographic revolution could be described briefly as
a revolutionary and in the entire history of mankind
unique quantitative-qualitative transformation of
the nature of the demographic pattern, which in its
outcome is most marked in changes in the levels of
fertility, mortality and the age structure of individual
populations” (Pavlík 1980: 135). The primary feature
of this transformation is the change in the demographic regime from a high level of mortality and fertility to relatively low values, which we distinguish in
three basic phases. The first is characterized by a high
mortality rate, about three to four times higher than
in Europe today. Fertility also reaches high values,
which at this stage range from 4.5 to 7.5 live births
per woman (Coale 1974). The levels of both processes
are almost balanced and, as a result, there is minimal
population growth. During the second phase, there
is first a reduction in mortality and then in fertility. The transformation of mortality is usually more

2.2 Health transition

One concept close to the demographic revolution is
the health transition, which explains the development
of mortality and morbidity and closely touches the
topic of demographic convergence and divergence.
In 1971, Abdel Omran (1971) defined an epidemiological transition that describes the development of
health in developed countries in three phases from the
18th century to the 1960s. The first phase is called the
age of pestilence and famine, during which the mortality rate is high and fluctuates. Infectious diseases
are among the leading causes of death, and mortality
crises caused by epidemics and famines emerge. Life
expectancy at birth does not exceed 30 years, on average. The second phase is the age of receding pandemics, when there is a significant increase in life expectancy at birth to 50 years, mainly due to the remission
of infectious diseases. The third phase corresponds
to the age of degenerative and man-made diseases
which are characterized by a slowdown in the decline
in mortality, as the suppression of infectious diseases
makes degenerative and civilizational diseases more
visible (Vallin and Meslé 2004).
At the time when Omran was developing his theory, a convergence within developed countries did
occur, as the incidence of infectious diseases had
already been greatly reduced there. Even less-developed countries made significant progress and were
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gradually gaining control of infectious diseases. In
the 1960s, however, the increase in life expectancy at
birth slowed down and in some countries even stagnated, especially due to the growing impact of manmade diseases caused by smoking or traffic accidents.
Progress was also not expected in the causes of death,
which at the time were thought to be chiefly associated with the inevitable degeneration in old age, such
as cancer or cardiovascular diseases. However, the
increase in mortality from man-made diseases has
been suppressed by effective policies and, in particular, by the revolution in the treatment of cardiovascular diseases. In the 1970s, a new period of progress
began due to the cardiovascular revolution, which
quickly appeared in developed countries. In response,
mortality in adult and older ages began to decline
again, especially from diseases of the circulatory system (Caselli et al. 2002). However, Omran could not
have expected this development, as he based the formulation of the epidemiological transition only on the
knowledge acquired before the 1960s, and therefore
considered the third phase of the transition to be the
last. Thus, Omran’s theory soon became unsustainable, and considerations about the next stages of the
epidemiological transition began to emerge gradually in connection with the cardiovascular revolution
and the spread of HIV/AIDS. Finally, in 1991, Frenk
et al. (1991) proposed to replace the epidemiological
transition with a broader concept of health transition,
which includes not only the development of epidemiological characteristics but also the policies and strategies of individual societies (Caselli 1995; Meslé and
Vallin 2000). The first stage of this health transition
is usually identified with the entire epidemiological
transition and is generally considered to last until
the end of the 1960s. The second phase then begins
with the cardiovascular revolution, and the beginning
of the third phase dates to the 1990s and is associated with successes in reducing the diseases of old age
(Vallin and Meslé 2004).
Similar to the demographic revolution, the health
transition did not take place simultaneously around
the globe. For example, the second stage of the epidemiological transition began in the 18th century in
northwestern Europe and gradually spread through
southern and eastern Europe, where it was seen in the
20th century. In the case of the health transition, we
can observe recurring divergent-convergent tendencies, because each significant improvement in mortality first leads to a divergence of populations, but
after a certain time, there is a re-convergence. Until
the 1960s, indeed, there was largely global convergence. Subsequently, however, dramatic exceptions to
the general trend of increasing life expectancy at birth
began to emerge. On the one hand, there were nations
and regions, especially in Eastern Europe, that did not
have enough resources to start a cardiovascular revolution. On the other hand, some countries still did
not complete the second period of epidemiological
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transition, and in this situation, they were severely affected by epidemics such as AIDS (Caselli et al.
2002). Since the turn of the millennium, we can
observe a new convergence, as lagging countries
gradually catch up with pioneering states.

3. Data and methods

Long-term data are needed to capture the relationship between demographic theories related to the
study of divergence and convergence of mortality and
the stages of population development. In addition, in
order to identify regions or countries that diverge or
show a specific course, it is necessary to compare the
situation on a global scale. For this reason, Gapminder
is used as a main source of data for initial comparison
as it provides data and estimates on life expectancy
at birth for 197 countries in the period 1800–2100.
This huge database is based on multiple sources,
mainly data from the Institute of Health Metrics and
Evaluation in their Global Burden Disease Studies
(GBD 2019), World Population Prospects 2019, and
Gapminder-Life expectancy v. 7 which is based on
100 sources (Gapminder). The second source of data
used in this paper is the World Population Prospects
2019 (United Nations 2019), specifically the Life
expectancy at birth for both sexes combined for the
countries of the post-socialist region.
In terms of country selection, several representatives were chosen for each region of the world to
represent area-specific development. The length of
the time series for which data is available for a given
country was also taken into account. Therefore, in Figure 1 we can see representatives of Western, Northern and Southern Europe (United Kingdom, France,
the Netherlands, Sweden, Italy), Central Europe (Czechia and Hungary), Eastern Europe (Russia), developed non-European economies (Japan, United States,
Australia), Latin America (Mexico), Asia (China and
India) and Africa (Nigeria). Given the specific development of the post-socialist region, Figure 3 then
shows selected countries in this area.
To analyze the pace and timing of the demographic
revolution and the health transition, the basic indicator of mortality, life expectancy at birth, is used. Its
advantage is that it makes it possible to easily and
comprehensibly compare the development of mortality in the world and identify divergent and convergent
tendencies. On the other hand, this indicator needs to
be seen as a limit of research as well because it is a
comprehensive indicator that hides specific mortality
patterns (Borges 2018). Although, it does not allow a
more detailed analysis, for example in terms of age or
causes of death, it can be considered as a good indicator for creating an overall view, for basic international
comparisons and also for finding specifics requiring a
more detailed analysis, which is also one of the aims
of the text.
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The divergent-convergent development of mortality can also be indicated by the variation range,
in this case the variation range of life expectancy at
birth, which is calculated as the difference between
the maximum and minimum value of the indicator.

demographic revolution was already in the process
here, as before its start, life expectancy at birth ranges on average between 25–30 years. At the beginning
of the reporting period, the level of the indicator was
highest in the United Kingdom, where mortality conditions were better than in France, even though the
demographic revolution began in the latter country.
In the countries of southern and eastern Europe, we
can see progress in mortality much later. For example, in Italy, a steady increase in life expectancy at
birth began only around the 1870s, and in Hungary
or Czechia (i.e. in Eastern European countries) only
at the end of the 19th century. The beginning of the
improvement in mortality was even later in Russia,
where, in addition, there were significant fluctuations in life expectancy at birth. As for non-European developed countries, the demographic revolution
spread here since the end of the 19th century. Data
for Australia and the United States are available only
from the 1870s and 1880s, respectively, but in both
cases, we can observe a sharp and linear upward
trend. It can therefore be assumed that these countries are among the pioneers, as the data show that
both countries were far ahead of others and enjoyed
a high life expectancy at birth for a long time (Oeppen
and Vaupel 2002). A special case is Japan, which today
is one of the most developed countries in the world,
but it experienced a steady and significant increase in
life expectancy at birth only at the end of the 19th century, much later than other industrialized countries.
In general, we can say that in developed countries
the improvement in mortality began at different times

4. Sequentially divergent-convergent
development of mortality

In the light of the previous theoretical introduction,
we can describe the development of mortality in the
modern era as sequentially divergent-convergent
since divergent-convergent cycles are still alternating. The following graph (Fig. 1) shows the development of life expectancy at birth in selected countries
of the world, which represent geographical regions
and the course typical for them. Due to the insufficient database for the older period, we can observe
the development from the beginning of the 19th century to 2015 in the graph, with the number of analyzed countries increasing over time due to better data
collection. At the beginning of the observed interval,
we can compare only countries where statistics were
already advanced in 1800. Not coincidentally, these
are the pioneers where the demographic revolution
first manifested itself.
Looking at life expectancy at birth in the countries
shown in 1800 (United Kingdom, France, and Sweden), it is clear that the values of the indicator are in
the range of 30–40 years (Fig. 1). This means that the

Fig. 1 Life expectancy at birth, both sexes, selected countries of the world, 1800–2015.
Source: Gapminder
Comment: The lower line at the age of 30 roughly defines the beginning of the demographic revolution and at the same time
the transition between the first and second phases of the epidemiological transition. The middle line at the age of 50 indicates
the break between the second and third phases. The upper line at the age of 70 marks the end of the demographic revolution.
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between the end of the 18th century and the beginning of the 20th century, depending on the economic,
social, and political context (Vallin and Meslé 2004). It
is also important to note that in countries that began
a steady increase in life expectancy at birth later, the
pace of progress was faster than in pioneering countries. For this reason, we can first observe (Fig. 1) a
divergent tendency, which was replaced in the second half of the 20th century by convergence, when
all analyzed countries approached life expectancy at
birth at the level of 70 years. In developed countries,
maximum convergence was achieved in the 1960s.
The divergent-convergent development is also indicated by the variation range of values of life expectancy at birth (Fig. 2). At the beginning of the observed
period (1800), the indicator in developed countries1
reached the value of 6.49, but due to the absence of
data for most countries, this level cannot be reliably
compared with other years. In 1890, we can already
calculate the range from all industrialized countries,
reaching the value of 20.55. The increase in the indicator is even more noticeable in the following years
and the maximum of 50.97 was reached in 1942. Subsequently, the range began to decrease and reached
its local minimum of 4.25 in 1964.
The first graph also shows that the development
was very different in developing countries. Although
data are available only for a later period, it is nevertheless clear that a permanent increase in life expectancy at birth did not occur in these regions until
the 20th century: first around 1915 in Mexico, then
approximately 1920 in India, 1925 in China, and finally around 1940 in Nigeria. Thus, the demographic
revolution had really spread in developing countries
from Latin America through Asia to Africa. These
countries exceeded the aforementioned limit of life
expectancy at birth of 30 years during the first half of
the 20th century. However, many countries, especially
in Asia and Africa, even today have not yet reached
the level of 70 years associated with the end of the
demographic revolution.
When we look at the development of life expectancy at birth from the point of view of the health transition (Fig. 1), we can see when countries, and therefore
regions of the world, moved from one stage to another. When analyzing the health transition, the diversification of causes of death is crucial, however, the
levels of life expectancy at birth, which were defined
by Omran, can also be used for the basic definition of
stages. In the first phase of the epidemiological transition, the average life expectancy at birth is less than
30 years, and in the second period, there is a significant increase of the indicator to 50 years. Subsequently, countries enter the third phase, when the rate of
1

Among the developed countries are the United States, Japan,
France, Russia, the United Kingdom, Italy, Australia, the
Netherlands, Sweden, Czechia, and Hungary.

increase in life expectancy at birth slows down (Vallin
and Meslé 2004).
At the beginning of the reporting period, this indicator of mortality level exceeded 30 years in France,
England, and Sweden, which means that these countries have already entered the second phase of the
epidemiological transition. In the second half of
the 19th century, this limit was exceeded in Italy and
at the end of the century in Russia. We can therefore
say that developed countries entered the second
phase of the epidemiological transition, with different timing, during the 18th and 19th centuries. On the
contrary, developing countries did not end the first
period until the first half of the 20th century. As for
the transition from the second phase to the third, this
occurred in northern Europe (represented here by
Sweden) first, during the 1880s. Then it occurred at
the turn of the century in Western Europe (the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and France), in the 1920s
in southern (Italy) and central (Czechia and Hungary) Europe, and finally prior to 1950 in Russia. As for
non-European countries, the limit of life expectancy
at birth of 50 years was exceeded in the United States
and Australia, as in Western Europe, at the turn of the
19th and 20th centuries, while in Japan the third phase
of the epidemiological transition began only after
World War II. In Latin America (Mexico), the second
period ended in the early second half of the 20th century, in Asia (China and India) in the 1960s and 1970s,
and in Africa (Nigeria) not until the 21st century.
As mentioned above, the three stages of the epidemiological transition can be included in the first phase
of the health transition, which in developed countries
ended around the 1960s. At that time, the increase in
life expectancy at birth slowed down significantly and
often even stopped, and at the same time, the maximum convergence of life expectancy occurred in this
decade. The cardiovascular revolution then started
a new phase of the improvement of mortality conditions and the second phase of the health transition,
simultaneously. However, it did not occur around the
world all at once, which led to a divergent development of the indicator. The cardiovascular revolution
first manifested itself in the 1970s in developed countries, except for Eastern Europe where it began late in
the 1990s. This differing development is also evident
in the first graph, where we can observe a renewed
increase in life expectancy in Northern, Western, and
Southern Europe since the 1970s, as well as in Australia, the United States, and Japan. By contrast, in Eastern Europe, mortality rates began to stagnate or even
decline in the late 1960s. In Central Europe (Czechia
and Hungary), the rise was resumed in the 1980s and
1990s, respectively, while in Russia mortality rates
began to improve steadily only at the beginning of the
21st century. For this reason, we can observe a divergent development in Europe since the 1970s, which
was replaced by convergence at the beginning of the
21st century.
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Fig. 2 Variation range of life expectancy at birth, developed countries, 1890–2015.
Source: Gapminder
Comment: The group of developed countries includes the United States, Japan, France, Russia, the United Kingdom, Italy,
Australia, the Netherlands, Sweden, Czechia, and Hungary.

However, it is clear that in 2015 the variation
range was much larger than in the 1960s, when the
local minimum of 4.25 was reached in developed
countries (Fig. 2). Subsequently, the value of the
indicator increased until 2003, when the local maximum of 17.15 was reached. Since then, the range has
decreased until 2010, when it was 15.47 and then
increased slightly. The first graph shows that Russia
differs significantly from other developed countries in
its development and demonstrates a wider range. If
we exclude this outlier from the calculation, the indicator reaches much lower values. Nevertheless, we
can observe a similar development since 1964 when
excluding Russia – the difference in life expectancy at
birth grew until 1993 when it was 10.25 years. It then
decreased until 2009, when it reached a local minimum of 8.85 and has been rising slightly since then
(see Fig. 2). On that basis, we can conclude that some
developed countries, especially in Eastern Europe, are
lagging in increasing life expectancy at birth.
Turning our attention to developing countries
(Fig. 1), we can see that in 2015 Mexico and China
achieved similar levels of life expectancy at birth as
Central European countries. This means that they
have entered the second phase of the health transition,
and in this case, we can talk about a convergence of
mortality. However, other developing countries have
not yet completed the first phase of the health transition, although India is gradually approaching the pace
of developed countries. In Africa, the development of
mortality is significantly delayed, because the African

continent, especially the countries of sub-Saharan
Africa, was affected by the HIV/AIDS epidemic just
as it entered the second phase of the epidemiological
transition. At that time, there should be a significant
increase in life expectancy at birth, and this positive
development was interrupted by the epidemic. The
increase in life expectancy at birth was resumed here
at the turn of the millennium, but the level of the indicator still remains very low (in 2015, the average life
expectancy at birth in Nigeria was 53.3 years). Therefore, it cannot be said that developing countries are
significantly getting closer to developed countries.
Based on the above-mentioned facts and analysis, we can indeed call the development of morality
sequentially divergent-convergent. Furthermore, we
can identify three groups of countries. The first one
consists of developed countries, where divergence
took place, especially at the beginning of the 20th century, and was replaced in the 1960s by convergence,
which continues with some minor variation today.
The second group includes developing countries,
where the variation range began to increase from the
1930s, and only from the beginning of the 21st century can we observe a slight decrease in the indicator.
This means that divergence dominated in this region
during the analyzed period and there is no significant
convergence even today. The third group is made up
of Eastern European countries, which show a specific
course that differs from the traditional development
of mortality. Life expectancy at birth has been increasing rapidly since the beginning of the 20th century, as
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Fig. 3 Life expectancy at birth, both sexes, selected countries of post-socialist region, 1950–2020.
Source: United Nations, 2019

in other countries. At the end of the 1960s, however,
growth stopped and even mortality rates dropped,
not in response to political unrest or an epidemic, as
is the case of Africa.
The post-socialist region, therefore, deserves more
detailed analysis, mainly for two reasons. First, it
deviates significantly from the development in developed countries, and second, we can observe heterogeneous development within the region. Based on the
following graph (Fig. 3), it can be stated that from the
middle of the 20th century, life expectancy at birth in
the post-socialist area converged until about 1985,
when the variation range reached the lowest value of
4.04. Maximum convergence compared to developed
countries occurred later, due to the delayed cardiovascular revolution, as mentioned above. Subsequently,
however, the indicator showed a markedly divergent
trend, as mortality rates developed differently in subregions. The most significant improvement occurred
in Central Europe (dashed curve in Fig. 3), with progress first seen in Czechia, then in Slovakia, Poland, and
finally in Hungary. In the Baltic States (dotted curve
in Fig. 3), life expectancy at birth first decreased and
began to increase again from the 1990s, especially in
Estonia. In Eastern Europe (the continuous curve in
Fig. 3), the decline of the indicator was greater and
the reverse did not occur until the turn of the millennium when the variation range in post-socialist region
reached a maximum of 10.58 (see Fig. 3). Since then,
we can observe a new phase of convergence here, and
it can be assumed that the heterogeneous trend of the
second half of the 20th century will be replaced by
convergence.

5. Conclusion
The analysis of mortality using the development
of life expectancy at birth confirms theoretical concepts according to which demographic development
is sequentially divergent-convergent. Changes in
health, economics, or politics are reflected individually in regions or states in terms of pace and intensity.
For this reason, global divergence always occurs first,
which is then replaced by convergence. Since new
technologies and improvement of health care supervene at different time intervals, new phases of divergence and convergence of mortality are constantly
emerging.
Sequentially divergent-convergent development
of mortality is evident from the development of life
expectancy at birth and variation range – indeed
we can first observe global divergence, which was
replaced by global convergence after World War II.
After 1965, divergent tendencies reappeared, as
regions of the world experienced different developments, not only demographic but also economic or
political. After a short period of stagnation, developed countries have re-entered the path of progress,
while the post-socialist area has faced an economic
and social crisis, which has halted the improvement
in mortality rates. In developing countries, life expectancy at birth was much lower due to delayed epidemiological transition and the HIV/AIDS epidemic.
However, since the turn of the millennium, we can
again speak of global convergence, as life expectancy at birth is increasing in all regions and levels are
slowly converging. In general, therefore, we can say

The sequentially divergent-convergent development of mortality
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that demographic development is sequentially divergent-convergent, where the phases of divergence and
convergence gradually alternate and this process is
still not complete.
The COVID-19 pandemic, which can be understood
as the beginning of another divergence, also fits into
this scenario. It began to appear gradually in regions
of the world, with some affected more severely, others
less so. Likewise, medical knowledge and measures
have succeeded in reducing the incidence and mortality with COVID-19 over time, and we can hope for
early convergence at a low mortality rate.
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1. Introduction
The Earth is naturally stratified into specific zones,
which have been classified in different ways by
humans from ancient times. Humans have substantially changed this natural distribution by their actions,
in the case of some regions so significantly that the
original natural conditions have been completely suppressed in favour of anthropogenic factors (Vitousek
et al. 1997). Therefore, several global classifications
were presented to reflect the intensity of human influence covering a wide range of aspects of anthropogenic transformation. Most of the classifications are used
as a spatial framework for assessing ecosystem or
landscape processes (e.g. land cover / land use change,
ecosystem services evaluation, ecosystem degradation etc.) and biodiversity monitoring (e.g. Ellis and
Ramankutty 2008; Václavík et al. 2013). Some classifications were presented in order to describe the
diversity and geographical differentiation of human
pressure on the Earth (e.g. Letourneau et al. 2012).
In recent times of global climate and environmental change, understanding the different trends and
impacts in specific land systems will be crucial in finding appropriate adaptation and mitigation measures.
Existing global classifications may provide a useful
spatial framework for such evaluation.
The aim of this review is to present selected global
classifications, which are widely used and compare
their methodology and results. Such an overview will
help potential users in orientation and decision making, that is; which classification would fit a particular
purpose of use.

2. Human domination of the Earth –
development and geographical
demonstration

People have been changing ecosystems, their processes and forms, for several million years (Goudie 2013).
The oldest records (more than 3 million years ago)
of human activity and technology have been found
in various parts of Africa (Gosden 2003). The tools
have become more sophisticated during the Stone
Age (3.4 million years – ca. 4,000 BCE) and have enabled greater exploitation of natural resources. Other
important factors were the development of communicative skills such as speech, and the discovery of the
use of fire. Fire was one of the most powerful tools
of environmental transformation. The Neolithic revolution (starting 10,000 to 8,000 BCE) has brought
about many changes: the transition from a lifestyle
of hunting and gathering to agriculture and settlement, the domestication of plants and animals, population growth, deforestation, irrigation etc. In the
Holocene humans also began to mine ores and smelt
metals (Goudie 2013). The Technological-Scientific

Revolution and the development of modern industrial
and urban civilizations have led to immense changes
in the reshaping of ecosystems globally (Takács-Sánta
2004; Goudie 2013). The impact of human activities
on the global environment rapidly increased (Crutzen
2002) and the number of ways in which humans are
affecting the environment is multiplying (Vitousek et
al. 1997). The 20th century was especially an epoch of
very exceptional change (McNeill 2003).
The current period is called by some scientists, the
Anthropocene (Crutzen 2002, Waters et al. 2016). The
Earth is now more influenced by human activities than
the forces of nature, according to a number of authors,
anthropogenic transformation of the biosphere prevails (Vitousek et al. 1997; Crutzen 2002; Steffen et al.
2007; Ellis et al. 2010; Steffen 2010). Human impact is
mainly reflected in land cover changes, therefore this
information is often included in global classifications.
However, the range of anthropogenic activities is
much wider – e.g. geographical differentiation of population density, varied intensity of natural resource
use, diverse intensities of domestic livestock, degradation of natural processes, etc. play important role as
well in terms of natural systems alternation. Human
activities are causing global biodiversity declines
(Newbold et al. 2015), both inside and outside protected areas (Schulze et al. 2018), 75% of the planet’s
land surface is experiencing measurable human pressures (Venter et al. 2016; Williams et al. 2020; Ellis et
al. 2021). Therefore, anthropogenic transformation of
the natural systems cannot be simply ignored in modern global classifications. Human influence used to be
simplified or ignored (Alessa and Chapin 2008; Ellis
et al. 2010) and biomes were identified chiefly as a
result of a combination of abiotic and biotic factors
(Udvardy 1975; Olson et al. 2001; Bailey 2004, Higgins et al. 2016, Dinerstein et al. 2017). Several studies on environmental stratifications involving human
influence have recently been published resulting in
different spatially explicit classifications. The classifications result in the creation of global maps of anthropogenic biomes, anthromes, land-use systems, land
systems, land system archetypes or world ecosystems
(Ellis and Ramankutty 2008; Letourneau et al. 2012;
van Asselen and Verburg 2012; Václavík et al. 2013;
Sayre et al. 2020).

3. Global environmental classifications
3.1 Anthropogenic biomes

Ellis and Ramankutty (2008) presented the first
global classification of terrestrial biomes based on
an empirical analysis of direct human-nature interaction. The result of the analysis is a global map of
anthropogenic biomes. A multi-stage empirical procedure was used for the identification and mapping
of anthropogenic biomes, based on global data of
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land use (percent area of pastures, crops, irrigated
and rice), land cover (percent area of trees and bare
earth) and population (Table 1). The analysis was executed at 5 arc minute resolution (5′ grid cells cover,
i.e. 86 km2 at the equator). The procedure first separated wild cells from anthropogenic cells based on the
presence of human populations, pastures, and crops.
The authors then categorized human-ecosystem
interactions in anthropogenic cells into four classes
according to population density. Dense class with high
population intensity (more than 100 persons km−2),
residential class with substantial population intensity
(10 to 100 persons km−2), populated class with minor
population (1 to 10 persons km−2) and remote class
with inconsequential population (less than 1 person km−2). During the next step of cluster analysis
using SPSS, natural groupings within the cells of each
class were identified based on non-urban population
density, percentage of urban areas, crops, pastures,
irrigated lands, rice fields, tree cover and bare land.
As the last step, the derived strata were organised into
groupings based on their populations, land-cover and
land-use characteristics; resulting in the 18 anthropogenic biome classes and 3 wild biome classes (Ellis
and Ramankutty 2008).
Anthropogenic biome classes were classified into
five basic groups: dense settlements, villages, croplands, rangelands and forested; wild biome classes
belong to wildlands (Table 3). Dense settlements contain two biomes, 40% of people live here, the majority is
urban population. This category covers 1.5 million km2
and can be found especially in South and Southeast
Asia, North America or in Western Europe. Villages
include six biomes which also host 40% of people in
Tab. 1 Datasets used for the classification of anthropogenic biomes.
Classification factor

Reference

Population

Dobson et al. (2000)

Pastures area

Ramankutty et al. (2008)

Crops area

Ramankutty et al. (2008)

Irrigated area

Siebert et al. (2007)

Rice area

Monfreda et al. (2008)

Tree cover

Hansen et al. (2003)

Bare earth

Hansen et al. (2003)

Tab. 2 Datasets used for the classification of anthromes.
Classification factor

Reference

Population density

Klein Goldewijk (2007)

Urban area

Klein Goldewijk (2007)

Cropland area

Klein Goldewijk (2007)

Pasture area

Klein Goldewijk (2007)

Irrigated area

Siebert et al. (2007)

Rice cover

Monfreda et al. (2008)

Land cover

Ramankutty and Foley (1999)

the world but only 38% is urban. Village biomes cover 7.7 million km2, and are most commonly found in
Asia, where they cover more than a quarter of all land.
They are also typical for regions of Europe or Africa.
Croplands cover more than 27 million km2 and host
15% of people (7% urban) in five biomes. In Europe
croplands occupy almost half of all land; the residential irrigated cropland biome covers about 35%. Croplands are often also located in South and Southeast
Asia, Latin America and Africa, covering about 25%
of land in these areas. Rangeland biomes are the most
extensive, covering nearly 40 million km2, almost
30% of North and Latin America, Australia, New Zealand and Asia, but they are most common in Africa;
(> 40%) especially in the Near East region (> 45%).
Rangelands are divided into three different biomes,
they account for less than 5 % of the global population. Forested biomes contain two classes: populated
and remote forests, and cover 25 million km2 of which
more than 45% is covered with trees. Forested biomes
contain only 0.6% of the global population and are
typical for Latin America (40%) and Eurasia (25%).
Wildlands occupy nearly 30 million km2 (i.e. only 22%
of Earth’s ice-free land) and are located mainly in the
Near East region (50%), North America, Australia and
New Zealand (40%) and North Asia (30%) (Ellis and
Ramankutty 2008).

3.2 Anthromes

Ellis et al. (2010) used a new a priori anthrome classification algorithm built on standardized thresholds
for classifying the same variables (Table 2) instead of
the a posteriori anthrome classification used by Ellis
and Ramankutty (2008). The new classification used
the same basic classification levels but the system was
simplified. Village classes were collapsed from six to
four, croplands from five to four and wildlands from
three to two. The forested level was broadened from
two to four classes and named seminatural (Table 3).
Ellis et al. (2010) also simplified the system interpretation by aggregating anthrome levels into three categories: used anthromes (dense settlements, villages,
croplands, rangelands), semi natural anthromes and
wildlands.

3.3 Land-use systems

Letourneau et al. (2012) proposed a new classification based on land-use systems, which represent specific combinations of interactions between humans
and the natural environment. Land-use systems try
to describe the heterogeneity of land cover and also
land-use intensity; they are characterized by land
cover, land use, population pressure and accessibility
(Table 4). The spatial units of the analysis cover an
area of less than 100 km2 each (5 arc-minutes resolution). Multiple datasets were used in the classification: population density, land use / land cover data,
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Tab. 3 List of classes of all classifications.
Classification

Anthropogenic
biomes

Anthromes

Land-use
systems

Land
systems

Land system
archetypes

Category

Classes

Dense settlements

1) Urban; 2) Dense settlements

Villages

1) Rice villages; 2) Irrigated villages; 3) Cropped and pastoral villages; 4) Pastoral villages;
5) Rainfed villages; 6) Rainfed mosaic villages

Croplands

1) Residential irrigated cropland; 2) Residential rainfed mosaic; 3) Populated irrigated cropland;
4) Populated rainfed cropland; 5) Remote croplands

Rangeland

1) Residential rangelands; 2) Populated rangelands; 3) Remote rangelands

Forested

1) Populated forests; 2) Remote forests

Wildlands

1) Wild forests; 2) Sparse trees; 3) Barren

Dense settlements

1) Urban; 2) Mixed settlements

Villages

1) Rice villages; 2) Irrigated villages; 3) Rainfed villages; 4) Pastoral villages

Croplands

1) Residential irrigated croplands; 2) Residential rainfed croplands; 3) Populated rainfed cropland;
4) Remote croplands

Rangeland

1) Residential rangelands; 2) Populated rangelands; 3) Remote rangelands

Seminatural lands

1) Residential woodlands; 2) Populated woodlands; 3) Remote woodlands; 4) Inhabited treeless
and barren lands

Wildlands

1) Wild woodlands; 2) Wild treeless and barren lands

Bare soils

1) Remote bare soils; 2) Accessible bare soils; 3) Populated areas covered by bare soils

Cropland system

1) Accessible rainfed croplands; 2) Rainfed croplands with intensive livestock breeding; 3) Remote
rainfed croplands; 4) Rice croplands with intensive bovines breeding; 5) Rice croplands with intensive
bovines and monogastrics breeding; 6) Partly irrigated croplands with intensive livestock breeding;
7) Partly irrigated croplands with extensive livestock breeding; 8) Irrigated croplands with intensive
livestock breeding; 9) Irrigated croplands with intensive bovines breeding

Densely populated
systems

1) Urban areas; 2) Villages or peri-urban area; 3) Villages and rice croplands; 4) Villages and irrigated
croplands

Forested systems

1) Sparse trees; 2) Populated areas with forests; 3) Remote forests

Mosaic systems

1) Mosaic landscape; 2) Populated areas mosaic landscape

Pastoral systems

1) Extensive pastures; 2) Intensive pastures with bovines and small ruminants; 3) Intensive pastures
with bovines

Cropland systems

1) Cropland extensive with few livestock; 2) Cropland extensive with bovines, goats and sheep;
3) Cropland extensive with pigs and poultry; 4) Cropland medium intensive with few livestock;
5) Cropland medium intensive with bovines, goats and sheep; 6) Cropland medium intensive with
pigs and poultry; 7) Cropland intensive with few livestock; 8) Cropland intensive with bovines, goats
and sheep; 9) Cropland intensive with pigs and poultry

Mosaic cropland and
grassland systems

1) Mosaic cropland and grassland with bovines, goats and sheep; 2) Mosaic cropland and grassland
with pigs and poultry; 3) Mosaic cropland (extensive) and grassland with few livestock; 4) Mosaic
cropland (medium intensive) and grassland with few livestock; 5) Mosaic cropland (intensive) and
grassland with few livestock

Mosaic cropland and
forest systems

1) Mosaic cropland and forest with pigs and poultry; 2) Mosaic cropland (extensive) and forest
with few livestock; 3) Mosaic cropland (medium intensive) and forest with few livestock;
4) Mosaic cropland (intensive) and forest with few livestock

Forest systems

1) Dense forest; 2) Open forest with few livestock; 3) Open forest with pigs and poultry

Mosaic (semi-)natural
systems

1) Mosaic grassland and forest; 2) Mosaic grassland and bare

Grassland systems

1) Natural grassland; 2) Grassland with few livestock; 3) Grassland with bovines, goats and sheep

Bare systems

1) Bare; 2) Bare with few livestock

Settlement systems

1) Peri-urban and villages; 2) Urban

–

1) Forest systems in the tropics; 2) Degraded forest/cropland systems in the tropics; 3) Boreal
systems of the western world; 4) Boreal systems of the eastern world; 5) High-density urban
agglomerations; 6) Irrigated cropping systems with rice yield gap; 7) Extensive cropping systems;
8) Pastoral systems; 9) Irrigated cropping systems; 10) Intensive cropping systems; 11) Marginal lands
in the developed world; 12) Barren lands in the developing world

World ecosystems –

431 classes; see Sayre et al. (2020)

Terrestrial
IUCN Global
ecosystem
typology

Subterranean
Freshwater
Marine
Atmospheric

25 biomes and 108 ecosystem functional groups; see Keith et al. (2020)
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Tab. 4 Datasets used for the classification of land-use systems.
Classification factor

Reference

Bare soil area

Hansen et al. (2003)

Tree cover area

Hansen et al. (2003)

Build-up area

Elvidge et al. (2007)

Croplands area

Ramankutty et al. (2008)

Pastures area

Ramankutty et al. (2008)

Crop areas

Monfreda et al. (2008)

Irrigated areas

Siebert et al. (2005)

Sheep density

FAO (2007)

Goats density

FAO (2007)

Chicken density

FAO (2007)

Pigs density

FAO (2007)

Buffaloes density

FAO (2007)

Bovines density

FAO (2007)

Population density

Dobson et al. (2000)

Accessibility

Verburg et al. (2011)

livestock density and accessibility. Cropland data was
not divided into several types in contrast with Ramankutty et al. (2008); livestock density data was converted to livestock unit densities according to FAO, which
enabled the comparison of the densities of different
types of livestock. Letourneau et al. used a two-step
cluster analysis to identify particular land-use systems. Firstly, all the grid-cells were pre-grouped into
many sub-clusters; secondly an algorithm grouped
the sub-clusters into the optimal number of clusters
according to the algorithm used. During the first stage
of the clustering; wild areas, croplands or pastures
were identified, then major categories of landscapes
were determined. Each major category was further
classified; the classification had 32 land-use systems,
subsequently reduced to 24 classes (Letourneau et al.
2012).
Land-use system classes are grouped into six
categories: densely populated systems (4 classes),
cropland systems (9), pastoral systems (3), mosaic
systems (2), forested systems (3) and bare soil systems (3). South America, Africa and Australia are
dominantly covered by extensive pastoral land-use
systems; in Europe, South America and New Zealand
we can find intensive grazing systems; croplands are
mainly found in Europe, SE Asia and North America. Densely populated systems are characterized by
population densities above ca. 1000 inhabitants/km2
(Letourneau et al. 2012). This classification is comparable with anthropogenic biomes (Ellis and Raman
kutty 2008; Ellis et al. 2010).

3.4 Land systems

Van Asselen and Verburg (2012) claim that land
use and land management were not represented adequately until the classification by Ellis and

Ramankutty (2008). Relatively small, but important
types of land use were not represented and mosaic
landscapes were inaccurately characterized by a single homogeneous land cover type. Van Asselen and
Verburg (2012) consider land-use intensity as a crucial characteristic of land systems and a main cause of
environmental damage (Foley et al. 2005). Land cover,
livestock and agricultural intensity data was used for
classification of land systems (Table 5), population
wasn’t used as a classification criterion. Land cover
variables were tree cover and bare soil cover (Hansen
et al. 2003), cropland cover (Ramankutty et al. 2008)
and built-up area (Schneider et al. 2009). Livestock
data comes from FAO statistics (2007) and agricultural intensity is based on global data of Neumann et al.
(2010). All data was transformed into spatial resolution of 5 arc-minutes in this study. For the classification and delineation of land systems, a hierarchical
procedure was used (van Asselen and Verburg 2012).
The global land system classification map contains
8 categories. Cropland systems are divided into nine
classes and cover about 8% of the world’s land surface. They are characterized by an average cropland
cover of ca. 70% and are distinguished based on agricultural intensity, and livestock type and intensity.
28% of the global population lives in this category.
Extensive croplands can be found in Africa and India
while intensive croplands are found in central-eastern US, Europe, SW Russia, in parts of China and India.
The second category is called mosaic cropland and
grassland systems, which contain five classes that all
together cover 5% of the land surface and host 10% of
the world’s population. Extensive types occur mainly
in Africa, whereas intensively managed systems are
found in the United States, Europe or Argentina. Mosaic croplands and forest systems cover only 4% of the
world’s area, and 9% of the world’s population lives
in this area. These systems occur all over the world.
Forest systems cover a much larger area of 21% of the
world’s land surface, but only 8% of the population
can be found here. Dense forest systems have an average tree cover of about 80% and mostly include tropical forests or temperate forests at higher latitudes.
Open forest systems (two different classes) have an
average tree cover of about 55%. The next category,
grassland systems cover 12% of the land surface and
host 4.6% of the world’s population. This category
Tab. 5 Datasets used for the classification of land systems.
Classification factor

Reference

Tree cover

Hansen et al. (2003)

Bare soil cover

Hansen et al. (2003)

Cropland cover

Ramankutty et al. (2008)

Build-up area

Schneider et al. (2009)

Livestock density

FAO (2007)

Efficiency of agricultural production

Neumann et al. (2010)

Current global land systems classifications

is divided into 3 classes, one natural; in tundra and
two anthropogenic all over the world. Mosaic (semi-)
natural systems are widely spread covering 24% of
the world land surface, 8% of the population lives in
the mosaic grassland and forest system, which occurs
in Canada, Russia, South America, Central Africa and
China, only 1.5% live in the second class – mosaic
grassland and bare system. Settlement systems are
subdivided into the urban, and peri-urban and village
systems. They cover only 2% of the world’s land surface, but 25% of people live here. Both classes can be
found all over the world. The last category is named
bare systems, and is subdivided into two classes; the
average bare cover is 90%. Bare systems cover 1/4 of
the land surface and host 5% of the world’s population. These systems occur in the Sahara, Australia,
western China, the Middle East, Mongolia, Kazakhstan
etc. (van Asselen and Verburg 2012).

3.5 Land system archetypes

Mapping land systems with the incorporation of
land-use intensity and land management is useful
for a better understanding of the interactions and
feedbacks between nature and people, measuring
impacts, addressing global trade-offs of land-use
change and developing better policies adapted to
regional conditions (Foley et al. 2011; Seppelt et al.
2011; Václavík et al. 2013). In previous studies topdown approaches were used based on expert’s rules
or a priori classification. In the study of Václavík et
al. (2013) a new approach was proposed for representing human-environment interactions, a bottom-up approach driven only by the data. Global land
system archetypes were defined as unique combinations of environmental conditions, socioeconomic
factors and land-use intensity; they were identified
based on 32 indicators (Table 6). All datasets were
derived for the period around the year 2005; spatial
resolution was the same as in all previous studies –
5 arc-minutes. Land-use intensity was characterized
by data on cropland and pasture (Klein Goldewijk et
al. 2011) and their trends, use of N fertilizer (Potter et
al. 2010), irrigation (Siebert et al. 2007), soil erosion
(van Oost et al. 2007), yields and yield gaps for wheat,
maize and rice (IIASA/FAO 2012), total production
index and the human appropriation of net primary
production (Haberl et al. 2007). Environmental conditions were characterised by 35 bioclimatic variables, from which 5 were selected for the final analysis
(Kriticos et al. 2012), climate anomalies (Menne et
al. 2009), NDVI mean and seasonality (Tucker et al.
2005), soil organic carbon (Batjes 2006) and species
diversity of terrestrial mammals, birds, amphibians
and reptiles from the IUCN database. Finally GDP,
GDP from agriculture, the capital stock in agriculture (FAO), population density and its trend (CIESIN
2005), political stability (Kaufmann et al. 2010) and
accessibility (Uchida and Nelson 2009) were used as
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socioeconomic factors. For the classification of land
system archetypes, a self-organizing map algorithm
(SOM) was used; an unsupervised neural network.
The SOM analysis was conducted in R version 2.14.0.
A 3 by 4 hexagonal plane was chosen as the two-dimensional output space. The final result was a map of
global land system archetypes (Václavík et al. 2013).
Forest systems in the tropics represent the first
archetype of a total of 12 archetypes. They cover ca.
14% of terrestrial ecosystems and they are determined mainly by climate. This archetype can be
found in Latin America and the Amazon basin, West
and Central Africa and in SE Asia. Degraded forest/
cropland systems in the tropics cover only 0.35% of
the world’s land surface area; are characterized by
enormous soil erosion and occur in Southeast Asia
and Latin America. Boreal systems of the western
world cover 14% of the world’s land surface, it’s an
area of scarcely populated boreal forests and tundra.
This LSA occurs mainly in Canada, Northern Europe,
and Patagonia; or in higher elevations. Boreal systems
of the eastern world occupy 20% of terrestrial ecosystems and are typical for Russia and Northeast China.
Extensive cropping systems (11%) are defined by a
high density of cropland and its increasing trend and
the population density exceeding the global average.
Extensive cropping systems occur in Eastern Europe,
Sub-Saharan Africa, South America, India and China.
Intensive cropping systems (5%) are also characterized by a high density of cropland, but it has decreased
in recent decades. This land system archetype occurs
in Western Europe, Eastern United States of America and Western Australia. Only 2% of terrestrial ecosystems are covered by irrigated cropping systems.
The intense land-use pressure can be illustrated by
a very dense population that has increased in the last
50 years. This archetype is typical for India, China or
Egypt. Irrigated cropping systems with rice yield gap
(only 1%) occur in economically very poor and also
politically unstable regions such as Bangladesh, India
and Southeast Asia. Pastoral systems (13%) are characterized by high densities of pastures and grasslands
and are still scarcely populated. They are located in
Central Asia, South and North Africa and Sahel, and
in Latin America. High-density urban agglomerations
cover only 0.1% of the world’s land surface and values
of its indicators are predominantly extreme, the population density is 7138 persons per km2 etc. Marginal
lands in the developed world (9%) have low values
for indicators of land-use intensity, and the population density is only 6 people per km2 and decreasing.
This archetype occurs in Western USA, Australia or
Argentina. The last land system archetype is called
barren lands in the developing world and covers
11% of terrestrial ecosystems. It consists of mainly
barren and desert areas characterized by low densities of cropland and pastures, extremely low primary
production and an extreme climate. The population
density is only 12 people per km2, the countries are
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Tab. 6 Datasets used for the classification of land system archetypes.

Tab. 7 Datasets used for the classification of world ecosystems.

Classification factor

Reference

Classification factor

Reference

Temperature

Kriticos et al. (2012)

Global temperature domains

Fick and Hijmans (2017)

Diurnal temperature range

Kriticos et al. (2012)

Global moisture domains

Trabucco and Zomer (2009)

Precipitation

Kriticos et al. (2012)

Global landforms

Karagulle et al. (2017)

Precipitation seasonality

Kriticos et al. (2012)

Global vegetation and land use

ESA (2017)

Solar radiation

Kriticos et al. (2012)

Climate anomalies

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov
/cmb-faq/anomalies.php#grid

NDVI – mean

Tucker et al. (2005)

NDVI – seasonality

Tucker et al. (2005)

Soil organic carbon

Batjes (2006)

Species richness

http://www.iucnredlist.org
/technical-documents/spatial-data

Cropland area

Klein Goldewijk et al. (2011)

Cropland area trend

Klein Goldewijk et al. (2011)

Pasture area

Klein Goldewijk et al. (2011)

Pasture area trend

Klein Goldewijk et al. (2011)

N fertilizer

Potter et al. (2010)

Irrigation

Siebert et al. (2007)

Soil erosion

Van Oost et al. (2007)

Yield for wheat

http://www.gaez.iiasa.ac.at/

Yield for maize

http://www.gaez.iiasa.ac.at/

Yield for rice

http://www.gaez.iiasa.ac.at/

Yield gap for wheat

http://www.gaez.iiasa.ac.at/

Yield gap for maize

http://www.gaez.iiasa.ac.at/

Yield gap for rice

http://www.gaez.iiasa.ac.at/

Total production index

http://faostat.fao.org/

HANPP

Haberl et al. (2007)

Gross domestic product

http://faostat.fao.org/

Gross domestic product in
agriculture

http://faostat.fao.org/

Capital stock in agriculture

http://faostat.fao.org/

Population density

CIESIN (2005)

Population density trend

CIESIN (2005)

Political stability

http://www.govindicators.org

Accessibility

http://bioval.jrc.ec.europa.eu
/products/gam/index.htm

poor and very politically unstable. Barren lands exist
in regions of the Middle East, Saharan Africa, the
deserts of Namibia and the Gobi and Atacama deserts
(Václavík et al. 2013).

3.6 World ecosystems

Sayre et al. (2020) described a new set of maps of
global ecosystems at a spatial resolution of 250 m
(8 arc-seconds resolution). The map of terrestrial
world ecosystems was derived from the objective
development and integration of global temperature
domains, global moisture domains, global landforms, and global vegetation and land use (Table 7).

Temperature data come from the WorldClim version 2
(Fick and Hijmans 2017) database. Global temperature domains consist of six temperature classes (tropical, subtropical, warm temperate, cold temperate,
boreal, and polar). World moisture domains are based
on the value of the aridity index (AI) (Trabucco and
Zomer 2009), and there are three classes (moist, dry,
desert) designed. The world temperature domains
layer and the world moisture domains layer were
then combined to derive a world climate regions layer. With six temperature domains and three moisture
domains, a total of 18 climate regions is possible (Sayre et al. 2020). The climate regions data were then
combined with a world landforms data layer that is an
aggregation of the global Hammond landforms layer
(Karagulle et al. 2017) into four classes (mountains,
hills, plains, and tablelands), extending the 18 climate
region classes to 72 possible climate region and landform combinations, called world climate and terrain
settings. In the end Sayre et al. (2020) combined this
layer with the world vegetation and land cover data
layer. The world vegetation and land cover layer contains forest, shrubland, grassland, cropland, sparsely
or non-vegetated (bare) area, settlements, snow and
ice, and water classes, and was derived from the global land cover data produced by the European Space
Agency (ESA 2017). A combination of the previous
72 settings with the eight vegetation classes yields
576 total possible combinations of world ecosystems.
A total of 431 world ecosystems were identified, and
of these a total of 278 units were natural or semi-natural vegetation/environment combinations. The biggest classes of the classification are Tropical moist
forest on plains, Tropical desert sparsely or non-vegetated on plains, Boreal moist forest on mountains,
and Subtropical moist forest on mountains, all having
more than 3 million km2 (Sayre et al. 2020).

3.7 IUCN Global ecosystem typology

This typology (version 2.0) is created as a hierarchical
classification. In its upper three levels, functional variation among ecosystems is represented, ecosystems
are defined by their convergent ecological functions.
In its lower three levels, compositional variation is
represented, ecosystems with differing groups of species influencing those ecological functions are defined
(Keith et al. 2020).
The top level of the classification consists of five
global realms: terrestrial, but also subterranean,
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Fig. 1 Hierarchical structure of Global Ecosystem Typology.
Source: Keith et al. 2020

freshwater, marine, and atmospheric. Realms at the
interface between contrasting environments are
called transitional realms. At the second level, the
classification defines 25 biomes ranging from tropical
forests to several anthropogenic biomes. At the third
level, the classification splits into 108 classes called
Ecosystem Functional Groups (EFG). These three levels were developed from the top-down approach. The
units of the fourth level are developed top-down by
division of EFGs. In contrast, the fifth and sixth level
facilitate integration of established local classifications into the global framework. Integration uses the
bottom-up approach. The units at the fourth and fifth
level are both nested with the third level units; they
represent alternative pathways below the third level
(Figure 1). Level four units are called Biogeographic ecotypes, they are ecoregional expressions of an
EFG. Global ecosystem types create the fifth level of
the classification, they are complexes of organisms,
with similar ecological processes and their associated physical environment within an area occupied by
an EFG, but with substantial difference in composition
of organisms. And finally the sixth level – Sub-global ecosystem types are subunits or nested groups of
subunits within a global ecosystem type, which exhibit more compositional homogeneity and resemblance

to one another than global ecosystem types (Keith
et al. 2020).
In the terrestrial realm can be found seven biomes:
tropical-subtropical forests, temperate-boreal forests
and woodlands, shrublands and shrubby woodlands,
savannas and grasslands, deserts and semi-deserts,
polar-alpine, and intensive land-use systems. These
biomes are further divided into 34 EFGs. There are
also transitional realms with terrestrial component:
palustrine wetlands, shoreline systems, supralittoral coastal systems, anthropogenic shorelines, and
brackish tidal systems comprising altogether a total
of 16 EFGs (Keith et al. 2020).

4. Comparison and discussion of methods
and outputs of global environmental
classifications

Ellis and Ramankutty (2008), Ellis et al. (2010),
Letourneau et al. (2012), Van Asselen and Verburg
(2012) applied top-down approaches based on
expert’s rules or a priori classification, in contrast
Václavík et al. (2013) used a bottom-up approach to
reduce the level of subjectivity and also used a much

Tab. 8 Comparison of global environmental classifications.
Number
of categories

Number
of classes

Ellis and Ramankutty (2008)

6

21

5 arc minutes

Anthromes

Ellis et al. (2010)

6

19

5 arc minutes

Land-use systems

Letourneau et al. (2012)

6

24

5 arc minutes

Land systems

Van Asselen and Verburg (2012)

8

30

5 arc minutes

Land system archetypes

Václavík et al. (2013)

–

12

5 arc minutes

World ecosystems

Sayre et al. (2020)

431

8 arc seconds

IUCN Global ecosystem typology

Keith et al. (2020)

108

30 arc seconds

Name

Authors

Anthropogenic biomes

–
5

25

Resolution
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Fig. 2 Comparison of land system archetypes (a), anthropogenic biomes (b), anthromes (c) and land systems (d) on the example of The
Democratic Republic of the Congo.

higher number of input classification factors (32)
compared to the other studies (Tables 1–2, 4–6). All
these classifications were executed at the same 5 arc
minute resolution. Sayre et al. (2020) have taken
the structural approach. They mapped and subsequently integrated different natural elements. World
ecosystems were executed at the 8 arc seconds resolution. Keith et al. (2020) used the combination of
top-down and bottom-up approaches, which serves
to balance consistency with realism. The IUCN Global
ecosystem typology was executed at the 30 arc seconds resolution. Anthropogenic biomes, anthromes,
land-use systems and land systems all have a similar
structure. They are grouped into six or eight categories respectively; each category is further divided
into individual classes. Land system archetypes are
completely different, there are 12 categories, which
are not further divided. World ecosystems consist
of 431 different classes. The IUCN Global ecosystem
typology has five categories at the top level further

divided into 25 classes and further into 108 units, etc.
(Table 8).
Anthropogenic biomes, anthromes, land-use systems and land systems are suitable for further use on
a wide range of scales, from global to regional; or a
sub-regional scale. Land system archetypes are useful
mainly on a global or continental scale (Figure 2).
On the other hand, land system archetypes present
the most objective classification and they are based
on much more different types of input data. World
ecosystems and Global ecosystem typology are created at a much finer spatial resolution. They are useful
especially for conservation management.
The availability of individual classifications including a link for download is shown in the following table
(Table 9), classifications of Ellis and Ramankutty
(2008), Ellis et al. (2010), Van Asselen and Verburg
(2012), Václavík et al. (2013), Sayre et al. (2020) and
Keith et al. (2020) are for those interested, freely
available.
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Tab. 9 Availability of global environmental classifications
Name

Authors

Data reference (link for download)

Anthropogenic biomes

Ellis and Ramankutty (2008)

Anthrome Data (https://ecotope.org/anthromes/data/)

Anthromes

Ellis et al. (2010)

Anthrome Data (https://ecotope.org/anthromes/data/)

Land-use systems

Letourneau et al. (2012)

N/A

Land systems

Van Asselen and Verburg
(2012)

Global Land System classification data
(https://www.environmentalgeography.nl/site/data-models/data/global
-land-system-classification/)

Land system archetypes

Václavík et al. (2013)

Land system archetypes (https://www.ufz.de/index.php?en=37603)

World ecosystems

Sayre et al. (2020)

World ecosystems (https://rmgsc.cr.usgs.gov/outgoing/ecosystems/Global/)

IUCN Global ecosystem typology

Keith et al. (2020)

Global ecosystems (https://global-ecosystems.org/)

5. Summary
All the classifications show human-environment
interactions, but each in a slightly different way. Interesting regional patterns, similarities on a global level
and differences on a sub-national scale – can all be
found here. Every classification provides a naturally
generalized and simplified picture of a rather diverse
reality. The best currently available datasets are used,
but the quality and spatial resolution of all the input
data are the limiting factors, moreover datasets often
capture information for different periods. Many factors that could be very useful for classification aren’t
available or lack the necessary quality (Ellis and
Ramankutty 2008; Letourneau et al. 2012; van Asselen and Verburg 2012; Václavík et al. 2013). Anthropogenic biomes, anthromes, land-use systems, land
systems, land system archetypes, world ecosystems
or whatever we want to call them, are useful in the
better understanding of global human-environment
interactions and land-use change impacts, identifying regions with similar policy demands, they can
also help with the global change challenges and can
be used as inputs for global land change models and
other modelling.
Naturally, all classifications presented differ in the
purpose of their development, complexity of input
variables and range of use by both scientists, international institutions, government bodies and the general public. Anthropogenic biomes and anthromes (Ellis
and Ramankutty 2008; Ellis et al. 2010), land-use systems (Letourneau et al. 2012), land systems (van Asselen and Verburg 2012) and land system archetypes
(Václavík et al. 2013) have certainly had a significant
impact, and each has been cited hundreds or thousands of times. Anthropogenic biomes and anthromes
have become part of the Principles of Terrestrial Ecosystem Ecology and the National Geographic Atlas of
the World, and have been incorporated into the IUCN
Global ecosystem typology (Keith et al. 2020). These
classifications have recently been used also in analysing long-term changes (Ellis et al. 2021). The most
recent classifications with most likely future impact
are, firstly, World ecosystems, the system devised by
Sayre et al. (2020) for the Nature Conservancy and

IPCC, a useful tool for the Convention on Biological
Diversity’s (CBD) Aichi Target 11, IUCN, FAO or IPBES.
World ecosystems can be used in global conservation,
global planning efforts. This system is data-derived
with high spatial resolution. On the contrary, WWF
Ecoregions (Olson et al. 2001, Dinnerstein et al. 2017)
are expert-derived, coarse, and macroscale. And, secondly, the Global ecosystem typology (Keith et al.
2020) approved by the IUCN. Ecosystems of the new
IUCN Red List of Ecosystems are classified according to the IUCN Global ecosystem typology, a framework based on ecosystem function and biodiversity.
All the classifications provide a complex global
spatial framework incorporating both natural and
human factors that influence the functioning of land
systems. Therefore, they can be used for the monitoring of global change of land use, ecosystems and
biodiversity dynamics, global conservation and much
more.
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ABSTRACT
This article presents a detailed analysis of the fertility changes in Czechia since 1990 using the cohort approach and contributes
to the overall understanding of the fertility postponement process. Because the timing of childbearing since 1990 has changed
significantly, particular attention is devoted to the differences in the timing of fertility between cohorts. Data from the Human
Fertility Database was analyzed via both standard (based on age-specific fertility rates) and advanced methods (postponement and
recuperation indicators, parity progression ratio). Four groups of cohorts with specific fertility patterns were identified: 1965–1970,
1971–1976, 1977–1982, and 1983–1990. These groups were impacted by the political, economic and social transformation of
the 1990s, the financial crisis of 2008–2012 and other socio-economic changes during the study period in different ways. While
the 1965–1970 cohort was associated with the rapid occurrence of postponement, it still reflected the early fertility pattern. The
1971–1976 cohort was associated with the most intensive degree of postponement, the 1977–1982 cohort can be linked to the
onset of the deceleration of the postponement process, and the 1983–1990 cohort appears to be the first to stabilize their fertility
at later ages.
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1. Introduction
Following the Velvet Revolution of 1989, Czech society experienced a large number of changes. The most
important processes comprised the transformation
of the political system towards democracy and that
of the centrally-planned economy to a market economy. These changes also influenced the reproductive
behavior of Czech couples as indicated by trends in
the level and timing of fertility (Kocourková and Fait
2011; Polesná and Kocourková 2016; Kurkin et al.
2017; Křesťanová and Kurkin 2020). The total fertility rate decreased markedly during the 1990s (from
1.91 in 1990 to 1.14 in 1999); while it has since recovered significantly, it remains below an average of two
children per woman (TFR 1.66 in 2019; see Figure 1).
Despite the decline in fertility, the ideal and planned
family size has remained practically unchanged. Most
Czech men and women, as with other Europeans,
wish to have two children (Šťastná 2007; Rabušic
and Chromková Manea 2013; Sobotka and Beaujouan 2014). The drop in the period fertility rate was
accompanied by a gradual increase in the mean age of
women at childbirth, which was particularly dramatic in the 1990s (see Figure 1). The period mean age
of women at childbirth was 24.8 years in 1990 and
30.2 years in 2019. This increase was driven mainly
by changes in the timing of fertility, i.e. by the delaying
of fertility rather than by changes in the birth order
composition (a decrease in third and higher order
fertility) (Křesťanová 2016; Sivková and Hulı́ková
Tesárková 2012).
The change in the mean age at motherhood has
been considered by many researchers who have
published on the topics of the postponement of fertility and later childbearing (see for example Sobotka 2017; Šprocha and Bačík 2020; Beaujouan 2020;
Kocourková and Šťastná 2021, etc.). Generally, the
fertility postponement process has been described
as the consequence of value changes, the increasing
individualization of society (Lesthaeghe 2010) and
overall increasing economic uncertainty (Kohler, Billari, and Ortega 2002; Billingsley 2010). Recent studies on value-related changes have stressed the impact
of education since it is becoming increasingly clear
that the higher education of women has contributed
significantly to the explanation of changes in fertility
timing (Nı́ Bhrolcháin and Beaujouan 2012; Neels et
al. 2017). The argumentation concerning the increasing role of the education effect on fertility timing also
appears to be valid in the case of Czechia, where the
proportion of students, in particular women, in tertiary education has been increasing gradually since
1990 (Czech Statistical Office 2014; Kurkin et al.
2017).
As regards economic uncertainty, the effect on fertility timing can be understood in two ways, as a temporal uncertainty related to the life stage (e.g. during
study or at the outset of a career) or as a temporal
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uncertainty driven by macro-economic forces (e.g. an
economic crisis). The postponement of fertility due
to economic uncertainty leads to a temporary decline
in period fertility rates. In Czechia, the effect of economic factors can be identified from 1990 onward
(see Figure 1). Firstly, the drop in total fertility rates
during the 1990s was related to the initial period of
economic transition from 1990 to 1996 when Czech
GDP declined beyond the stagnation level (Vltavská
and Sixta 2015). Following a recovery in the period
fertility rate in the 2000s, a further drop in fertility
occurred after the start of the global financial crisis
in 2008 (Kocourková et al. 2019). Interestingly, the
total fertility rate initially stagnated and subsequently declined temporarily (see Figure 1). Since 2013, the
total fertility rate has been increasing. The study of
the effect of the financial crisis on the reproductive
behavior of Czech women at the individual level determined that the experience of unemployment during
the economic crisis led to the further unplanned postponement of first childbirth (Slabá 2020).
The events of the 1990s led to changes in Czechia
that can easily be observed from the period perspective, and they have been subjected to analysis on a
regular basis (see Křesťanová and Kurkin 2020). We
expect that these period changes exerted a major
influence on the respective birth cohorts and led to
the transformation of their fertility behavior. Figure 1
shows that the cohort fertility rate has been decreasing continuously since the late 1950s cohorts. However, the continuous increase in the mean age of mothers at childbirth began later, i.e. with the 1966 cohort.
There is currently a lack of a more detailed cohort
analysis of fertility in Czechia. Recent studies indicate
that the clarification of cohort differences can help us
to understand long-term changes in fertility (Šťastná
et al. 2017; Šťastná et al. 2019; Slabá 2020).
The aim of the study is to present a detailed analysis of fertility changes in Czechia over the last three
decades using the cohort approach and to contribute
to the overall understanding of the fertility postponement process. Whereas previous studies on fertility
postponement and recuperation in Czechia (Sobotka
et al. 2011; Šprocha 2014; Šprocha et al. 2018) have
analyzed the underlying trends without the assessment of cohort differences, this paper aims to compare cohort differences in terms of the level and timing of fertility in more detail in order to identify the
various “steps” in the transformation of reproductive
patterns in Czechia. We take into account that each
cohort has its own unique position in the course of
history; thus, each cohort is differentiated from the
other cohorts considered. The main focus of the study
comprises the examination of birth parities and their
role in changes in reproductive patterns. Parity is
observed up to the third childbirth since the first, second and third births have made up more than 95%
of total fertility since 1989. Accordingly, the main aim
is to distinguish those groups of cohorts that exhibit
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Fig. 1 Trends in the period and cohort fertility rates of women up to the age of 40, as well as in the period and cohort mean age
of women at childbirth in 1950–2018 and for the generations from 1935 to 1978.
Notes: Both the fertility rates and the mean ages were computed for women up to the age of 40. The cohort fertility rates were
shifted by 25 years (the 1965 generation corresponds to 1990 in the figure) as the mean age of women at childbirth before 1990.
Data: Human Fertility Database

specific fertility patterns since the transition to parenthood and parenthood itself are influential factors
for the whole of adult life, which may well make a difference in terms of the social, political and economic
features of each cohort group.

2. The cohort analytical approach
and cohort differences in Czech society

The study of the cohort perspective aimed at enhancing the understanding of demographic processes and
social changes is not a new approach. A paper on the
cohort approach to the study of social changes was
published as early as in the mid-1960s (Ryder 1965).
Ryder considered cohort differentiation through
social norms (the age at the completion of education or at first marriage), the impact of the size of the
cohort on competitiveness during the life course (university entrance examination, the labor market) and
the impact of contextual historical events. Wunsch et
al. (2021) suggest that the cohort approach is applied
when time trends are examined period by period
and discussed in the causal perspective by taking
into account the historical contexts of the periods
considered.
The life trajectories of Czech women before 1989
were highly standardized with the almost universal
transition into marriage and parenthood at a relatively low age (Sobotka et al. 2008). The political
and economic change of the 1990s, however, led
to the significant diversification of life trajectories

(Bartošová et al. 2012). The opportunities for study,
travel and other types of self-realization were significantly expanded. Therefore, intensive changes in
social norms were observed in the 1990s in tandem
with a decrease in marriage and fertility rates and
an increase in the number of children born outside
wedlock (Rabušic 2001). An example of the diversification of life trajectories is provided in Morávková
and Kreidl (2017), who identified cohort differences in the partnership trajectories of solo mothers in
terms of more recent cohorts having a higher chance
of the transition to co-residential partnerships than
older cohorts. They interpreted this development as
the effect of a de-standardized life trajectory in which
childbirth preceded cohabitation with the father of
the child, and as the result of the significant de-stigmatization of ‘solo-motherhood’ compared to before
1989, both of which led to the easing of the settings of
new co-residential partnerships.
As period fertility rates have become progressively distorted by timing shifts, the cohort approach
has become increasingly appropriate in terms of the
analysis of fertility transformation over the last two
decades (Frejka and Calot 2001; Frejka 2011). The
cohort approach views postponement and recuperation as being interconnected within the life course
history. However, both the postponement and recuperation phases are subject to period effects, which
differ since postponement and recuperation occur at
different times. We acknowledge that changes in fertility are both cohort and period driven without discussing whether the cohort effects are more or less
important than the period effects in terms of driving
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𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
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𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
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= 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹1965 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) − �𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−1 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹1965 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)�
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𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−1

m)). The trough age (m) may differ for each cohort as shown in detail
= 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−1 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)
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3.4 Parity progression ratio
his is equal to the cumulative decline for the benchmark cohort.
The parity progression ratio describes the probability of having a child of a specific birth
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃1965 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃1965
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the sta= 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹1965 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) − �𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−1 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹1965 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)�
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− 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−1
+ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
= 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
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and 45).age (for the purposes of this paper, up
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= 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−1 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)
to the ages of 30, 35, 40 and 45).
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Fig. 2 Postponement and recuperation of fertility, cohort approach.
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Fig. 3 Inter-cohort changes in the decline in cumulative fertility.
Note: The gray line represents the observed change for each cohort; the red long-dashed line illustrates the three-year average.
Data: Human Fertility Database

by Sobotka et al. (2011) so as to analyze the dynamics of the postponement and recuperation of cohort
fertility. The yellow columns in Figure 2 represent the
cumulative fertility decline for each observed cohort
compared to the benchmark cohort of 1965. The
cumulative fertility decline increased continuously
with each cohort, but slowed down gradually from the
cohorts born after the mid-1970s onward. The difference in the cumulative fertility intensity between the
1965 and 1990 generations was 1.00 child.
The tempo of the cumulative fertility decline accelerated up to the 1970 cohort, with each subsequent
generation experiencing a more intense reduction

Fig. 4 Fertility rate age patterns for selected cohorts.
Data: Human Fertility Database

in fertility at younger ages than the previous generation (Figure 3). The tempo of the cumulative decline
was highest for the 1971 to 1976 cohorts, for which,
on average, the cumulative fertility at younger ages
decreased for each subsequent generation by 0.08
children per woman compared to the previous generation. The growth in the cumulative decline slowed
down between the 1977 and 1982 cohorts, and the
cumulative fertility decline was close to zero for
the 1983 cohort, thus indicating the cessation of
postponement. Accordingly, four steps in the postponement transition process were identified based
on the following cohorts: 1965–1970, 1971–1976,
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1977–1982, and 1983–1990. Finally, two main
groups were differentiated: 1965–1982 (cohorts that
were characterized by various postponement intensities) and 1983–1990 (cohorts that ceased further
postponement).
Figure 4 presents the age-specific fertility rates of
women for selected cohorts chosen so as to follow the
previously identified fertility postponement stages:
1965, 1971, 1977, 1983 and 1990. The fertility of the
1965 cohort was concentrated mainly between the
ages of 19 and 25 with a peak at the age of 21. The
1971 cohort appears to represent the first stage of
the fertility postponement process, and is characterized by decreasing fertility rates at younger ages and
increasing fertility rates over the age of 27; however,
it continues to follow the previous early-fertility pattern. A completely different pattern was observed for
the 1977 cohort, who shifted the dominance of their
fertility to a median age of 30. Nevertheless, the fertility rates up to the age of 27 remained significant.
Finally, a similar late-fertility pattern with significantly lower fertility up to the age of 28 was determined
for both the 1983 and 1990 cohorts, thus confirming the stabilization of the postponement transition
process.

4.2 The timing of fertility by birth order
from the cohort perspective

In order to compare fertility across all the cohorts of
interest in detail, Figure 5 presents the fertility rates
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of all the birth orders together and for the first, second and third childbirth. In the case of first childbirth,
the dominant age category for the 1965–1970 cohorts
comprised the 20–24 age group that featured a fertility rate decline of from 0.5 to 0.4. The second highest fertility was registered for the 15–19 age group.
The distribution then changed significantly from
the 1971 cohort onward. The first-child fertility of
the 25–29 age group increased to above that of the
15–19 age group (from the 1974 cohort) and, subsequently, to above the formerly dominant 20–24 age
group (from the 1977 cohort). Moreover, the importance of the 30–34 age group was reflected in its outstripping the fertility of the 20–24 age group from the
1981 cohort onward (see Figure 5).
A similar trend is evident with concern to second
birth rates. Women between 20 and 24 lost their
dominance, while women in the 30–34 age group
exhibited an increasing second-birth fertility intensity (Figure 5). A shift in fertility is also evident
with respect to third childbirth, with the 30–34 and
35–39 age groups becoming dominant from the 1971
generation onward (Figure 5).
As indicated by the above detailed analysis of
cohort age-specific fertility rates, the fertility of each
birth order was postponed progressively to later
ages. The mean age of women at first birth increased
from 22.5 years for the 1965 cohort to 27.4 years for
the 1979 cohort (Figure 6). Similarly, the mean age
of women increased from 25.8 to 30.6 for second
births and from 29.0 to 32.7 for third births. However,

Fig. 5 Fertility rate cohort patterns for the five-year groups.
Note: Cohort 1965–2000. ASFR represents the rates for all the childbirth orders, ASFR1 represents first births, ASFR2 second births and ASFR3
third births.
Data: Human Fertility Database
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Fig. 6 Mean age of women at childbirth by parity, cohort 1950–1979.
Notes: The mean ages were computed for women up to the age
of 40.
Data: Human Fertility Database

Fig. 7 Cumulative growth in the mean age of woman at childbirth
(by parity).
Notes: Both the fertility rates and the mean ages were computed
for women up to the age of 40. The vertical lines show the 1971
and the 1977 cohorts.
Data: Human Fertility Database

indications of such an increase were apparent for second- and third-order births as early as in the 1960–
1964 cohorts. Therefore, Figure 7 was compiled so
as to illustrate the cumulative increase in the mean
age at childbirth by birth order from the 1965 benchmark cohort. While the postponement of third childbirth commenced earlier than that of the lower birth
orders, the increase decelerated from the 1971 cohort
onward. The cumulative first-order increase was
slowest with respect to the 1971 cohort, whereupon
the cumulative increase accelerated for both firstand second-order births and outstripped third-order
births. A more intensive cumulative increase in firstand second-order births than for third-order births
was evident for the 1977 to 1982 cohorts.

around 70%. The 1977–1982 cohorts experienced
an intensifying cumulative fertility decline of up to
0.96 children (trough age = 26) accompanied by a later cumulative fertility increase (recuperation) of only
0.50 children per woman up to the age of 35. Thus, the
recuperation index at the age of 35 decreased to just
53% (Figure 2).
The development of the cumulative decline, cumulative increase and recuperation indices differed
according to the specific birth order (Figure 8). The
cumulative fertility decline for the first-birth order
reached a value of 0.42 children for the 1977 cohort
and up to 0.56 children for the 1990 cohort. Although
the recuperation index showed an increasing trend
up to the 1969 cohort, it subsequently fluctuated at
around 83% (the recuperation index up to the age
of 40). In the case of second childbirths, the cumulative fertility decline was 0.36 children for the 1977
cohort and 0.43 children for the 1990 cohort. Therefore, the cumulative fertility decline due to postponement for the second childbirth was lower than for
the first childbirth. The recuperation index for the
second childbirth was also lower, i.e. 72% on average
(up to the age of 40) for the 1971 to 1976 cohorts.
The cumulative fertility decline was much lower for
third-order births than for lower-order births. The
maximum decline was 0.09 children per woman (the
1983 cohort). The average recuperation index value
up to the age of 40 for the 1966–1976 generation was
approximately 53%.
The progression ratios indicate the probability of
transition to a subsequent child and were computed up to the ages of 30, 35, 40 and 45. The trends in
the parity progression ratios once again highlight the
postponement of fertility to later ages. As shown in
Figure 9, the parity progression up to the age of 45
and 40 remained the same for these cohorts, while

4.3 Fertility postponement and recuperation
by birth order

Both the intensity and recuperation of postponement
were examined, i.e. to what extent delayed childbearing was realized at older ages following the trough age.
Overall, from the 1965 cohort to the 1971 cohort, the
maximum difference between the cumulative fertility
rates was 0.30 children per woman (the yellow column in Figure 2; the age of 27 represented the trough
for the 1971 cohort, see the Appendix). 0.22 children
per woman was born between the trough age and
the age of 45 (the light gray column in Figure 2), thus
indicating that 70% of postponed childbirths were
recuperated (the light gray line in Figure 2). The dark
gray and black columns and lines show the cumulative recuperation and recuperation indices up to the
ages of 40 and 35, respectively. While the 1965–1970
cohorts registered a low but increasing recuperation
index, the 1971–1976 cohorts registered a high and
constant recuperation index up to the age of 40 of
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Fig. 8 Postponement and recuperation, cohort approach (parity comparison).
Note: 1965–1978 cohort (1990), benchmark: the 1965 cohort; y axis = cumulative decline (shaded columns), cumulative recuperation
(colored columns), recuperation index/100 (lines).
Data: Human Fertility Database

the parity progression up to the age of 35 declined
slightly, and the parity progression up to the age of
30 decreased significantly, especially with concern to
the younger cohorts. Changes in the progression ratio
up to the age of 30 illustrate the postponement of a
significant amount of fertility to 30 years and older.
The highest progression ratio related to the transition from childlessness to a first child. The probability
of having a first child by the age of 40 was still above
90% for the 1971 cohort and was close to 85% for the
1977 cohort (Figure 9). Changes in childbirth timing
are more noticeable with concern to the parity progression trends up to the age of 30, which was 89%

(i.e. only 4 percentage points lower than up to the
age of 40) for the 1965 cohort and just 60% (i.e. 25
percentage points lower than up to the age of 40) for
the 1977 cohort. The progression ratio to a first child
decreased for the subsequent cohorts up to 1982 and
stabilized at around 50% from 1983 onward.
A similar decline in the progression ratio up to
the age of 40 was also evident between the 1965 and
1977 cohorts in the case of the transition to a second
child (from 80% to 73%). However, the probability of
having a second child decreased significantly when
computed only to the age of 30 (from 71% for the
1965 cohort to 46% for the 1977 cohort, and to close
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Fig. 9 Parity progression ratios.
Note: 1965–1990 cohort.
Data: Human Fertility Database

to 40% for the 1982 and subsequent cohorts). The
progression ratio from the second to a third child did
not change significantly, i.e. it stabilized at the much
lower value of around 25%.

4.4 Defining cohort differences in fertility patterns

The aim of the above analysis was to identify detailed
differences in fertility patterns across the four cohort
groups.
The first cohort group (1965–1970) was characterized by the rapid commencement of the postponement process. Nevertheless, early fertility remained
the typical pattern; the women in this cohort group
mainly had a first child at the age of 20–24 (Figure 5),
and the 15–19 age group was the second most fertile group. Up to the age of 45, the parity progression
ratios to a first, second and third childbirth remained
stable (92%, 78% and 23%, respectively). Nevertheless, the parity progression ratio up to the age of
30 decreased continuously between the 1965 and
1970 cohorts for both first and second births, thus
indicating a gradual postponement of fertility toward
the age of 30 and older (Figure 9). Interestingly, second childbirth postponement was more intense than
first childbirth postponement (Figure 8), as confirmed by the trends evident in Figure 3 that show
that the mean age at childbirth first began to accelerate with concern to higher-order births. The recuperation index for all the childbirth orders up to the age
of 45 increased (85% for a first, 69% for a second and
60% for a third childbirth).
The second cohort group (1971–1976) was characterized by the most intensive rate of postponement. These women continued to have their first child

predominantly at the age of 20–24; however, the fertility rate of this age group subsequently decreased
at a constant rate. Conversely, fertility at the ages of
25–29 and 30–34 increased significantly (Figure 5).
The progression ratio up to the age of 40 reflected a
decrease in the probability of having a first, second
or third child (Figure 9). While the recuperation
index up to the age of 40 remained stable for both
the first and second childbirth (82% for the first and
71% for the second), the third childbirth recuperation index decreased continuously from 64% to 45%
(Figure 8).
The third (1977–1982) cohort group experienced a
deceleration in fertility postponement. In 2020, these
cohorts were approaching the end of their reproductive age, i.e. 38–43. These women predominantly had
their first child aged 25–29, while the second most
fertile age group in terms of first childbirth comprised
the 30–34 age range (Figure 5). The parity progression ratios for the whole of the group can be observed
only up to the age of 35 (Figure 9). The transition to a
first child continued to decline with respect to these
cohorts. The probability of having a first child up to
the age of 35 was 80% for the 1977 cohort and 75%
for the 1982 cohort. The probability of having a second child (in the case that the woman already had a
first child) also slightly decreased from 67% to 64%
between the 1977 and 1982 cohorts. Conversely, the
progression rate to a third child up to the age of 35
increased slightly from 18% to 19% between these
cohorts. The recuperation index up to the age of 35
decreased slightly for a first childbirth from 75% for
the 1977 cohort to 71% for the 1982 cohort. A second
child was recuperated by just 57% of the 1977 cohort
and 49% of the 1982 cohort.
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The fourth (1983–1990) cohort group indicated
signs of the stabilization of postponement. In 2020,
these women were aged 30 to 37 years, and thus had
not reached the end of their fertility. The age-specific
fertility rates revealed the dominance of a first childbirth at the age of 25–29. The main question concerns
whether the 30–34 age group becomes dominant or
not (Figure 5). The progression ratios for a first and
second child up to the age of 30 were determined at
the low levels of 50% for the first child and 42% for
the second child (Figure 9). The recuperation index of
these cohorts is not yet known.

5. Summary and discussion

This paper aims to assist in forming an understanding of the role of cohorts concerning fertility trends in
Czechia. Cohort differences in terms of the fertility level and timing were compared in detail so as to identify
the various “steps” in the transition of reproductive
patterns in Czechia. The results served to distinguish
four groups of cohorts with distinct demographic
characteristics and fertility patterns: the 1965–1970
cohorts, 1971–1976 cohorts, 1977–1982 cohorts and
1983–1990 cohorts.
Four periods of significant change in economic
development can be identified in recent Czech history, all of which were reflected in specific fertility
trends. The period indicators clearly show that these
periods differed in terms of the potential effect on
fertility (Rychtaříková 2000; Kocourková 2009). We
determined that these periods exerted particularly profound impacts on reproductive behavior from
the cohort perspective. The application of the cohort
approach allowed for the observation of differences in
behavior between the cohorts that could not be identified via the period indicators. The various time occurrences were then projected to the behavior of each
generation, thus contributing to the identification of
the particularities of the various cohorts.
Firstly, the political and economic transformation which began in the early 1990s and influenced
the whole of that decade led to a sharp drop in the
period fertility (Rychtaříková 2000). This was the
time at which the first (1965–1970) cohort experienced the key reproductive age of 20–30. Most of
the women in these cohorts continued to have a first
child early (mostly before the age of 24), and the
probability of their having a second child was above
76%. Early childbearing continued to be the dominant reproductive pattern. Nevertheless, this was
the first group for which signs were observed of the
postponement of childbirth to later ages. The second
(1971–1976) cohort group was more profoundly
affected by the ambivalence and uncertainty of the
1990s, which led to their postponing childbearing to
a much more significant extent. Thus, they are considered to be the initiators of changes in reproductive
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patterns; in other words, the transitional cohort
group.
From 2000, the period fertility increased, which
has often been explained via the creation of a more
favorable population climate that reflected the positiveness of continuous economic growth (Kocourková
2009). GDP grew at an accelerating pace from 2003
and reached 6.1% in 2005 (Jahoda and Kofroň 2007)
in tandem with the introduction of favorable family
and housing policy measures. However, the positive
socio-economic development affected the initiators of
fertility postponement only marginally, as reflected in
their failure to recuperate a significant part of delayed
childbirths. Women in their mid-thirties are less
receptive to improved family support measures if they
lacked favorable conditions when they were in their
late twenties or early thirties (Kocourková and Šťastná 2021). We determined that the probability of their
having a first and second child up to the age of 40 had
declined (from 91% for the 1970 cohort to 85% for
the 1976 cohort, and from 71% for the 1970 cohort to
56% for the 1976 cohort, respectively). It was left for
the subsequent (1977–1982) cohort group, who were
in their late twenties or early thirties at that time, to
fully take advantage of the more favorable conditions
for starting a family. This cohort group was characterized by the formation of the late-fertility pattern.
The period 2008 to 2012 was dominated by the
world financial crisis, which was reflected in the stagnation and a temporal decrease in period fertility.
However, the crisis lasted for a relatively short time
(at least in Czechia) and resulted only in the temporal stagnation of period fertility (Kocourková et al.
2019). Finally, the continuation of economic growth
from 2013, accompanied by favorable family policies, acted to stimulate a further increase in period
fertility (Šťastná et al. 2020). Accordingly, the 1983–
1990 cohort group witnessed the stabilization of the
late-fertility pattern, with the balanced contribution
of the 25–29 and 30–34 age groups. Indeed, the further postponement of childbearing appears to have
been prevented by recent developments in family policy, as suggested by the example of the effect of parental leave policies (Šťastná et al. 2020).
While we can reasonably expect that the current
Covid-19 pandemic will exert an impact on reproductive behavior, it is still too early to reliably predict the
extent thereof.
The postponement of childbearing significantly
influences the life course. Older mothers are faced
with circumstances and needs that differ from those of
younger mothers. The former are more likely to experience difficulties becoming pregnant due to sub-fecundity (Schmidt 2010), thus leading to a higher demand
for assisted reproduction treatment (Kocourková and
Fait 2009). Moreover, fertility at later ages is often
connected with career disruption in the case that
the woman has already entered the labor market.
However, the same is true for childbirth immediately
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following the completion of tertiary education, with
the resulting disruption of “up-to-date knowledge”
and the devaluation of current investment in individual human capital. It has been estimated that the “motherhood penalty” in Czechia is around 7% (Žofková
and Stroukal 2014). Aimed at reflecting these fertility
patterns, the various challenges should be addressed
via the introduction of the corresponding family
policy strategies, and changes in fertility patterns
should be considered a factor in terms of the future
political and economic decision-making process.
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ABSTRACT
Morphology of barchan dunes plays a key role in the rate of movement of barchan dunes and accordingly, the areas that are in the
path of barchan dunes can be identified. In this study, morphological parameters of eight barchan dunes in west Lut and movement
were investigated. For this purpose, 8 parameters of windward slope length, back-to-wind slope length, right arm length, left arm
length, length, width, right width and left width were measured in each barchan dune and Pearson correlation was calculated by
SPSS software. In order to better understand the shape of barchan dunes, satellite images were extracted separately from google
earth. The results of morphometry showed that barchan dune 6 was in the first place in terms of all morphometric factors. The
right arm length to the width had the highest correlation (0.993). The back-to-wind slope length to the right arm length had the
lowest correlation (0.815). The right arm length to the width had the highest coefficient of determination (0.9845). The movement
during 2005–2019 was extracted from satellite images. It was found that until 2015, the highest movement belonged to barchan
dune 3 (225.55 m) and during 2017–2019, the lowest movement belonged to barchan dune 6 (137.49 and 184.66 m). The highest
movement during 2017–2019 was 288.24 and 307.67 m for barchan dune 5, respectively.
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1. Introduction
About 80 million hectares of the Iranian plateau have
very little vegetation and 12 million hectares are covered by barchan (Negaresh et al. 2008: 47). Different dune-like forms are found in deserts, which are
classified into different groups by geologists. These
depend on the amount of barchan available and the
change in wind direction over the years (Brookfield
et al. 2000; Bagnold 1941). The most well-known
type of these shapes are barchan dunes, which are
crescent-shaped and formed by the wind in the same
direction over time. Barchan dune movement depends
on wind speed and barchan dune height. The height
of barchan dunes was between 1.5 and 10 m, while
depending on the type, they were 40–150 m long
and 30–100 m wide. Also, they have a slope between
8 and 20 degrees and lead to a sharp edge. This edge
is located at the tip of the barchan dune and separates
the sliding plate from the windward edge (Sauermann
et al. 2000: 247). Barchan dune is one of the famous
desert forms. These dunes cause deviating the wind
due to their crescent shape. The factors affecting the
crescent shape of barchan dunes follow nonlinear
processes (Hersen 2004). Barchan dunes are formed
in areas where there is not adequate barchan to completely cover the surface and the wind blows in the
same direction for most of the year (Sauermann et al.
2003: 248). Barchan dunes are made of moving sand
and move in the direction of the prevailing wind while
maintaining their crescent shape. Therefore, movement is one of their most important features, so this
obvious feature of barchan dune has turned it into
a natural threat. Accordingly, it is necessary to pay
attention to it as a risk factor. Although for more than

Fig. 1 Location of barchan dunes studied.
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Tab. 1 Geographical location of eight barchan dunes in the study
area.
Barchan number

Latitude

Longitude

Barchan No. 1

29° 59′ 49.55″ N

58° 07′ 05.97″ E

Barchan No. 2

29° 59′ 44.14″ N

58° 06′ 51.57″ E

Barchan No. 3

29° 59′ 40.63″ N

58° 06′ 57.34″ E

Barchan No. 4

29° 59′ 36.66″ N

58° 07′ 19.50″ E

Barchan No. 5

29° 59′ 33.52″ N

58° 07′ 29.89″ E

Barchan No. 6

30° 00′ 01.96″ N

58° 06′ 49.81″ E

Barchan No. 7

30° 00′ 05.11″ N

58° 07′ 05.30″ E

Barchan No. 8

29° 59′ 53.91″ N

58° 06′ 58.68″ E

50 years geologists and geographers have measured
barchan dunes and obtained data on their height,
width, length, volume and movement rate, little is
known about the morphological features of barchan
dunes (Wiggs et al. 1996: 34). From a mathematical
point of view, some are symmetrical shapes that are
formed in the direction of the wind, but in nature,
some factors such as unstable wind speed or the slope
of the earth lead to their asymmetry. Simulations have
also been performed to predict the evolution of barchan dunes (Howard and Morton 1978; Wippermann
and Gross 1986; Anton and Vincent 1986; Anthonsen
et al. 1996). Bagnold (1941) and Finkel (1978) presented the first concepts on barchan dunes and their
morphological relationships in southern Peru. Then,
many studies have been conducted on the morphology and movement of barchan dunes around the
world (Lettau et al 1969; Ting Wang et al. 2007; Hesp
et al. 1998; Gay 1999; Al-Harthi 2002; Daniell et al.
2007; Valle et al. 2008; Belrhiti et al. 2011; Hamdan
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et al. 2015, 2016; Al Mutiry et al. 2016; Michel et al.
2018; Fu et al. 2019; Hu et al. 2019; Abdelkareem et
al. 2020). In Iran, several studies have been conducted on the morphology of barchan dunes, especially barchans (Negaresh et al. 2008; Maghsoudi et al.
2018a, 2018b).

Fig. 2 Location of barchan dunes studied in Google earth image.
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Barchan dune is one of the most common desert
forms caused by the accumulation of barchan particles and wind erosion. According to the above, in
this study, according to eight barchan dunes located
in west Lut, the morphometric features, the relationships between them and the extent of their movement
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during 2005–2019 have been analyzed. It should be
noted that Maghsoudi et al. in two studies investigated the morphometry of barchan dune and the movement of Pashuiyeh in west Lut, and the study area in
this study is the same area in the study by Maghsoudi
et al. However, the period studied for estimating the
movement in the study by Maghsoudi et al. (2018a)
was 1967–2005, while in the present study, the period 2005–2019 was investigated and it was attempted to complete the study by Maghsoudi (2018a). For
the analysis of morphometric parameters of Barchan dune, Maghsoudi et al. (2018b) examined seven
Barchan dunes in Pashuiyeh, which were different
from eight barchan dunes in this study in Pashuiyeh.
The novelty of this study is that so far, few studies
have been conducted in the field of morphology and
movement of barchan dunes in Iran and this study
is one of the new studies in this field. Given that this
region is newly registered as a natural monument in
UNESCO cultural heritage, so the introduction of its
features is very important.

2. Study area

The studied barchan dunes are located in Pashuiyeh
village in Kerman Province and east of this city. This
village is located at an altitude of 360 m above sea level. The barchan dunes are located to the east of Pashuiyeh village, and to the west are sediments from the
Pleistocene.

3. Methodology

In this study, using google earth images, eight barchan dunes were identified in west Lut and Pashuiyeh
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village and were used as target barchan dunes in the
analysis of morphometric relationships between certain parameters. In order to measure the length and
average width of the barchan dunes, satellite images
downloaded from google earth and during 3 days, the
height of the barchan dunes was measured using GPS.
In this way, first the absolute height of the area was
measured by GPS and then the difference in height of
the mentioned point with the barchan dune peak was
measured. The morphometric parameters of barchan
dunes included windward slope length (Lo), backto-wind length (LS), right arm length (La), left arm
length (Lb), length (L), width (W), left width (Wb) and
right width (Wa). The position of the above parameters is shown in a schematic of barchan dunes.
Among the above parameters, only the calculation
of two parameters of length and width of barchan
dunes requires the use of the following equations.
This equation is also used to calculate the width of
barchan dunes:
L = Lo + Ls + (La + Lb)/2

In this equation, La is the length of the right arm,
L is the length of the barchan, Lo is the length of the
windward slope, Lb is the length of the left arm, and
Ls is the length of the leeward slope. This equation is
also used to calculate barchan width:
W = Wa + Wb

In this equation, Wa is the right width and W and
Wb are the barchan width and the left width. After
estimating the above morphometric parameters, the
relationship between the components was calculated
using Pearson correlation by SPSS software and finally the values of coefficient of determination (R2) were
estimated by Origin 8 software and the wind direction and speed were drawn for the study area. Finally,
using satellite images, the movement of the barchan
dunes was measured during 2005–2019. In order to
investigate the movement the barchan dunes, satellite
images of google earth have been used. In this way, the
images of 2005, 2017 and 2019 were first downloaded in digital form and by Arc GIS, the barchan dunes
were drawn from the images.

4. Results and discussions

Fig. 3 Parameters used in morphometry of barchan dunes
(Sauermann et al. 2000).

In this study, the morphometric properties of eight
barchan dunes were measured and the morphometric
components of windward slope, back-to-wind slope,
right arm length, left arm length, length, width, left
width and right width were estimated. Barchan dune
6 had the highest windward slope length (96.44 m)
and Barchan dune 1 had only 28.93 m of windward
slope length. Barchan dune 8 was in the second place
in terms of the windward slope length (71.98 m). The
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Tab. 2 Morphometric parameters calculated in eight studied barchan dunes to meter.
Row

Length
of windward
slope (Lo)

Length
of leeward
slope (Ls)

The length
of the right
arm (La)

The length
of the left
arm (Lb)

Length
(L)

Width
(w)

Left width
(Wb)

Right width
(Wa)

1

28.93

9.82

28.28

39.02

75.02

72.54

34.72

37.84

2

57.29

8.32

39.56

62.96

107.89

84.56

38.77

45.79

3

39.46

7.78

24.64

38.57

74.59

54.71

21.60

33.11

4

61.27

12.83

45.20

64.52

122.8

97.41

37.43

59.98

5

43.47

9.90

30.53

43.23

83.96

61.39

24.25

37.14

6

96.44

16.50

108.42

157.15

208.30

190.73

84.79

105.94

7

43.35

6.41

29.23

54.69

83.99

68.46

31.86

36.60

8

71.98

10.51

30.71

57.36

113.98

62.98

31.08

31.90

difference in windward slope length between these
8 barchan dunes was significant and about 43.05 m.
Also, Barchan dune 6 had the highest back-to-wind
slope length (16.5 m). Barchan dune 7 had the lowest
back-to-wind slope length (6.41 m). Barchan dune 4
was in second place in terms of back-to-wind slope
length (10.51 m). Barchan dune 6 had the highest
right arm length (108.42 m) and Barchan dune 3 had
the lowest right arm length (24.64 m). A significant
difference was between the highest right arm length
and the second one, which was for Barchan dune 4
(45.20 m). The reason for this is not clear, but this
difference is more than double. In the meantime, it is
observed that the differences in the right arm length
were very close among other barchan dunes. This
can be considered as an exception. Barchan dune 6,
which was in the top position among 8 barchan dunes
in terms of other morphometric components, was
also in the first place in terms of the left arm length
(157.15 m). Barchan dune 3 has the lowest left arm
length (38.57 m). The exceptional width of Barchan
dune 6 is still visible in the left arm length. For the
length, which was calculated from the equation of
the right and left arm length, Barchan dune 6 had the
highest length (208.3 m). Barchan dune 3 had the
lowest length (74.59 m). Barchan dune 3 had the lowest left width (21.6 m). Also, Barchan dune 6 had the
highest width. Barchan dunes 1, 2, 4, 7 and 8 had very
close values, but Barchan dune 6 had a significant
difference in all morphometric parameters. Barchan dune 3 had the lowest width and Barchan dune 6
had the highest width (105.9 m). It can be said that
almost all barchan dunes except Barchan dune 6 had
the same right length relative to each other. For the
width, which is obtained from the equation of left and
right width, Barchan dune 6 had the highest width
(190.7 m) and Barchan dune 3 had the lowest width
(54.7 m).
In order to measure the wind direction and speed
in the study area, the data of Shahdad synoptic station, which is 60 km away from the study area, had
been used. The location of this station is shown in the
map of the study area. The windrose diagram shows

that most of the wind that blows in the study area
has a speed of more than 11 meters per second and
blows from the north. This explains the direction to
the south of the barchan dunes.
In order to calculate the correlation between the
barchan dune components, SPSS software and Pearson correlation method were used, the results of
which are shown in Table 3. According to the data displayed in the Table above, the following results were
obtained:
The windward slope length along with the length
had the highest correlation (0.958). The back-towind slope length along with the length had a high
correlation equal to 0.881. The right arm length had
a high correlation of 0.993 and the left arm length
had a correlation of 0.989. Also, the length along with
the left arm length had a correlation equal to 0.977.
North

51%
40.8%
30.6%
20.4%
10.2%
West

East

South
Wind speed (m/s)
≥ 11.10
8.80–11.10

5.70–8.80
3.60–5.70

Calms: 0.00%

Fig. 4 The windrose diagram in the study area.

2.10–3.60
0.50–2.10
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Tab. 3 Values of Pearson correlation between the factors used.
Pearson Correlation
Lo

Lo

Ls

La

Lb

L

Wa

Wb

W

1

.858**

.873**

.900**

.958**

.825*

.875**

.856**

.006

.005

.002

.000

.012

.004

.007

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

8

Pearson Correlation
Ls

N
Pearson Correlation
La

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
8

.859**

.815*

.881**

.872**

.816*

.856**

.006

.014

.004

.005

.014

.007

8

8

8

8

8

8

1

.989**

.966**

.986**

.979**

.993**

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

8

Pearson Correlation
Lb

Pearson Correlation
N

N

8
.977**

.000

.000

.000

.000

8

8

8

8

8

1
8

.943**

.943**

.952**

.000

.000

.000

8

8

8

1

.960**

.992**

.000

.000

8

8

8

1

.987**

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation

W

8
.977**

Sig. (2-tailed)
Pearson Correlation

Wb

8
.959**

Sig. (2-tailed)
Pearson Correlation

Wa

8
.977**

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

L

8
1

.000
8

8
1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

8

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

It was also observed that the right width along with
width had a correlation of 0.992 and the width along
with the right arm length had a correlation of 0.993.
In the meanwhile, the windward slope length along
with the right width had a slight correlation equal
to 0.825 and the back-to-wind slope length along
with the right arm length had a correlation equal to
0.815. Also, the right arm length along with the backto-wind slope length had a correlation of 0.859. The
correlation between the left arm length and the backto-wind slope length was equal to 0.815. Finally, the
correlation between length and back-to-wind slope
length; right-width and windward slope length; leftwidth with back-to-wind slope length, and width and
windward and back-to-wind slope length was 0.881,
0.825, 0.816 and 0.856, respectively. The results of
Pearson correlation showed that the highest correlation of 0.993 was observed between the width and the
length of the right arm and the lowest correlation was
observed between the back-to-wind slope length and
the left arm length.
The values of coefficient of determination (R²)
were estimated for 7 factors with the highest correlation as follows. According to the obtained values, it

is observed that the highest coefficient of determination (0.9845) belongs to the width and length of the
right arm and the lowest coefficient of determination
(0.7666) belongs to the length of the back-to-wind
slope length. The relationship between width and left
width (0.9813) in terms of the highest coefficient of
determination was in the second place. At this stage,
using the parameters mentioned in the relevant Table,
the regression equation was calculated among the factors that had the highest correlation and coefficient of
determination with respect to each other.
Using the components of mean, standard deviation
and Pearson correlation coefficient, the linear regression equation was calculated between the factors that
had the highest correlation with each other. The above
values are shown in the Table below.
Finally, the movement of barchan dunes was calculated during 2005–2019. The reason for using these
time periods was the adaptation of the Gregorian calendar data with the solar calendar in Iran. In addition, the special attention of state officials in matters
related to villages during these periods has led to
an emphasis on these years. Studies have shown an
inverse relationship between movement rate and the
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Fig. 5 Coefficient of determination between Parameters.
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Tab. 4 Statistical values of components used for morphometric analysis of barchan dunes.
Statistical
parameters

Minimum

Maximum

Total

Average

Standard
deviation

Variance

Skewness

Kurtosis

Lo

39.46

96.44

459.48

57.4350

19.23524

369.994

1.331

1.505

Ls

6.41

16.50

81.97

10.2463

3.17907

10.106

1.085

1.282

La

24.64

108.42

336.57

42.0713

27.61851

762.782

2.523

6.631

Lb

38.57

157.15

517.50

64.6875

38.74336

1501.048

2.438

6.393

L

74.59

208.30

870.53

108.8163

44.18772

1952.555

1.939

4.221

Wa

31.90

105.94

388.30

48.5375

24.88598

619.312

2.199

4.985

Wb

21.60

84.79

304.48

38.0600

19.80148

392.099

2.314

5.988

W

54.71

190.73

692.78

86.5975

44.24161

1957.320

2.332

5.794

Tab. 5 Pearson correlation coefficient, determination coefficient
and regression equations of barchan dunes.
Correlated
factors
Lo and L

Pearson
correlation
coefficient

Coefficient of
determination

0.958

0.8859

Regression
equation
Lo = 0.41 L + 12

Ls and L

0.881

0.7466

Ls = 0.06 L + 3.46

La and W

0.993

0.9845

La = 0.6 W − 10.4

La and Lb

0.989

0.9780

La = 0.7 Lb − 3

L and Lb

0.977

0.9547

L = 1.13 Lb + 36.6

Wa and W

0.992

0.9813

W = 1.74 Wa − 2.2

Wb and W

0.987

0.9701

W = 2.17 Wb + 3.5

Fig. 7 Barchan movement rate from 2005 to 2017.

Fig. 6 Barchan movement rate from 2005 to 2015.

Fig. 8 Barchan movement rate from 2005 to 2019.

size of the barchan dune. The movement values for
each barchan dune during the period mentioned in
the Table are displayed and extracted from satellite
images.

In this study, the morphometric factors of barchan
dune 8 have been investigated. First, the morphometric properties of the barchan dunes such as slope
length were analyzed and then Pearson correlation
was calculated for these factors by SPSS software.
Finally, after estimating the coefficient of determination, the regression equation was estimated for
the factors that had the highest correlation. According to the results of the measurements of barchan
dunes, it was found that a significant difference was

5. Conclusion

The study area is located west Lut. This area is the
main place of density of barchan dunes in west Lut.
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Tab. 6 Movement of barchan dunes since 2005 to 2015, 2017, and 2019.
Row

The rate of movement
from 2005 to meters

Barchan
No. 1

Barchan
No. 2

Barchan
No. 3

Barchan
No. 4

Barchan
No. 5

Barchan
No. 6

Barchan
No. 7

Barchan
No. 8

1

The rate of movement to 2015

198.78

183.52

225.55

148.57

225.12

122.93

205.56

154.23

2

The rate of movement to 2017

237.60

199.35

263.18

188.14

288.24

137.49

256.90

189.28

3

The rate of movement to 2019

269.12

239.77

297.72

207.43

307.67

184.66

287.34

223.14

in the size of the components of barchan dunes relative to each other. In the meantime, Barchan dune
6 among 8 barchan dunes studied had the highest
windward slope (96.44 m). The same barchan dune
had the highest back-to-wind slope (16.5 m). The
longest right arm was 108.42 m for Barchan dune 6.
The right arm length was significant compared to the
other 7 barchan dunes, so that in some barchan dunes
it even reaches five times. The same barchan dune
had the highest left arm length (157.15 m). Barchan
dune 6 had the highest length (about 208.3 m). Also,
Barchan dune 6 had the highest width, and left and
right width (190.73, 84.79 and 105 m). According to
the calculation of Pearson correlation between the
parameters, it is observed that the left arm length
and width has the highest correlation (0.993) and the
back-to-wind slope length and width had the lowest
correlation (0.815). At the next stage, the coefficient
of determination was calculated for the parameters
that had the highest correlation. The results showed
that the right arm length to the width had a coefficient
of determination equal to 0.9845. This was the highest among other factors. Finally, regression equations
were estimated for the cases where the coefficient of
determination was calculated. The rate of movement
during 2005–2019 was extracted from satellite images. It can be seen that until 2015, the highest movement belonged to Barchan dune 3 (225.55 m) and
the lowest movement belonged to Barchan dune 6
(122.93 m). During 2017–2019, the lowest movement
belonged to Barchan dune 6 (137.49 and 184.66 m)
and during 2017–2019, the highest movement
belonged to Barchan dune 5 (288.24 and 307.67 m).
Therefore, it was observed that during 2015–2019,
the rate of movement in Barchan dune 6 has increased
significantly.
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